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The U.S. Government’s Race to the Top program inspired a wave of education reforms across 
the nation aimed at holding teachers individually accountable for their students’ “growth” on test 
scores.  These individualized programs implemented new forms of audit technologies aimed at 
orienting teachers’ priorities toward the calculations produced by students, rather than towards 
students’ holistic growth and well-being.  In so doing, these programs signify an ideological 
rupture for teachers in that their long-shared sense of interpersonal accountability is 
institutionally re-directed – and reinforced with consequences – toward calculative 
accountability.  In this dissertation, I investigated teachers’ experiential navigation of the 
introduction of one such individualized consequential accountability policy in New York City.   
Taking a multi-contextual approach, I conducted four distinct narrative analyses that (a) 
examined prevalent patterns in teachers’ experiential accounts, (b) situated their narration in the 
context of mediatized narrative constructions, (c) attended to their voicing of ideological 
dilemmas, and (d) focused on the life history of one exemplary teacher.  In the foundational 




social organizational processes in schools, which facilitated teachers’ sense that they were 
engaged in the violation of their relational morality.  In a complementary voice-based analysis, I 
found that this violation was not merely an affront to their ideological position, but also an 
embodied assault that struck at the core of their being.  The teachers frequently narrated ways 
that this assault compelled them to leave their jobs, and accordingly, most of the teachers in this 
study made their exit.  Moreover, while the teachers navigated institutional conditions that 
facilitated the violation of their sense of relational morality, teachers’ expression of that value-
stance was absent in the most prominent news media outlets of their time.  Such an omission is 
congruent with the historic pattern in which non-educators have dominated the discursive 
construction of the policy paradigms that coordinated the lives of teachers.  In my final analysis, 
I found that that the assault, domination, and moral injuries that were common throughout the 
teachers’ narratives were vivified in the contours of one teachers’ life history, which illuminated 
dynamic resonances between her more contemporary narration of policy enactment and previous 
traumatic experiences.  Collectively, these complementary analyses illuminate how the 
enactment of individualized consequential accountability is a multi-layered process entangled in 
embodied, moral, interpersonal, existential, sociopolitical, and sociohistorical spheres of 
meaning-construction.  Accordingly, this research expands upon dominant contemporary 
conceptions of education reform by illuminating the psychological consequences of teachers 
navigating individualized consequential accountability policies.  Moreover, this dissertation also 
provides a potential model for narrative researchers pursuing multi-contextual investigative 
approaches grounded in the meaning-making processes of those who are the subjects of policy.  
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CHAPTER 1  
 






In The Allure of Order, Mehta (2013) tells a story about a pattern throughout the development of 
U.S. public education in which “reformers” have repeatedly attempted to “‘order’ schools from 
above” (p.2).  In this story, over the course of successive waves of educational policy reforms 
intended to control the practices of educators, politicians repeatedly sought to order schools in 
accordance with the “logic of scientific rationalization” (p. 7).  This is a story of domination in 
which powerful non-educators attempt to impose order upon teachers – who like other care-
workers (e.g., nurses and social workers) are members of a highly feminized “semiprofession” 
(p. 35).  Thus, it is a story of the continual deprofessionalization of educators; lacking the 
extensive training associated with other professions, “a distinctive knowledge base,” and “an 
ability to exclude unqualified practitioners,” teachers lack the ability to withstand the imposition 
of external logics, practices, and modes of institutional organization (p. 6).  In this story, “an 
alternate form of social organization advocated by John Dewey,” in which teachers – like other 
professionals – collectively established the norms and practices of their field, was supplanted by 
Taylorist business-model managerialism (p. 40).  In brief, Mehta provides a history in which the 
work of educators has been routinely ordered by those not familiar with the profession, using 
organizational strategies borrowed from other distinctly different contexts. 
I had never heard this story when I began teaching.  After years of working toward 
becoming a professional skateboarder (which for me, was beginning to feel like a relatively 
hollow and narcissistic endeavor) I decided to focus on helping other people.  In pursuing my 
own self-interest in a competitive industry that focused primarily on marketing (sub)cultural 
identity, I had become both alienated and cognizant of the interdependent nature of human 




would be better if I focused my attention on a more altruistic pursuit, I began working toward a 
Master’s in the Art of Teaching degree.  The building where I took classes was named after 
William Heard Kilpatrick, a pupil and successor of Dewey, and accordingly, I was educated in a 
democratically-oriented constructivist pedagogical paradigm.  My entry into teaching is not 
unique.  As Labaree (2004) notes, teacher preparation programs in the U.S. typically adhere to a 
constructivist pedagogical approach.  Thus, my motivation for becoming a teacher seemed 
typical; most of the people in this graduate training program self-identified as “do-gooders.”  
Connell (2009) asserts that throughout the 20th century, the increasingly globalized sphere of 
educational ideology was, at its core, grounded in a humanistic/missionary ethos.  Accordingly, 
it seemed to me that I had found my calling, and my professors nurtured that notion by awarding 
me a scholarship for a narrative essay in which I articulated my passion for helping others learn.  
Although none of my education professors told me stories like the one Mehta tells in The 
Allure of Order, they did teach me a great deal about pedagogy and the psychology of learning.  
This education served me well in the classroom, and working alongside a community of 
dedicated teachers and a principal focused on giving good educators space to operate, we 
collectively constructed successful learning environments for our students.  Ours was a “model 
school” and educators from across the country regularly visited my classroom to observe my 
teaching.  During these years, however, the policies of the education reform known as No Child 
Left Behind were being implemented in/imposed upon our school – a process that my principal 
and I thought was doing much more harm than good to our students and our school community.  
I decided to leave the school and my principal left the following year.   
I do not remember the stories I told myself as I was making the decision to stay or go.  I 




interested in how the policies of No Child Left Behind were enacted in schools.  I did not leave 
simply because of money, or because of interpersonal relations, or because I felt inefficacious as 
an educator – those were some of the aspects I most appreciated about my work-life.  Although I 
may have uttered the word “burnout,” I certainly was not using it to convey what Maslach (2003) 
and other burnout researchers describe in their scholarship.  I certainly did not lose my love of 
teaching.  In fact, as I was completing a Master’s degree in Psychology – where I focused on 
“optimal educational environments” – I taught summer and weekend courses for high-
performing students who were not being challenged enough in their regular classrooms (a 
program the students affectionally referred to as “nerd camp”), a community college, and a 
different public high school that was reeling in the wake of a massive cheating scandal.  As I 
taught in these different types of teaching environments, I became more aware of the ways that I, 
and the other teachers I observed, were navigating the various policies and institutional 
parameters.  I cannot speak for the other teachers, but, in retrospect, I think I was attempting to 
do the best teaching I could do in whatever teaching situation I was in, while satisfying the 
organizational and bureaucratic requirements of each institution.  That is, I think I told myself 
stories about acting out a sense of professional agency in the face of daunting “limit situations” 
(Jaspers, 1938/1971; Fine & Weis, 2005). 
Throughout my experiences as a long-time educator, I began to cultivate an appreciation 
of the social psychological dimensions of educational environments – places where students, 
teachers, and administrators became engaged and/or disengaged, connected and/or withdrawn, 
agentic and/or coerced.  While cultivating an understanding of schools as psychological spaces, I 
also developed a more refined appreciation for how policies, programs, and organizational 




this multi-contextual perspective, I enrolled in a social/personality psychology PhD program in 
New York City.  I arrived at the same time as a new form of teacher accountability program 
inspired by the federal government’s Race to the Top initiative was being implemented in NYC 
public schools.  While this program’s implementation aligns with the story Mehta tells in The 
Allure of Order (i.e., as a continuation of non-educators’ imposition of rationalized ordering 
strategies onto educators), it also signifies a pronounced shift in accountability policies.  This 
program, initially named the “Teacher Effectiveness Program,” and then later “Advance,” shifts 
accountability from the school or the school system to the individual teacher.  That is, using a 
complex and controversial algorithm known as Value Added Measures (Harris & Herrington, 
2015), auditors estimate the amount of “growth” in students’ test scores and penalize individual 
teachers if their students do not show a designated amount of improvement – the most severe 
punishment being termination.  Thus, this program signifies a shift from consequential 
accountability to individualized consequential accountability, and its emergence raises a host of 
new questions about how this new mode of schooling will operate in practice (i.e., how it will 
play out in the lives of people engaged in the relational processes of teaching and learning).  
Most education scholars and researchers have tended to focus on questions about the validity of 
the measures used in this new policy paradigm (e.g., Ravitch, 2010; Ballou & Springer, 2015), 
but in this dissertation, I take more of a social psychological approach focused on the ideological 
and moral dimensions of individualized consequential accountability reform (which I will 
articulate in Chapter 2).  
Those of us who are interested in education policy reform have already learned a great 
deal about the significance of the implementation of individualized consequential accountability 




the initial Common Core-aligned tests plummeted from 55% to 31% in reading and from 65% to 
31% in math (Hernández & Gebeloff, 2013, August 7), that these policies ignited a wave of 
protests across the state (Hernández & Baker, 2013, April 19),  that approximately 20% of 
students “opted-out” of their state exams (Harris, 2015 August 12), that the governor, in spite of 
his hard-line, pro-accountability position, acknowledged that the program’s implementation was 
“flawed” (Taylor, 2015, December 10), and that the state established a four-year moratorium on 
linking students’ scores with teacher evaluations (Taylor, 2015, December 14).  We also know 
that teacher resignation rates in NYC rose sharply in the year following the program’s 
implementation (United Federation of Teachers Research Department, 2015), that “a large 
majority of the city’s teachers thought seriously about leaving the teaching profession” (United 
Federation of Teachers Research Department, 2014, p. 1), and that the president of the American 
Federation of Teachers called on the U.S. Secretary of Education and the director of the National 
Institute of Occupational Safety and Health to sponsor research investigating the impact of 
working conditions on teachers’ health and well-being (Weingarten, 2015).  What educational 
scholars know very little about is how teachers responded to being the focal point of 
accountability policies (Jiang, Sporte, & Luppescu, 2015), how they constructed meaning of their 
experiences during the program’s implementation, and how the program was “enacted” within 
actual teaching/learning communities (Ball, Maguire, & Braun, 2012).  Examining how 
education reforms operate in practice is important because the merits of a policy cannot rest on 
its logic or intent, but must be understood for its effectiveness in coordinating the functions of 
social systems in useful ways. 
These are complex questions that cannot be adequately addressed with targeted measures 




targeted by these policies, to the psychological processes operative as they construct meaning, 
and to the ways their meaning-construction was embedded in institutional, interpersonal, 
sociocultural, socio-political, and sociohistorical contexts.  Attending to the experiences of those 
navigating policies, and the way they construct their experiences narratively, can illuminate the 
relationship “between the embodied human subject and social policy” – “the substantive domains 
and practices of power through which the body politic is governed… and the materialisation of 
any particular embodied subject within those domains” (Bansel, 2015, pp. 5-6).  To better 
understand how human relations operate in organizational contexts, an experience-near approach 
to research is needed.  Focusing on experiential accounts can illuminate the meaning-making 
processes of those who embody, perceive, and interact with policies as they circulate and operate 
in actual institutional settings.  Accordingly, examinations of teachers’ situated interpretations 
and constructions of meaning in the context of historic policy shifts can illuminate and reflect the 
fact that governmental education initiatives are not merely implemented, but are enacted by 
actual people in distinct communities (Ball, Maguire, & Braun, 2012).   
 
Aims 
Recognizing the need for an experience-near approach to policy enactment research, I sought to 
investigate the issue of individualized accountability reform from a narrative perspective – one 
that focuses on the meanings constructed by, and the meaning-making processes of, teachers 
navigating the introduction of a new teacher evaluation program in New York City during the 
2013-2014 school year.  That is, rather than constructing arguments based on data resulting from 
pre-configured, variable-focused, and decontextualized measures, I started with the narratives of 




complemented those constructions by attending to how teachers narrated the personal, 
interpersonal, organizational, and socio-political contexts in which they lived.  Moreover, I 
aimed to further vivify the experiential accounts of teachers navigating the new program by 
systematically analysing their narratives in a multi-contextual fashion (which I will articulate in 
Chapter 3).   
Taking a person-in-context approach to educational accountability research is important 
for many reasons.  First, the most vivid information about organizational functioning comes from 
the “bottom-up” (McLaughlin & Talbert, 1990) – those whose actions are coordinated within the 
particular institutional parameters of their school (Smith, 2005).  Thus, pursuing a research 
program that is grounded in the perspectives of those targeted by individual consequential 
accountability initiatives can best illuminate the contextually-embedded psychological 
dimensions of teachers living with and under newly implemented accountability reforms.  
Second, accountability is an issue that spans macro and micro contexts (Learner & Tetlock, 
1999), and by pursuing a research program committed to “critical bifocality” (Weis & Fine, 
2012), I highlight the relationship between structural policy change and personal meaning-
construction.  Third, most education research fails to account for the socio-political ramifications 
of policy enactment on people’s lives (McDonnell &Weatherford, 2016), and thus my approach 
has explored the relationship between the political environment and how teachers made sense of 
the policy and its impact on their practice.  And finally, most scholarship on accountability has 
circumscribed the scope of educational discussions “to dangerously narrow proportions,” and by 
pursuing an inductive approach grounded in teachers’ experiential accounts, I aimed to facilitate 
research that has the potential to broaden the scope of policy research – which typically 




(Gunzenhauser, 2006, p. 242).  In sum, the approach I have taken in this dissertation promises to 
expand the scope of teacher accountability research by addressing the contextually-embedded 
psychological complexity of this issue. 
To explore teachers’ situated meaning-construction, I have taken a narrative approach.  
Narratives provide evidence of how people navigate various, disparate, and often dilemmatic 
narrative spaces (Bamburg, 2012; see Billig, et al., [1988] for an argument conceiving of 
ideological dilemmas as discursively grounded social phenomena), which makes a narrative 
mode of inquiry an ideal approach for addressing the research problem at hand – understanding 
teachers’ navigation of a particularly dilemmatic moment in U.S. educational history (an 
argument I articulate in Chapter 2).  In the research I present in this dissertation, I sought to 
explore teachers’ experiential accounts and the meaning-construction processes evidenced in 
those narratives in relation to the shift in educational philosophy and policy ushered in by Race 
to the Top inspired education reforms.  Accordingly, these questions guided my research 
program: How do teachers construct meaning from their experiences during this dilemmatic 
moment?  What role do interpersonal and institutional interactions play in this process of 
meaning construction?  How is this process situated in relation to the broader domain of 
sociohistorical and sociopolitical discursive practice?  How might the navigation of personal, 
interpersonal, organizational, and sociohistorical domains manifest in the psychic processes of 
teachers while narrating their experiences?  Thus, in the studies and analyses I present in this 
dissertation, I aimed to investigate the introduction of individualized consequential 
accountability as a multi-contextual problem – from the point of view of teachers who are the 




To develop an understanding of teachers’ constructions of meaning during the 
implementation of an individualized consequential accountability program in a way that 
embraces the contextually-embedded nature of their constructions, I have investigated teachers’ 
narratives using a variety of complementary methods.  After situating individualized 
consequential accountability policy reform in the context of the continual push for increased 
teacher accountability throughout the history of U.S. education (which I do in Chapter 2) and 
providing a methodological overview for this dissertation (which I do in Chapter 3), I present the 
iterative and complementary narrative research program I used to explore the multi-contextuality 
of teachers’ narratives.  In Chapter 4, taking a constructivist grounded theory approach 
(Charmaz, 2011), I present my examination of patterns of prevalence in 15 teachers’ narratives 
(from three distinct New York City public high schools) and in so doing, weave those patterns 
into theory.  In this analysis, my goal was to construct a useful and explanatory abstraction to 
account for the prevalent patterns in the teachers’ surface-level experiential accounts.  That is, 
this first study operated from a hermeneutic of faith and aimed to generate a relatively faithful 
rendering of the teachers, narratives (Josselson, 2004).  In Chapter 5, I present the second study, 
which takes a Dynamic Narrative Inquiry approach (Daiute, 2014).  Because the teachers 
routinely evoked news articles while narrating their experiential accounts, and because policy 
enactment is beginning to be understood as a mediatized process (Ball, Maguire, & Braun, 2012; 
Baroutsis, 2016), I chose to examine their narratives in relation to those constructed by the most 
prominent news outlets of the time.  That is, in the second study, I systematically examined 
specific features of narrative construction from both the teachers and from journalists writing for 
The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal1 to illuminate how they align and diverge.  In 
                                                          




taking this approach, I situated the teachers’ narratives within the broader socio-political 
constructions of meaning about individualized consequential accountability.  In Chapter 6, I 
present my analysis of teachers’ narration of the ideological dilemma ushered in by 
individualized consequential accountability reform (i.e., narratives voicing both calculative 
accountability and interpersonal accountability – concepts I discuss in Chapter 2).  Because the 
teachers routinely voiced internal conflict, and because their expressed conflicts often reflected 
the ideological dilemma ushered in by individualized consequential accountability reform, I 
chose an analytic approach conducive to exploring the intrapsychic dimensions of their narrative 
constructions.  Taking a Listening Guide approach (Gilligan, et al., 2003; Sorsoli & Tolman, 
2008), I examined teachers’ narratives to uncover their multivocal quality, which will illuminate 
the intrapsychic processes operating as teachers construct the meaning of their experiences 
during the implementation of the new accountability program.  Each of the first three studies 
approaches the teachers’ narratives from a unique perspective, and accordingly, each illuminated 
distinct qualities and features of the narratives.  They all, however, culminated in different forms 
of abstraction.2  In the analysis I present in Chapter 7, I took a life history approach and explored 
one teachers’ narratives to gain a more holistic understanding of her life and how the abstractions 
generated in the first three analyses coincide with and enrich her story (Elms, 1988).  In 
iteratively building a research program in which each analysis expands upon and complements 
previous findings, my goal was to illuminate the meaning construction(s) of the teachers targeted 
by individualized consequential accountability schemes in a way that honors the nuance, 
complexity, and contextually embedded nature of narration and the lives of those constructing 
                                                          
2 The abstractions generated from a Listening Guide analysis are less abstracted than others; see Sorsoli & Tolman 
(2008) for an explication of how the Listening Guide aims to maintain the embodied subjectivity of the narrator 




the narratives.  In Chapter 8, I synthesize the findings from the four analytic projects and discuss 
their significance in the context of individualized consequential accountability – in practice, in 
policy, and in regard to the past, present, and future of U.S. education.  In so doing, I discuss the 
role psychological research could play in understanding the lived consequences of consequential 
accountability. 
The methodological and theoretical specifics of these approaches, and how I wove them 
together, will be explored later in more detail, but, in providing a cursory overview of these 
studies, my goal is to express the extent that I value teachers’ narratives in this project.  In this 
dissertation, I will not treat their narratives as just stories, but as modes of meaning-construction, 
as cultural tools, as indicators of deep psychological processes, and as means to integrate 
narrator’s experiences.  Reflective of my valuation of narrating as a psychological process, and 
my awareness of the multi-contextuality involved in narration, I have chosen to weave various 
strands of narrative throughout this dissertation (e.g., weaving my story into this introductory 
chapter).  Narrative, then, will serve as the means by which I explore and weave salient contexts 
– the personal, the socio-political, etc.  Taking a narrative approach necessitates that I 
acknowledge the situated nature of my role in the research process (Josselson, 2006).  My 
experience as a long-time educator has undoubtedly influenced and prepared me to understand 
why the transition into the era of individualized consequential accountability might be of 
psychological significance for other educators.  Conversely, my experiences did little to prepare 
me for the nuances of NYC public education.  As a teacher and student whose high school 
experiences were largely at county schools in the rural south, I came to this research knowing 
very little of the rich and complicated history of schooling in NYC.  Thus, the methodological 




teachers’ narratives, and those I made in the subsequent studies reflect my willingness to let their 
narratives guide me into other contextually embedded relationships.  For example, by attending 
to the way the teachers continually evoked news articles denigrating educators and public 
education, I realized that the stories they told about themselves and about their experiences 
needed to be examined alongside those propagated in the media, which I do in the second study.   
While following the teachers’ narratives and attending to the contextuality of their 
narrations, I also sought to become more aware of their historical context by reading historians of 
education in New York (e.g., Ravitch, 1974, 2010; McGill, 2015).  In hermeneutic terms, I 
sought to understand the relationship between the whole and its parts (Josselson, 2004).  
Accordingly, in this dissertation, I acknowledge the historical significance of these teachers’ 
narratives.  The 15 people whose narratives I examined were telling their stories at a moment of, 
not only a continuation of the rationalized ordering of educators by non-educators (i.e., the story 
told by Mehta in 2013), but also of a potential ideological rupture (which I articulate in Chapter 
2).  The policies of individualized consequential accountability have the potential to transform 
how the value of teachers’ work is determined, and in the process, may alter what is valued in 
education.  More specifically, in prioritizing the scores students produce, rather than the students 
themselves, these policies may create the organizational frameworks facilitative of teachers’ 
ideological dilemmas (see Billig, et al., 1988).  In other words, individualized consequential 
accountability programs possess the potential to radically transform the meaning of teaching in 
our society in the broadest sense (see Dewey [1916] for the foundational articulation of the 
interconnections between teachers, students, and citizens in free society). 
Without investigating the meanings teachers construct of these programs, however, these 




constructed meanings and the meaning-making processes of the teachers who navigated the 
implementation of an individualized consequential accountability program in NYC.  In the 
following chapters, I explore and situate the narratives of teachers who navigated the 
introduction of individualized consequential accountability in their historical, sociopolitical, and 
organizational contexts.  In so doing, I will focus on the moral and ideological reverberations of 
this new mode of schooling throughout a multi-contextual web of sociocultural, interpersonal, 







THE CONTROL OF TEACHERS’ WORK,  
THE ERA OF CONSEQUENTIAL ACCOUNTABILITY,  





In this dissertation, I examine the narratives of teachers navigating the enactment of an education 
policy by situating them in their sociohistorical context. Contextualism, as Hermans and Kempen 
(1993) have argued, is a root metaphor for psychological conceptualization and investigation – 
and one central for those focused on dialogical processes (I discuss dialogism in more detail in 
Chapter 3).  My aim, thus, is to focus on the dialogical process of meaning-construction by 
examining the narratives of people whose stories, I argue, are at the epicenter of a pivotal 
historical moment in U.S. education.  Specifically, this dissertation will examine the narratives 
and narrative processes of New York City public high school teachers as they navigated the 
introduction of a new mode of accountability policy – one targeting them. 
 In this chapter, I aim to frame the context of the research that I will present in the 
following chapters.  This framing will center on the introduction of an individualized 
consequential accountability program in NYC public schools, which, I will argue represents an 
ideological rupture for educators.  I will contextualize this program by situating it within the 
broader history of educational accountability in NYC, and more broadly in the United States.  In 
discussing this relatively modern accountability movement, I begin with a broader discussion of 
control as it pertains to teachers’ work.   
 
Controlling Teachers’ Work 
In Who Controls Teachers’ Work, Ingersoll (2003) asserts that although teachers may exercise 
some control over what happens in their classrooms, the actual manifestations of their power are 
nested within school-wide systems of rules, sanctions, and procedures.  These mechanisms of 
control are determined by local school boards, which have, since the middle of the 20th century, 




organizations. “Top-down school reforms” thus filter through a hierarchical system of power 
relations through a mixture of bureaucratic and non-bureaucratic modes of workplace 
organization (p. 235).  These power relations are thus maintained by a mixture of formal and 
informal means of control.  In other words, there is far more complexity involved in answering 
the question “who controls teachers’ work?” than is often recognized by reformers.  However, 
Ingersoll (2003) argues that even in the moments and situations where teacher control is at its 
highest, “the power and influence of teachers has been very low” (p. 221). 
 Ingersoll (2003), and other education scholars (Apple, 1988; Restler, 2017), relate 
teachers’ relative lack of power to the specifically gendered nature of the profession and its 
historical development.  Many scholars note a distinctive shift in education in the U.S. occurring 
around the mid-19th century, as the nation transitioned from a primarily agricultural to a 
primarily industrial society (Strober & Tyack, 1980; Biklen, 1995).  The political, economic and 
cultural changes occurring during the industrialization of the U.S. led to a “demographic and 
ideological refashioning of teaching work” (Restler, 2017, p. 77).  As more students spent more 
time in school, more teachers were needed to teach them, which created both supply-side and 
demand-side pressures that were addressed by a rapid influx of female teachers (Strober & 
Tyack, 1980).  Reflecting the gendered power dynamics of society at that time, the new wave of 
female teachers had less power and control over their work, and as the profession became less 
autonomous and prestigious, more men exited the field (Strober & Lanford, 1986).  The 
lingering effects of this gendered orientation of power in teaching is still evident in the 
disproportion of female teachers in the U.S. (76%, according to Ingersoll, Merrill, & Stuckey’s 
[2014] findings), and, conversely, the disproportionately high number of male administrators 




 A thorough examination of the gendered nature of power relations in teaching is beyond 
the scope of this work (instead see Apple, 1988; Goldstein, 2014), but it is an important feature 
of the historical context and does offer insight into how teaching came to be perceived as a 
disempowered occupation (Mehta, 2103).  Teaching is not alone in this regard, and is, in fact, 
often lumped in with nursing and social work as a caring profession (England, Budig, & Folbre, 
2002).  Some scholars view this conceptualization as deriving from the social and cultural 
conditions from which the post-industrialization model of schooling in the U.S. emerged (Strober 
& Lanford, 1986).  That is, an antiquated social view of women as mothers who were 
economically dependent on their husbands – one that connotes middle-class whiteness – became 
implanted in the social imagination regarding teachers’ work (Grumet, 1988; Restler, 2017).  It is 
not surprising, then, that care workers still have less power and prestige than other professionals 
with comparable education and training.  England, Budig, and Folbre (2002), for example, found 
that care workers make approximately 6% less than other professionals when accounting for 
education, experience, and other occupational and personal factors.  In their analysis, they 
describe a “wage penalty” for care work, which they discuss as being reflective of the historic 
devaluation of women in the United States.  Their findings suggest that care workers, regardless 
of gender, suffer the same wage penalty, which, they suggest, may be because “care is 
symbolically associated with women and mothering more than other ‘female’ jobs and this 
association affects people’s sense of how much the job should be paid” (p. 457). 
 Teachers’ and other care workers’ relative lack of power is reflected in the peculiar 
nature of their professional status.  Unlike most other professionals, such as lawyers, doctors and 
professors, teachers lack the ability to “exclude unqualified practitioners” or to control “the 




nurses and social workers, have been described as “semiprofessionals” (Etzioni, 1969).  Apple 
(1988) argues that in embracing a professional orientation toward work (“professionalism”) 
while having their labor processes hierarchically organized like other blue-, pink-, and white-
collar jobs, teachers are, in effect, more susceptible to being controlled.  That is, teachers often 
take on the responsibilities of a professional while being managed as a laborer.  On the other 
hand, Mehta (2013) argues that the expansion of unionization in the 1960s, which increased 
teachers’ political power, also decreased their ability to “control their own sphere” because they 
lost the moral high-ground in the eyes of the public and policy-makers (p. 6).  The peculiar, or 
perhaps “contradictory” (Apple, 1988), professional status of teachers highlights, again, how 
difficult it is to answer the question “who controls teachers’ work?”. 
 Understanding power in teachers’ work in territorial terms, as Ingersoll (2003) suggests, 
is a difficult task.  Although teachers can be plotted along a bureaucratic chain of command, their 
hierarchical position may look different in different schools and school systems, it may 
seemingly dissolve once the classroom door closes, it may rise or fall in accordance with 
political and ideological shifts, and it is certainly embedded within flows and ruptures of history.  
Education scholars, nonetheless, have sought to illuminate the nature of control in schools as it is 
continually transformed by, and because of, such complex processes.   
These continual transformations in education are increasingly occurring in the context of, 
and as a byproduct of, globalization (Ball, 1998).  Globalization has given rise to neoliberalism 
in education (Hursch, 2007), which facilitates an upward flow of power to the already powerful, 
while the disempowered are increasingly surveilled and controlled (Fabricant & Fine, 2013).  In 
this neoliberal era, the mechanisms of control become invisible, ubiquitous, and normalized 




in writing about this era, I find it difficult to maintain an active voice or to articulate the agent of 
control I am writing about.  This dilemma reflects the moment.  Webb (2008) argues that in 
modern education, power operates “covertly and panaoptically,” as “stealth power” (p. 127).  
That is, teachers who embrace the performativity demanded by audits (as in demonstrating 
specific required competencies) – either aware or unaware that their actions are being brought 
into alignment by ruling interests – are, in effect, reproducing governmental power.  Thus, he 
asserts, researchers should focus on how power operates in schools, how it flows and “circulates 
throughout macro- and micro-environments simultaneously” (p. 132).  In so doing, researchers 
can examine “the ways agency can be co-opted and produced from stealth forms of power” (p. 
133). 
 Thus, the question, “Who controls teachers’ work?” is insufficient, and should be 
amended with considerations about how control works in schools.  Such a focus on process is not 
novel.  Ingersoll (2013), for example, has written about the “deskilling” of teaching, which he 
describes as a “transformation from highly skilled in to highly unskilled work” (p. 154).  In 
teaching, this process often involves the prescription of routinized and standardized, or “teacher 
proof,” curriculum that curbs teachers’ creativity, flexibility, judgment, and thought (p. 158).  In 
contrast to bureaucratic control, which is “embodied within the hierarchical social relations of 
the workplace,” Apple (1982) associates deskilling with “technical control” (p. 141).  Technical 
control refers to “the ‘invisible’ modes of control” embedded in the curricular form, such as the 
standardization and routinization of pedagogical processes (Apple, 1982, p. 159).  Technical 
control, Apple (1982) argues, is increasingly encroaching upon teachers’ work – so much so that 
simple, or direct, forms of control are becoming less needed, and thus, less prevalent.  The 




commonplace because teachers lack the power to determine the standards and practices that 
govern their labor (Mehta, 2013).   
 The bureaucratic and technical controls that coordinate teachers’ work are increasingly, 
in tandem, establishing the parameters in which teachers’ work is controlled, but extra-
organizational factors also play a role.  Increasingly, the ideological foundations on which 
educational reforms are built are being established and reified in the public sphere.  One way that 
the public sphere is entangled in discussions of education reform is through the process of 
mediatization.  Mediatization refers to “the transformations in society and everyday life that are 
shaped by the modern media and the processes of mediation” (Lundy, 2009, p. 4).  The media, 
thus, can act as a facilitating mediator between those who wish to shape educational policies and 
those who may be shaped by them.  Cabalin (2015) argues that “the media must be considered a 
political actor in the public discussion about education, because they have a position about social 
issues and control the debate, extending, or reducing the presence of certain voices in the public 
sphere” (p. 228).  Mediatization can refer to a government funded marketing campaign aimed at 
producing favorable news coverage – as was the case with the U.S. Governments’ strategy to 
push the No Child Left Behind policy (Anderson, 2007) – or it can refer to the framing, sourcing, 
and discursive strategies journalists employ when constructing educational policy stories 
(Cabalin, 2015).   
 Journalists, thus, play a mediating role between state interests and public perception –
often serving as facilitators and legitimizers of governmental initiatives (Hanitzsch & Voz, 
2016).  Regarding the policies of the post-No Child Left Behind Era, such mediation involves 
how the notion of “accountability” has been communicated to the public.  Cabalin (2015), in 




frequently acted as a synonym for “quality” and “improvement.”  Similarly, Cohen (2010) found 
that accountability served as the authoritative discourse in news coverage of the reauthorization 
of No Child Left Behind in 2007.  Such mediatization of the central concept underpinning 
accountability policy, however, fails to recognize the fact that the term has multiple – and often 
contradictory – connotations.  As Kamuf (2007) and McKernan & McPhail (2012) have 
demonstrated, accountability connotes both narrative and calculative dimensions.  Narratability 
and calculability have, thus, existed in tension throughout the development of this concept 
(McKernan & McPhail 2012).  In recent times, however, the calculative dimension of the 
concept has overtaken the narrative dimension, and the result is that the only accounts that matter 
are the ones built upon calculations (McKernan & McPhail 2012).  In this regard, the current, 
calculative understanding of accountability is commensurate with neoliberal ideology (Gobby 
2017) – which is thoroughly embedded in the post-No Child Left Behind Era (Hursch 2007; 
Carney 2009).  Not surprisingly, Baroutsis (2016) found that the mediatization of neoliberal 
discursive constructions of accountability has increased in recent years and has facilitated 
changes in educational accountability policies.  
What are excluded in the neoliberal, calculation-based notions of accountability are 
alternate notions of what the concept means, or how non-calculable conceptions of 
accountability operate in practice.  Historically, accountability connotes responsibility, but as the 
calculative dimension has become dominant, notions of responsibility have shifted as well 
(McKernan & McPhail 2012).  Connoted in the more narrative conception of accountability is 
the notion of “answerability” – that a speaker has a moral responsibility to the other (McKernan 
2012).  As McKernan (2012) argues, answerability, the narrative dimension of relational 




calculations speak for themselves, so to speak; the accountable subject is made to face the 
auditor, not those to whom one is responsible.  The new calculative mode of educational 
accountability, is thus not grounded in human responsibility, but performativity (Ball 2003; 
Gobby 2016).  In news media reports that emphasize the importance of test scores as the primary 
means by which teachers should be accountable (e.g., Harris, 2015, October 26; Spencer, 2015, 
April 13), journalists are not merely mediatizing accountability policy, but cultivating a 
collective conception of “accountability” as well.   
News media, thus, play an important role in how control works in education.  In the case 
of accountability reform, the manifestation of policy – the audits and consequences – are 
dependent upon a conceptualization of “accountability” that is rooted in test scores.  Mehta 
(2013) argues that the shift toward holding teachers accountable for the numeric results of 
students’ test scores is the most enduring legacy of A Nation at Risk – the book that underpins 
modern accountability reform.  Berliner & Biddle (1995), in documenting the “manufactured 
crisis” engendered by uncritical news media reporting of Nation, were, in fact, articulating the 
mediatization of policy – years before the terms became popular among media scholars.  In other 
words, the entire era of accountability, including the text that ushered in the paradigm (A Nation 
at Risk) and the act that instituted the foundational policies (No Child Left Behind), has been 
marked by mediatization.  In this period, journalists have facilitated and legitimized 
governmental initiatives, not only through favorable reporting (see Anderson, 2007), but also by 
cultivating a limited conception of the term that underpins accountability policy.  Thus, 
developing an understanding of how power works in education entails moving beyond 
bureaucratic and technical means of control by acknowledging the integration of political and 




the strength exerted by powerful actors to shape the “problem space in favorable directions” 
(Mehta, 2013, p. 34).   
 Although a comprehensive analysis of power in education is beyond the scope of this 
project, the scholarship I have drawn from does provide some lessons about how the work of 
teachers is, and has been, controlled in the United States.  Within schools and school systems, 
teachers’ work is controlled through a combination of hierarchical and technical mechanisms.  
Their ability to alter these mechanisms is undermined by their lack of professional power.  The 
policies governing these mechanisms are embedded within and reflective of ideas, ideals and 
values circulating in public discourse, which is increasingly mediatized and thus conducive to the 
interests of those with the power to shape journalistic narratives.  Mehta (2013) describes the 
confluence of these processes and dynamics when recounting the historical struggle for control 
over schooling in the U.S. since the early 20th century.  He argues that there have been three 
waves of rationalizing reform in education (during the progressive era in the early 20th century, 
the 1960s, and the 1980s through the present) in which powerful non-teachers identified a 
problem, advocated for the use of some form of scientific management to rectify the problem, 
and mobilized political action around their solution.  In each wave, “a highly feminized teaching 
profession” sought unsuccessfully to resist the imposition of external mechanisms of control 
(Mehta, 2013, p. 35).  Throughout these waves, Mehta (2013) argues, a “commensurating logic 
of measurement-driven change unites those who are outside the schools, seeking to create change 








Mehta’s (2013) cultural/historical analysis illuminates how teachers’ work has been controlled – 
how mechanisms of control are interwoven with hierarchical relations, professional autonomy, 
and discursive construction, but it also demonstrates that rationalized accountability schemes 
have been a persistent strategy for those set on ordering the labor practices of educators.  The 
concept of accountability, however, has transformed over time (Ranson, 2003; Teo & Osborne, 
2014).  Whereas conventional notions of the concept pertain to the fact that one could be called 
to provide an account – to be answerable to a figure in a higher hierarchical position, Ranson 
(2003) views more recent forms of accountability as a “social practice pursuing particular 
purposes, defined by distinctive relationships and evaluative procedures” (p. 462).  That is, 
“accountability is no longer merely an important instrument or component within the system, but 
constitutes the system itself” (Ranson, 2003, p. 459).  The view that accountability is now a 
social practice troubles the strict linearity of power (Ranson, 2003; Teo & Osborne, 2014; 
Bansel, 2015), and instead conceptualizes the control of labor practices as co-constitutive 
(Bansel, 2015) – as a mechanism of regulation that becomes embedded in the cultures of 
particular communities (Ball, 1998).  The view of accountability as a social practice entails, for 
example, self-surveillance and peer-surveillance as co-constitutive practices underpinning the 
power of regulatory systems (Ball, 1998).  For recent forms of accountability, power is 
“interconnected, implicit, and pervasive” (Teo & Osborne, 2014, p. 240). 
 The fact that accountability now filters throughout schools and school systems as 
regulatory social practice does not, however, negates the existence of control hierarchies.  
Rather, control becomes more remote and the controllers operate from a distance (Ball, 1998).  




Tetlock (1999) claim that accountability policies span the macro sphere of policy and the micro 
sphere of cognition, Webb (2008) argues that the macro/micro binary, as well as the 
authority/influence binary, dissolve in the recent era of accountability.  Agency, then, becomes 
diffuse, and can be co-opted as mechanisms of control become internalized – as power 
reproduces itself through the performance of accountabilities (Webb, 2008).  As Webb (2008) 
articulates: 
Accounting for forms of power that are covert and ‘radically interior’ suggests that 
micropolitical interests are manipulated and fabricated because they can be obscured 
from individuals and groups.  As such, stealth forms of power fabricate interests through 
macropolitical mechanisms to achieve micropolitical ends” (p. 133).   
Thus, in the more recent enactments of accountability, power is segmented rather than 
distributed (Webb, 2008). 
 The diffuse nature of power, as exercised by and through accountability schemes, entails 
not only that teachers are held to account, but that accountability penetrates their bodies and 
brings about a change in their disposition (Ball 1998; Bansel, 2015).  The intellectual 
technologies employed in modern accountability schemes facilitate cognitive restructuring and 
bring about new subjectivities and values (Ball, 1998).  The salient shift, then, is from a teacher 
being held to account to a teacher as an accountable being.   In Bansel’s (2015) words, “the 
embodied human subject is simultaneously the target of policy as a technology of government 
and the materialisation/embodiment of the ambitions of government for the conduct of its 
citizen/subjects” (p. 9).  It is not surprising, then, that Teo & Osborne (2014) found that teachers 
demonstrated pervasive accountability, or in their words, “accountabilities” in the institutional, 




for the personal, the dispositional, the interior, and thus signals the significance of psychological 
domains.  This shift to the psychological does not, however, exclude the sociological, the 
historical, or the political.  Rather, recent scholarship on the transformation of accountability 
acknowledges that broader changes – ones that may be construed as sociohistorical or 
sociopolitical – penetrate social arrangements and find their most concrete manifestations in the 
lived experiences of those navigating the transformations (Bansel, 2015). 
 Many education scholars view the shift in accountability as a manifestation of the 
emergence of neoliberalism, which began to take hold in developed western countries in the 
1970s (Ball, 1998; Ranson, 2003; Hursch, 2007; Bansel, 2015).  Fabricant & Fine (2013) define 
neoliberalism as “a political, economic, and ideological system that privileges the market as the 
most efficient platform for distributing social goods, minimizes the role of government 
responsibility in assuring collective well-being and highlights instead personal responsibility for 
assuring individual well-being” (p. 4).  Many social theorists view the market-centric ethos of the 
neoliberal era as totalizing (Ong, 2007).  Restler (2017) argues, for example, that a 
multidimensional understanding of “value” (as an ethic, as virtue, etc.) has become flattened, 
reduced, and recast in strictly economic terms.  Although a full examination of neoliberalism is 
beyond the scope of this project (for a thorough treatment of this topic see Harvey, 2005), it is 
important to note that the emergence of this ideological system signifies a shift in areas such as 
value(s) (Restler, 2017), personal responsibility (Fabricant & Fine, 2013), and people’s 
relationship with society (Hursch, 2007).  In other words, neoliberalism can influence how 
people make sense of accountability and how control should operate in schools.  Some education 
scholars view the emergence of neoliberalism as a manifestation of globalization (Ball; 1998; 




schools as reflections of these broader social, economic, and political transformations (Maguire, 
2002).   
Neoliberalism, then, is the dominant ideology underscoring the changes that have 
occurred in U.S. education over the past two decades (Hursh, 2007), and education policy is the 
bridge between abstract ideologies and processes (i.e., neoliberalism and globalization) and the 
restructuring of teachers’ work (Maguire, 2002).  Education policy is thus a concrete 
manifestation of how policy makers make sense of and respond to perceived changes, or at least 
the stories, or myths, they tell themselves about those perceived changes (Maguire, 2002).  Thus, 
examinations of education reform need to account for the relationship between the content of a 
policy and the ideological underpinnings of the policy.  Carney (2009) argues that 
“policyscapes” are nested manifestations of “ideoscapes” – the “fluid, hybrid, and evolving” 
constructions of meaning that entwine the imagination and material awareness of our world (p. 
67).  In the emergent global-neoliberal policyscape, Carney (2009) argues that technologies of 
control are being deployed to remake selves and alter subjectivities.  Thus, education policies 
render transparent the technologies of control used to reconstruct teachers’ work (Gunzenhauser, 
2006), and aim at a reconstruction of their subjectivity (Ball, 2000; Carney, 2009). 
 
Policyscaping for the Era of Accountability 
The current policyscape in U.S. education has developed incrementally over the last four 
decades.  The modern wave of educational accountability in the U.S. was ushered in by the 1983 
publication of A Nation at Risk (Kress, Zechmann, & Schmitten, 2011; Mehta, 2013).  This 
report, which was commissioned by President Reagan’s Secretary of Education, framed 




competitive world.  Nation also depicted public education as the sole bearer of that 
responsibility.  Mehta (2013) argues that this document established the framing for modern 
school reform by “linking educational and economic concerns,” “focusing on the failings of 
school and not society,” “emphasizing high standards for all,” and “measuring schools by 
quantifiable results” (Mehta, 2013, p. 115).  That is, A Nation at Risk framed the ideoscape 
underpinning the modern educational policyscape.   
 Mehta (2013) argues that this new “policy paradigm” became dominant because its 
advocates recast the educational debate by defining the problem, offering strategic solutions, and 
creating the opportunity for institutional change; by crystalizing a narrative that would affect 
how people interpret and understand their world.  This new narrative was vigorously propagated 
by the news media who echoed A Nation at Risk’s themes of educational failure and impending 
economic crisis (Berliner & Bidden, 1995).  Mehta (2013) claims that The Washington Post 
published nearly two articles a week about Nation in the year after its publication.  Hundreds of 
news reports portrayed Nation as an evidence-based report, giving the book an air of scholarly 
legitimacy, while failing to acknowledge that it was completely devoid of citations (Berliner & 
Bidden, 1995).  Mehta (2013) claims the report oversold damning evidence while burying 
positive educational findings near the end - “a minor qualification to a dominant rhetoric of 
crisis” (Mehta, 2013, p. 89).  Seven years later in The Sandia Report, an analysis conducted by 
the U.S. Department of Energy, researchers cited analytical errors, missing evidence, and 
mischaracterizations in their contestation of the findings presented in A Nation at Risk (Stedman, 
1994).  The Sandia Report, however, like the other critiques voiced in the wake of the book’s 
release, failed to derail the trajectory of policy creation set in motion by A Nation at Risk (Mehta, 




 Many education scholars have attempted to explain why critics failed to counter the 
paradigm that emerged in the wake of A Nation at Risk.  Hursch (2007) argues that the new 
ideoscape was congruent with the broader neoliberal discursive thrust in economics and politics.  
Mehta (2013) claims that education policies established in the post-Nation ideoscape had 
bipartisan support because liberals wanted measures aimed at promoting equity and 
conservatives wanted a way to tighten the reins on a largely unionized workforce.  Goldstein 
(2014) claims that in the face of economic hardships and dwindling job security, many 
Americans began to view teachers and their privileged tenured positions with disdain.  
Moreover, Mehta (2013) argues that teachers’ unions’ history of bargaining for increased 
benefits created a public perception that educators’ pushback was economically motivated, that 
they lost the moral high ground, and that their contestations were perceived by many as self-
interested pleading.  Berliner & Biddle (1995) claim that the post-Nation ideoscape developed in 
part because of a mixture of governmental propaganda masquerading as research reports and an 
irresponsible media corps who uncritically echoed these reports.  A vast and complex 
constellation of factors, thus, likely contributed to the crystallization of the post-Nation 
paradigm.  
 Mehta (2013) asserts that once a new paradigm is crystalized it “delimits policy options,” 
“restructures the political landscape around an issue,” “raises the agenda status of the issue,” and 
“changes the players involved, their standing to speak, and the venues in which the issue is 
debated” (p. 23).  While this assertion certainly applies to the policyscape that emerged 
following A Nation at Risk, it is important to note that not all the suggestions proposed in the text 
came to fruition.  For example, there was little Congressional interest in providing funding for 




policymakers increasingly focused their energy on teachers (Goldstein, 2014).  Mehta (2013), 
more specifically, claims the most enduring policy legacy of A Nation at Risk was “the move 
toward seeing educators as accountable for quantifiable results” (p. 111).  Although this focus 
materialized incrementally over the span of multiple presidential administrations and multiple 
state and national education policies, the “triumph of accountability” came with the passage of 
the No Child Left Behind act in 2002 (Mehta, 2013, p. 232). 
 
The Era of Accountability 
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) fundamentally changed education in the United States (Mehta, 
2013).  Although a comprehensive examination of the act is beyond the scope of this project, I 
do want to call attention to how NCLB altered the nature of accountability in public education.  
Importantly, when signed, the act marked the high point of the national government’s role in 
education policy (Kress, Zechmann, & Schmitten, 2011).  Historically, U.S. education policies 
have been established and implemented at the state and district level, and although that trend 
remained largely intact, NCLB created federal mandates dictating that states institute their own 
education standards, exams and proficiency guidelines (Goldstein, 2014).  The act thus moved 
further toward a nationally standardized curriculum and national exams based on those 
standards.  The act also created a punitive system in which schools who failed to make 
acceptable gains in designated areas (Annual Yearly Progress) would be subject to a series of 
escalating consequences, such as “the closing and reconstitution of failing schools” (Mehta, 
2013, p. 232).  With its focus on standards, testing and consequences, NCLB, at its signing, 
represented the “high point” of the U.S. Government’s attempt to usher in accountability in 




Thus, NCLB, a federal law that created “a system of goals, measurements, and 
consequences for every public school in the country” (Mehta, 2013, pp. 246–247), ushered in the 
era of consequential accountability.  Consequential accountability “involves creating explicit 
standards for students, testing against those standards, and assigning consequences to schools for 
failure to meet those standards” (Kress, Zechmann, & Schmitten, 2011, p. 185).  Importantly, 
under NCLB, schools were the targets of accountability policy.  If schools failed to make annual 
yearly progress (which was determined differently by states), they were subject to a series of 
“escalating interventions,” which would trigger actions such as replacing staff, restructuring as a 
charter school, or being taken over by the state (Kress, Zechmann, & Schmitten, 2011, p. 194).  
That is, implicit in NCLB is the assumption that the consequences imposed upon schools would 
trickle down to teachers (i.e., if school administrators felt pressure to meet annual yearly 
progress, they would be motivated to put pressure on teachers to work harder to attain results).  
In order to move beyond faith in trickle-down accountability and to tighten the reins on teachers 
more directly, a new policy was needed. 
In 2010, the U.S. Department of Education established Race to the Top (RTTT), which 
incentivized states to create programs to facilitate evaluating, paying, and granting tenure based 
on “how effectively a teacher grew student achievement in measurable ways” (Goldstein, 2014).  
This initiative was aimed at evaluating teachers by measuring both their students’ performance 
on standardized measures and non-performance indicators, such as observations of their 
classroom instruction (Harris, 2012).  Although RTTT can be understood within the historic 
pattern of non-educators creating mechanisms to control the work of teachers, the initiative 
signals a conceptual shift – a shift to what I refer to as individualized consequential 




community – is targeted by punitive measures for failing to “grow” gains in students’ scores on 
standardized exams.  Although RTTT aimed at holding teachers personally accountable, it 
required a great deal of administrative effort and innovation.  For example, through the RTTT 
initiative, the federal government asked states to demand that principals evaluate teachers 
annually and to create a mechanism to remove underperforming teachers (Goldstein, 2014).  
RTTT also created an incentivizing framework in which the federal government asked states to 
institute a statistical technique that is now commonly referred to as “value added measurement,” 
which is used to determine “(w)hich teachers raise or lower a child’s test scores” (Goldstein, 
2014, pp, 204–205).  Harris & Herrington (2015) claim that “nothing in the past compares with 
the wave of value-added-based teacher accountability brought on by President Obama’s Race to 
the Top” (p. 71).  In the midst of the “great recession,” RTTT instituted the federal governments’ 
offer of funding for struggling state governments if they complied with introducing a new mode 
of accountability policy in their schools.  Ultimately, two-thirds of the states altered their laws 
relating to public school teachers, eighteen weakened protections for tenured teachers, and half 
declared they would link student test scores and teacher evaluations (Goldstein, 2014). 
 
Individualized Consequential Accountability in NYC 
New York jumped in the race and competed for federal RTTT funding.  The state’s initial plan 
did not go far enough in establishing a teacher evaluation system, and consequently, the federal 
government threatened to withhold one billion dollars – 700 million in RTTT funding plus 300 
million in additional incentives (Blain, 2012, January 14).  New York Governor Andrew Cuomo 




state established a plan to secure the funds, and accordingly, New York was an early recipient of 
the RTTT grant.   
The RTTT-inspired changes to New York education triggered waves of conflict and 
protestation throughout the state.  The state education commissioner, John King, was “booed and 
shouted down” while advocating for the changes (Baker, 2014, February 16), the United 
Federation of Teachers went on a press campaign to depict the exodus of teachers from NYC 
schools (Lestch, 2014, March 13), and groups organized and developed strategies to contest the 
State’s overemphasis on standardized testing (Harris & Fessenden, 2015, May 20).  Conversely, 
Governor Cuomo criticized “selfish” teachers’ unions who, he claimed were more interested in 
benefits than caring for students (Lovett, 2015, January 23).  Apparently not satisfied that New 
York’s teacher evaluation system deemed enough teachers “ineffective,” Cuomo called the 
measures “baloney” (Taylor, 2015, March 22).  In response to the Governors’ seemingly over-
critical stance toward teachers and teaching, seven former New York Teachers of the Year wrote 
an open letter to Cuomo that was initially published in the Albany Times Union titled “You have 
made us the enemy.  This is personal” (Strauss, 2015, February 9).  The introduction of 
individualized consequential accountability in New York, thus, needs to be understood in context 
– as a contentious issue spanning and weaving personal, political, and historical domains. 
 In accordance with the changes following New York’s RTTT inspired educational 
restructuring, New York City created its own teacher evaluation program known as the Teacher 
Effectiveness Program (TEP), which was later renamed “ADVANCE.”  The program was 
piloted in the 2012 – 2013 school year and fully implemented in the 2013 – 2014 school year.  
The program, although rhetorically presented as a way to support educators’ professional growth 




accountable via Measures of Teaching Practice (MoTP) and Measures of Student Learning 
(MoSL).  To measure teaching practice, the program requires that teachers present artifacts 
documenting specific dimensions of their instruction, demonstrate reflective and goal setting 
practices, apply learning gained during feedback with administrators, and most concretely, 
demonstrate specified pedagogical proficiencies during classroom observations.  To measure 
student learning, the program uses a complex algorithm to estimate the extent that a teacher 
“grows” students’ scores on standardized exams.  A combination of these measures determines 
the rating a teacher receives: “highly effective,” effective,” “developing,” or “ineffective” (for a 
more thorough depiction of TEP’s policies, see Appendix A).  The most extreme consequence 
for a teacher being rated ineffective for two consecutive years is termination. 
Although many of the aspirations instituted in NYC’s teacher evaluation system may be 
perceived positively by many educators (e.g., increased reflectivity, the application of feedback 
into pedagogical practice), the program represents a continuation of longstanding means by 
which the work of teachers is controlled; technical control is evident in that teachers must 
perform observable techniques, and bureaucratic control is evident in the fact that higher-ranking 
figures in the organization conduct the observations and determine the scores.  These means of 
controlling teachers’ work under NYC’s new program, however, are directed at teachers, not 
schools, and this shift represents the transition into what I refer to as the era of individualized 
consequential accountability. 
NYC’s teacher evaluation program, like many of the other individualized consequential 
accountability programs created to win RTTT funding, alters the landscape of education in a 
subtle and insidious way – the student is instrumentally transformed into a score and that 




mechanisms (MoTP and MoSL), teachers are held accountable not to the student – whether they 
learn and grow – but rather, whether the student can produce a desired “growth score”.  Of 
course, educators and those who have held educators accountable have long used scores in an 
effort to better understand the extent that students learn.  That practice, however, still entails a 
representational dimension – the scores were thought to represent student learning.  The goal for 
the teacher, thus, was to educate the student in the hope, perhaps, that their efforts would 
improve students’ capacities, which would be reflected in improved scores.  Under this new type 
of accountability system, the institutional and technical mechanisms focus attention on scores, 
not on the student who produces the scores.  This subtle shift in how teachers are held to account 
in testing – this institutional subtraction of the student as person – is underscored by the practices 
employed during the classroom observations as well.  Through its specified, observable, and 
measurable competencies, the in-class observations require a certain type of performance for the 
observer.  That is, the adaptive and relational dimension of teaching that occurs between teacher 
and student is made secondary to the demonstration of what must be demonstrated.  NYC’s 
teacher evaluation program, thus, de-emphasizes the student and the relationship between teacher 
and student, and instead, creates institutional imperatives that teachers conceptualize students as 
score producers and participants in a teacher’s pedagogical performance.   
 
Individualized Consequential Accountability and Ideological Rupture 
The programmatic facilitation and regulation of this conceptual reconfiguration from student as 
person to student as vehicle of score production is not trivial; the policies that usher in this shift 
fundamentally strike at longstanding and shared beliefs about the meaning of teaching in U.S. 




schools of education have embraced and perpetuated a “romantic” and “missionary” vision for 
schooling in the U.S. – one in which students, imbued with overflowing and multivalent 
potential, were aided by caring teachers committed to their growth and development (Labaree, 
2005).  Care is the essential feature of the relationship between teacher and student (Noddings, 
1984).  The essentiality of the bond between the “carer” and the “cared for” is embedded in U.S. 
educational ideology – in the stories that educators have told others and themselves about what it 
means to be a teacher.  In fact, years of research suggests that, for most teachers, students are the 
ends, not the means, of their professional engagement (Lortie, 1975; Little & McLaughlin, 
1993).  Not surprisingly, many researchers have found that a high level of altruism has been 
found among teachers (Lortie, 1975) – that they possess “an altruistic ethic” (Ingersoll, 2003).  
Marston’s (2010) survey research designed to understand why teachers teach suggests that 
working with children and helping them learn and grow were the most highly rated factors for 
teachers (while salary and benefits were not deemed to be highly influential).  In her words, “it 
appears that no matter at what level teaching occurs, there is a genuine care, concern, and 
enthusiasm around working with students and seeing them learn and grow” (p. 445).  Similarly, 
Lasky’s (2005) interview research with teachers suggests that “trusting, respectful relationships 
with their high school students were considered a prerequisite for learning to occur” (p. 907).  
This research suggests that the values teachers hold and report on an individual basis are largely 
consistent with the broader, historical educational ideology in which human and relational 
dimensions are paramount. 
 Rhetorically, the care embedded in teaching counterbalanced, and perhaps made more 
palatable, the cold administrative functions of the U.S.’s education system – the efficient 




immigrants, etc. (Labaree, 2005).  In the neoliberal era, the educational ideoscape has shifted 
away from its social-democratic aspirations and toward a vision of self-interested and rational 
economic actors competing in a hostile global market (Hursch, 2007).  Apple (1988) described 
this shift as one from “old humanist” to “the politics of control.”  Accordingly, the emergent 
policyscape solidified this ideological shift by instituting guidelines and consequences 
facilitative of “a new view of teacher quality” – one less tethered to a humanistic and missionary 
understanding of what teachers should be and do and more focused on demonstrating observable 
and measurable competencies (Connell, 2009).  This new view is embedded in the technologies 
of control that constitute accountability programs; specifications of practice and outcomes 
necessitate allegiance, not to the adaptive and relational engagement with a student, but to the 
competency performed and to the increase in test scores.  Thus, although education policies, on 
their surface, are meant to regulate performance and, hopefully, to improve testing outcomes, 
they are, in fact, facilitative of the ideological position embedded in the policy – an ideological 
position that is incongruous with the one shared by educators over the preceding century.  
Individualized consequential accountability programs, thus, represent a technological 
advancement in the control of teachers’ work that amplifies the regulation of teachers’ practice, 
necessitates the expression of their ideological commitments, and codifies whether those 
expressions “count” (i.e., whether the externalization of their values coincide with the demanded 
competencies of the audit).  Accordingly, programs like NYC’s teacher evaluation program are 
refined instruments for directing teachers’ focus toward calculative notions of accountability and 
away from other (potentially competing) notions of accountability, and thus, can engender 




Teachers being systematically placed in dilemmatic spaces is not altogether new.  As 
Billig et al. (1988) articulated, modern western teachers are accustomed to negotiating the 
ideological dilemmas inherent in the fact that they are asked to both socialize students and 
cultivate their freely-directed potential.  The fact that teachers occupy a contradictory position, 
be it regarding class status (Apple, 1982), professional status (Etzioni, 1969), or social function 
(Labaree, 2005), although important for my overarching framing, is not so much the dilemma I 
am focusing at this point.3  Rather, I aim to call attention to a specific ideological dilemma 
facilitated by individualized consequential accountability programs – the relational dilemma. 
The new mode of schooling ushered in by individualized consequential accountability 
engenders a relational dilemma because its technologies of control (e.g., audits, value added 
measures) have the potential to transform human relations among students and teachers.  Care 
scholarship, which focuses on the relational practices that bind the “carer” and the “cared for,” 
provides a lens for understanding this transformation and how it represents an ideological rupture 
for U.S. educators (see Noddings, 1984; Fisher, 2001).  Although the scholarship on care is ripe 
with contestation and embedded in sentimentalized notions of white, middle-class femininity 
(see Douglas, 1977; Friedman, 1993; Restler, 2017), and although there are various meanings of 
care itself (see Rummery & Fine, 2012), care scholars typically agree upon the relational 
dimensions of caring.  For Noddings (1984), relationality entails “receptivity,” “relatedness,” and 
“responsiveness” (p. 2).  That is, to be engaged in relational practice, one is attuned to the 
interpersonal context of the moment, the concrete particulars of the human interaction.  Gilligan 
(1982) first identified the contextually bound and relational aspect of decision making as the 
ethic of care, and juxtaposed this ethic with the formal, rule-based conceptions of moral 
                                                          
3 These conflicts are important to the overall framing of my argument because they reflect educators’ inability to 




reasoning proposed by developmental scholars.  In Nodding’s (1984) words, “Such an ethic does 
not attempt to reduce the need for human judgment with a series of ‘Thou shalts’ and ‘Thou shalt 
nots.’  Rather, it recognizes and calls for human judgment across a wide range of fact and 
feeling, and it allows for situations and conditions in which judgment (in the impersonal, logical 
sense) may be put aside in favor of faith and commitment.” (p. 36).  For care scholars, then, there 
is reason to be skeptical of policies and technologies that could encroach on the contextually-
embedded relational dimensions of teaching.  As Noddings (1984) argues, “if I behave 
consistently and automatically by rule, I cannot be said to care.  My interest seems to be focused 
on obtaining credit for caring.” (p. 53).  Noddings’ focus on obtaining credit for engaging in 
ostensibly caring behavior seems to anticipate individualized consequential accountability 
policies, which outline desired measurable competencies and specify acceptable rates of 
“growth” on test scores.  Focusing on these specifics, however, highlights that the audit 
technologies used in the new policies “count” the performance of measurable competencies and 
scores, not care.  Although the rhetoric used in pushing accountability policies made them seem 
to focus on “care” – that they cared about children not being “left behind” or about ensuring that 
“every student succeeds” – the technologies of control used to ensure the policies goals, in effect, 
undermine care.  They aim to ensure that teachers are accountable to students’ scores, not to the 
students themselves.  These new policies fundamentally transform the nature of the relationship 
between teachers and students.  As students’ test scores are transformed into an essential 
component of the teachers’ evaluations, the students are no longer positioned as the ends, but are 
transformed into the means to an end – the means by which teachers’ professionally viability is 
ensured.  It is not surprising, then, that a book of essays about teachers’ resistance to RTTT 




As I have previously noted, however, powerful societal actors are focused primarily on 
scores, and they have aimed to alter the ideoscape/policyscape of U.S. education in a manner that 
coordinates the activities of schooling around calculative accountability.  Not surprisingly, 
education scholars have been interested in “the changing roles of teachers in the era of high-
stakes accountability” (Valli & Beuse, 2007), which Clandinin, Downey, & Huber (2009) 
describe as a “changing landscape,” and Clandinin, Murphy, Huber, & Orr (2009) describe as “a 
tension-filled midst.”  In the era of individualized consequential accountability, the stakes are 
higher, the landscape is more dynamic, and this “midst” is even more tension-filled because the 
technologies of control are more advanced, more capable (in theory) of ensuring that teachers are 
accountable for improving scores, more focused on regulating individual teachers’ work, and 
thus better able to penetrate their bodies and transform them into an accountable producer of 
improved test scores.   
Ball (2003) asserts that this inauthentic performance of competencies in the neoliberal era 
has engendered “soul terrors” in teachers – moments where the core of their being is penetrated 
by technologies of audit and calculation.  In the era of individualized consequential 
accountability, in the moments when a teacher is observed and measured in accordance with a 
rubric of measurable competencies, or the moments when a teacher “teaches to the test” in order 
to avoid being fired, they are faced with more precise and more individualizing mechanisms of 
control.  In these moments, when a teacher must choose to act in the interest of their students’ 
holistic well-being or their own need to preserve their livelihood, they are faced with an 
ideological dilemma.  How they navigate these moments and negotiate the moral ramifications of 
their actions is the essential problem that I address in this dissertation.  What will become of the 




teacher evaluation policy? (Cuomo, 2014, January 9)  How will teachers balance their desire to 
help and nurture students with the institutional sanctions that prioritize metric validation of 
performance?  Will the institutional changes create lived realities in which teachers’ relational 
ethics are displaced, or where their most personal values collide with those underpinning the 
evaluation program?  These are, of course, generalized, academic questions – questions that 
emerge when considering (historically and sociologically) the ideological rupture brought about, 
maintained, and regulated by individualized consequential accountability programs.  To move 
beyond generalized abstractions, there is a need to understand how these programs are 
experienced and understood by the teachers who are the targets of these new technologies and 
the navigators of this ideologically dilemmatic space/time. 
 
Conclusion: Contextualizing the Research Program 
In this chapter, I have situated NYC’s 2013 teacher evaluation program within a historical 
pattern of non-educators controlling teachers’ work and have argued that the imposition of this 
program represents an ideological rupture in which the long-shared relational dimensions of 
teaching are undermined by the specific technologies aimed at holding them accountable for 
improving student test scores.  Accordingly, the teachers who experienced the introduction of 
this program were living through a historical moment in which contradictory notions about 
accountability – either to the student or to the test score a student produces – were permeating 
through the stories they heard and shared.  This moment, thus, was facilitative of ideological 
dilemmas (Billig et al., 1988), creating situations where teachers must negotiate these 




 In framing the introduction of an individualized consequential accountability program in 
NYC as an ideologically dilemmatic moment, I have tried to address multiple salient contexts – 
the long history of teaching as a disempowered occupation dominated by external actors and 
interests, the humanistic/missionary ethos permeating through U.S. educational ideology, the 
emergence of neoliberal visions of value and accountability, and the development of advanced 
technologies of control used to regulate teachers work in accordance with the new view of 
teacher quality.  In the interest of coherence, this framing has, of course, not addressed many 
other contexts that likely influence teachers’ experiences while navigating the new evaluation 
system.  For example, I have not provided a comprehensive history of NYC public education, 
and thus have been unable to account for the city’s use of schools as a mechanism to socialize 
immigrants (Ravitch, 1974), the city’s historic tensions between labor and proponents of 
community control (Ravitch, 1974), the segregated nature of NYC schooling (Fox & Fine, 
2013), the city’s place as an early advocate of corporate education reform (Ravitch, 2010), or the 
ongoing conflicts between labor leaders and those pursuing a corporate reform agenda (Brill, 
2011) – all of which likely play important roles in the new program’s implementation, and thus, 
likely affect how the program is experienced by teachers.  I have, rather, attempted to focus on 
the pivotal ideological dimensions of the introduction of individualized consequential 
accountability policies, addressing, specifically, how personal and relational notions of 
accountability have been usurped by policy-makers in the increasingly regulated era of neoliberal 
educational reform. 
 In taking a contextual approach, this ideological framing has woven sociohistorical and 
sociopolitical dimensions, drawing largely from education scholars and social theorists.  In 




investigation toward a social-psychological investigation - one focused on how teachers 
construct meaning in this dilemmatic space/time.  This question is incredibly complex because it 
involves the dualistic relationship between teacher (the “carer”) and student (the “cared for”) 
(Noddings, 1984), the teachers’ navigation of potential ideological dilemmas engendered by the 
program’s implementation (Billig et al., 1988), the way policy effects are absorbed in the bodies 
of teachers (Sellar, 2014), the way in which policies are enacted within specific learning 
communities (Ball, McGuire, & Braun, 2012), and the way the policy’s implementation is 
narratively constructed and propagated within the broader system of meanings and activity in 
which the teachers are constructing sense and meaning of their experiences (Daiute, 2014).  To 
pursue such a complex constellation of questions and concerns, a sophisticated research program 












As I argued in the previous chapter, the emergence of individualized consequential 
accountability represents an ideological rupture for educators whose shared stories of meaning 
and purpose have been rhetorically centered on human relationality.  That is, shifting educational 
ideoscapes and policyscapes have facilitated ideological dilemmas for teachers whose human-
oriented notions of accountability may be compromised by the score-centered forms of 
accountability instituted by policy-makers.  This is, of course, a generalized, academic 
formulation.  To move beyond pre-investigatory theory, I will, in this dissertation, take a 
narrative approach centered on the experiential accounts of teachers who navigated the 
introduction of an individualized consequential accountability program.  Thus, the research I 
present in the following chapters does not attempt to make claims about direct experience, but 
rather focuses on the teachers’ narration of their experiences.  That is, my research examines the 
teachers’ narrative constructions, and accordingly, rests on the notion that narration is a 
dialogical process (Skinner, Valsiner, & Holland, 2001) – that their narratives reflect much more 
than their experience, and are, in fact, embedded within, and reflective of, others’ constructions 
of meaning.  In other words, the research I present in this dissertation reflects my recognition that 
teachers’ experiential stories (as narrated to me) are not objective accounts, but are influenced by 
prior experience, constructed via given language, re-framed iteratively in the process of dialogue 
with peers and imagined interlocutors, and are multi-vocal utterances conveying a wealth of 
psychic dynamism.    
Because the research I present in this dissertation centers around NYC’s teachers as they 
navigated the enactment of individualized consequential accountability policies, I draw from 
McLaughlin & Talbert (1990), who argue for education policy research from the “bottom-up” – 




enactment of policy needs to be understood from the perspective of those who are the “subject of 
policy.”  In taking an approach centered on teachers’ narratives, I acknowledge the co-
constitutive nature of policy enactment (Bansel, 2015), while primarily focusing on one set of 
actors who narrate within a dynamic system of meaning-construction (Daiute, 2014).  In this 
research, however, I go further than merely exploring a positioned perspective; I examine 
processes of meaning-construction, and do so by focusing on narration as a contextually 
embedded event. 
 In this chapter, I first discuss how I conceptualize narrative as a guiding frame for the 
research program that I present in this dissertation.  In so doing, I argue that narrative approaches 
are conducive to a broad range of purposes, that distinct forms of narrative analysis illuminate 
and conceal specific features of meaning-construction, and that multiple narrative approaches 
can be used in a complementary fashion.  I then conclude this chapter by providing a 
methodological roadmap of the studies and analyses presented in this dissertation. 
 
Constructing a Multi-Contextual Narrative Approach 
To formulate an understanding of how the teachers in this study constructed meaning during and 
about the enactment of NYC’s RTTT inspired accountability program, the research program I 
pursue rests on the premise that human sense and meaning-making operates within various 
interrelated semiotic fields (i.e., that our life world(s) are linguistically mediated; see Habermas, 
2003).  With language as a common thread from which experiences are woven, I seek to 
understand the participating teachers as navigating various dynamic narrative contexts in the 
process of constructing their own narratives.  Thus, I view narration as a negotiative process in 




lived experience (e.g., events, feelings, cultural mores) are meaningfully constructed.  Narratives, 
then, are not “mirrored reflection of experience” (Polkinghorne, 2005, p. 139), but are rather “a 
meaning-making system that makes sense out of the chaotic mess of perceptions and experiences 
of a life” (Josselson, 1995, p. 33).  That is, they are reflections of selective remembering 
(Josselson, 2009), and of narrators’ interpretive processes (Josselson, 2011).  In viewing 
narration as an agentic and negotiative meaning-making process that is dynamic, semiotically 
mediated, and embedded in human relations and sociocultural context, the proposed research 
program is, thus, guided by basic assumptions of dialogism (Salgado & Clegg, 2011). 
Dialogism, which derives from the theoretical contributions of Mikhail Bakhtin, has 
helped social scientists transcend person/culture dualism (Skinner, Valsiner, & Holland, 2001).  
For Bakhtin, “individual consciousness” lies “on the borders of the own and the foreign” (1981, 
p. 293).  That is, a speakers’ words are not mere reflections of their own consciousness, but also 
reflect the “mouths,” “contexts,” and “intentions” of others (p. 294).  Thus, the words people use 
and the stories they tell are the result of a co-constitutive process of contextually-embedded 
meaning construction.  Narrative, then, “is the representation of process, of a self in conversation 
with itself and with its world over time” (Josselson, 1995, p. 33).  Accordingly, the narratives a 
person constructs reflect not only how they internalize and emulate what others have said 
(Bruner, 2002), but how they creatively engage with what has gone on before and inject the 
“relics of the past” with positionality and intentionality (Skinner, Valsiner, & Holland, 2001).  
Narration, then, is a negotiative process in which pre-configured meanings are echoed, re-





Narrative research, then, is an ideal way to investigate meaning-construction at a moment 
of ideological rupture because a person (a teacher), in narrating, conveys how she engages with 
pre-configured ideological positions, such as the ethic of care and the logic of consequential 
accountability.  Because narration is a co-constitutive process, narratives can be conceived of as 
multi-vocal assemblages - as polyphonic texts (Hoshmand, 2005).  As such, narratives convey 
the voicing of social languages (Skinner, Valsiner, & Holland, 2001).  Moreover, they can reveal 
a dynamic interplay between the plurality of voices uttered by the narrator (Gilligan, et al., 
2003).  That is, as textual representations, narratives materialize not only what is voiced but how 
voicing occurs – both the “told” and the “telling” (Josselson, 2011), which can illuminate 
intrapsychic processes such as associative logic (Freud, 1913).  Accordingly, multivocal 
utterances are crucial sites for the materialization of psychic conflict (Bakhtin, 1984; Davis, 
2014).  For this reason, emphasizing the role of voice in narrative research can further illuminate 
the meaning-construction processes of teachers at a moment of ideological rupture because 
conflicting voicing may be suggestive of psychic tension at the moment of narration.  That is, the 
patterned interplay of conflicting voices may illuminate how incongruous educational ideologies 
are processed and expressed by the teachers navigating the moment when interpersonal 
accountability is being institutionally supplanted by calculative accountability.  Moreover, as 
Sorsoli & Tolman (2008) suggest, “(p)atterns in voices across cases can be identified… to 
develop an understanding of a given phenomenon across a group of people” (p. 500). 
 Narration, however, is not merely a means to make an internal phenomenon external, but 
is also reflective of the context(s) in which the narrative is uttered.  As such, the intended 
audience must always be taken into consideration (Josselson, 2011).  Narration is a social 




wants to share given the purpose… context…  and audiences at a time” (Daiute, 2014, p. 198).  
Thus, “narrative is not a direct expression of all the author’s relevant knowledge and 
experience,” but is rather a relational presentation (Daiute, 2014, p. 198).  The relational 
dimension of narration does not negate the meanings expressed in and through narratives.  
Rather, it serves to further contextualize the narratives, and in so doing, illuminates the complex 
tapestry of meanings and interpretations involved in the narrative project (Josselson, 2011).  In 
the research I present in this dissertation, the teachers were aware that they were speaking to a 
psychological researcher and former high school teacher who was asking them about their 
experience during the introduction of a new education policy.  Accordingly, in narrating their 
experiences, they were engaged in an interpretive and presentational process, in which they 
shared their stories with me (ostensibly an insider in some ways), with the understanding that I 
would convey them to broader audiences.  
As interpreters, we are always interpreting from some position.  In narrating, narrators are 
engaged in interpretations of the situation in which they share their stories and of the 
contextually-embedded flow of experiences they construct meaning from.  Their narratives are 
“cumulative” and have “a point” (Guignon, 1998, p. 559) – a point that is materialized in the 
research encounter (i.e., the interview).  Conceiving of narratives as reflections of dialogical and 
interpretive processes means that they “may be woven from a number of different strands 
deriving from involvement in diverse traditions, contexts, projects, and relationships” and that 
they result from “processes of mutual influence and dialogue, all mediated by language and 
culture, between self and other, the present and the cultural past and… diverse ‘voices’ and 
values” (Richardson, 2011, pp. 465–466).  Thus, narratives reflect “Bakhtin’s idea of continual 




‘centrifugal’ forces seeking multiplicity and disagreement” (Richardson, 2011, p. 466).  In regard 
to the teachers who shared their stories about navigating a period of ideological rupture (see 
Chapter 2), their narratives reflect morally evaluative processes (Raggatt, 2000) enveloped in 
various moral orders (Harre, 1995).  Accordingly, examining the teachers’ interpretive and 
dialogical constructions as both centripetal and centrifugal productions, serves to further 
illuminate the moral negotiations involved in navigating a particularly ideologically dilemmatic 
moment. 
The teachers’ experiential narratives, which are the foundation of the research I present in 
this dissertation, are understood as interpretive constructions, and the findings I present are the 
result of an iterative and interpretive endeavor.  In this regard, I agree with Josselson’s claim that 
narrative research is “is always interpretive, at every stage” (2005, p. 3).  This is true for the 
teachers who shared their stories with me – the person who interprets their stories, examines 
them in a multi-contextual fashion, and shares my findings with broader audiences.  
Accordingly, the findings I present in this dissertation should not be viewed as attempting to 
feign objectivity (Haraway, 1988), but rather, as the result of situated knowledge-production that 
was co-constructed between me and the teachers who were embedded in their own interpretive 
communities.  These interpretative constructions, which are themselves snapshots in a dynamic 
interpretive process, establish the foundations for this dynamic, iterative, and evolving research 
program in which I build the second study from the first, and construct each analytic project 
from the findings of the previous project(s).  As both the participants and I were/are engaged in 
the active process of interpretive construction, we are the co-producers of the research findings 
(Fassinger, 2005) – “working together to put together a joint multi-layered jigsaw puzzle” 




In acknowledging the co-constitutive and co-constructive nature of this research 
endeavor, my ethical obligation is to the relationship with the participants, and as such, the 
research program that gave rise to this dissertation operates from a position of transparency in 
which my aims, and the way that I was/am in relation to the teachers were clearly articulated.  
The goal was/is to respect the subjectivities of the participants, while acknowledging that all 
research in which interpretive authority is with the researcher is potentially objectifying, and that 
the extent to which interpretive authority is shared is dependent on the nature of the research 
question and goals (Josselson, 2007).  In the foundational study, for example, the aims, 
investigatory approaches, and intended audience were collaboratively established by me and an 
advisory council of participating teachers, and although I took responsibility for the interpretive 
weaving of their stories, those who chose to, read and approved the research report prior to 
publication (which were procedures we agreed upon in the early stages of research).  In sum, in 
the research I present in this dissertation, I took a multi-contextual narrative approach that aimed 
to address the complex, dialogical nature of narration, while honoring my ethical commitment to 
the teachers who shared their stories with me. 
 
Accountability Reform as a Multi-Contextual Problem 
My use of a multi-contextual approach is not only reflective of the interpretive and dialogical 
nature of narrative processes, and of the ethical position I have assumed in relation to the 
teachers, but also of the research problem at hand – teachers’ navigation of an ideologically 
dilemmatic moment in the history of U.S. education.  Taking a multi-contextual approach is, I 
think, necessitated by the nature of the research problem because the implementation of the 




1999).  That is, when accountability policies are enacted, the reverberations permeate throughout 
the organizational and interpersonal spheres of in-school practice, the sociopolitical sphere of 
mediatized policy reporting (Ball, Maguire, & Braun, 2012), and the personal spheres of those 
who live with the ethical, ideological, political, and economic consequences ushered in by the 
changes.  The teachers who shared their stories with me were constructing texts as embodied 
persons drawing from their particular experiences, as members of particular communities, as 
socio-historically situated beings navigating (potentially) socio-historically salient moments, 
episodes, and eras, and as relational beings navigating the research encounter.  Thus, mindful of 
the permeating linkages between macro, meso, and micro-level phenomena (Bansel, 2015), the 
research program I present in this dissertation aims to employ “critical bifocality” to “make 
visible the sinewy linkages or circuits through which structural conditions are enacted in policy 
and reform institutions as well as the ways in which such conditions come to be woven into 
community relationships and metabolized by individuals” (Weis & Fine, 2012, p. 174).   
 While critical bifocality serves as a useful theoretical metaphor for the way I investigate 
teachers’ narratives in the context of, and in relation to, policy reform, the methodological 
manifestations of taking such an approach are more complex.  Engaging in this iterative and 
multi-contextual research process, required a more complicated relationship with my lenses and 
the frames that conscribe them.  At times, I focused on what was near; at others, on what was far 
– engaged in an interpretive movement between figure and ground.  In other instances, I used a 
magnifying glass to examine the seemingly microscopic features of narrative construction.  For 
one specific analysis, a co-researcher and I both used magnifying glasses – recording, discussing, 
and counting what we saw through those particular lenses and frames, and in the process, 




eyes and listen.  At other times, especially in the early stages of this research, I felt as though I 
were squinting – trying to make sense of rapidly moving impressionistic swaths of color, of 
emotion, and of composition – trying to make sure that I was to some degree recognizing the 
broad strokes of what the teachers were sharing with each other and with me.  In the following 
section, I provide a methodological roadmap of how I moved from one study to the next, from 
one analysis to the next, and how I used different interpretive tools in each. 
 
Methodological Roadmap 
In this section I will describe, in broad strokes, the process of conducting the research that I will 
discuss in this dissertation.  I will, however, provide precise methodological details for each of 
the four analytic projects in the chapters in which they are presented. 
 
Phase 1: Initiating and Developing Teacher Study (October 2013–April 2014) 
This study began because of a chance encounter in the fall of 2013.  On a cold and sunny 
Saturday, I sat down at a long wooden table in a New York City coffee shop.  Seated across from 
me was a woman who appeared to be in her mid-thirties.  She was holding her temples in her 
palms as she stared down at a ten-inch stack of essays.  Although I had spent many of my 
weekends grading, I was unfamiliar with the look of desperation on her face.  I struck up a 
conversation with her and heard the exasperation in her voice as she described the newly 
introduced teacher evaluation system that she and her co-workers were navigating.  Sensing that 
something important was being conveyed to me, I told her that I was a researcher and asked her 





One week later we met at the same coffee shop and, after discussing the historical 
significance of the current educational moment, we decided that an exploration of teachers’ 
experiences during the introduction of new NYC education reforms might be a suitable focus for 
a study.  Cecelia – the pseudonym she gave herself for this research – conveyed her fear that her 
administration would find out and persecute her for her involvement.  After much discussion 
about how participant anonymity would be maintained, Cecelia agreed to propose the study to 
other teachers in her school community.  
At Cecelia’s request, an advisory council – comprised of four teachers from the 
Manhattan high school where she worked – met me at a coffee shop near their school and we 
discussed the nature, process, and aims of the study.  We decided to conduct a case study 
comprised of teachers in their school community that focused on their experiences navigating the 
introduction of NYC’s Teacher Evaluation Program (TEP) during the 2013-2014 school year.  
We also decided that the teachers would determine the general nature of the investigation and the 
topics that would be explored.  This iterative participatory process began during this initial 
meeting as the teachers discussed potential topics of investigation while I took field notes and 
asked clarifying questions.2  To continue the process of idea generation, we decided that the 
teachers would establish a blog, use pseudonyms in their online discussions, and grant me access 
to their forum.  
The teachers voiced concerns and asked questions in the initial meetings and blog entries, 
but did not establish a clear direction for the study.  To work toward clarification, three members 
of the advisory council plus one other teacher from their community and I engaged in a focus 
group discussion addressing the question: “What specific questions should we be asking in this 
                                                          
2 Although not a participatory action research project, I did aim to uphold the ethical and epistemological obligations 




study?”  At this gathering, I asked clarifying questions as the teachers discussed their 
experiences and posed essential questions for the study. 
 Consistent with a constructivist grounded theory approach (Charmaz, 2011), I conducted 
an initial round of coding of the data from the meetings, blog, and focus group.  Drawing from 
these initial codes, I constructed a semi-structured interview protocol that served as the basis for 
pilot interviews with three members of the teaching community.  I conducted the thirty-minute 
interviews and asked the teachers to give me feedback on the interviewing process.  Specifically, 
I asked the teachers which questions seemed appropriate, which questions seemed problematic, 
and what important questions were not asked?  After transcribing the recordings of the focus 
group and pilot interviews, I analyzed the data.  Consistent with Charmaz (2011), I conducted 
initial coding, and through constant comparison, worked up to focused codes and then to axial 
codes. 
Drawing from the findings of the initial data analysis, I constructed an interview protocol 
that focused on the following dimensions: their experiences during the implementation of TEP, 
how the teachers spent their time, their health and well-being during the implementation, their 
choice of pseudonym, their navigation of their relationship with the school’s principal, their 
negotiation of intrapersonal dynamics (i.e., past selves and future selves), and their thoughts 
about alienation in their occupation.  I organized the protocol so that the most open-ended and 
least directive questions would be asked first.  The protocol can be found in Appendix B. 
 
Phase 2: Interviewing and Expanding Teacher Study (April 2014–February 2016)  
Employing a purposive snowball sampling procedure, I then began interviewing teachers – first 




Manhattan high school and three teachers from a Brooklyn high school.  I connected with 
teachers from the second Manhattan high school via a chance encounter at the CUNY Graduate 
Center, and with teachers from the Brooklyn via a referral from a co-worker at a non-profit 
writing center in Queens.  In focusing on teaching communities in schools with distinct 
performance histories, my goal was to create an embedded case study (Fishman, 1999).  Doing 
so allowed me to examine the introduction of TEP in a way that accommodated contextual 
distinctions between sites of policy enactment.  I conducted all interviews, which were 
approximately ninety minutes in length, in a private room at the CUNY Graduate Center or at a 
quiet and private location chosen by the teacher.   
In the process of conducting and transcribing interviews, I learned that three of the 
participating teachers were resigning from their jobs.  In light of the significance of this 
development, I asked these teachers if they would participate in a follow-up interview focused on 
their decisions to leave, in which I asked each teacher to narrate the story of leaving their job.  
They all agreed, and consequently, I conducted semi-structured interviews with each of the 3 
teachers, which were approximately fifty minutes in length and conducted at quiet and private 
locations that each interviewee chose (although most agreed to conduct their interview in a small 
dimly-lit office at CUNY’s Graduate Center).   
 
Phase 3: Analyzing Data and Expanding Research Program (February 2016–May 2016)  
Grounded theory analyses are iterative endeavors, so once I concluded interviews and 
transcription, I then conducted a final comprehensive constructivist grounded theory analysis of 
all data obtained in the study in a manner consistent with Charmaz (2011).  I provide a thorough 




development of my larger research program as they evoked new questions, and accordingly, 
inspired me to pursue other complementary modes of analysis.  For example, a key dimension of 
the social organizational process that I theorize in chapter 4 is that the voices and positions of 
those with power and influence (e.g., prominent political figures) filtered into the school 
communities, were mediated by school administrators, and were echoed, transformed, or 
contested by the teachers.  That is, their narration of policy enactment extended beyond their 
immediate interlocutors, and thus, reflected the broader discourses of education reform in NYC 
at that time.  Thus, I devised a second analytic project focused an examining the relationship 
between the teachers’ narratives and the narratives disseminated about the new education 
reforms in NYC as reported by the most prominent news outlets in the area.  Similarly, the 
narration of psychological conflict was prevalent in the teachers’ narratives and is a critical 
dimension of the theory I propose in chapter 4.  To better understand the narrated conflict, I 
decided to conduct a complementary analysis to illuminate intrapsychic processes (namely, 
multi-vocal expression).  Thus, the third analytic project that I present in this dissertation 
examines multivocality in the teachers’ narratives.  These complementary analytic projects 
reflect the iterative nature of the research that I present in this dissertation. 
 To cultivate the ability to conduct these complementary analyses, I studied under 
researchers who pioneered methods suitable for the type of questions I developed while 
conducting my constructivist grounded theory analysis.  While studying under Colette Daiute, I 
learned how to conduct analyses consistent with a Dynamic Narrative Inquiry approach 
(Dauiute, 2014), and thus, learned how to examine specific narrative features of multiple 
narrators constructing meaning within an activity meaning system (Daiute, 2014).  In so doing, I 




implementation of post-RTTT reforms in New York, which served as the prototype of the 
analysis I will discuss in chapter 5.  Similarly, while studying under Carrol Gilligan, I conducted 
an exploratory Listening Guide analysis of Cecelia’s story of leaving her job (Gilligan, et al., 
2003).  This analysis influenced the direction I took when designing my research program in two 
ways.  First, it illuminated contrapuntal voices in Cecelia’s narratives of relational morality (a 
key concept illuminated in the grounded theory analysis), which inspired me to conduct the third 
analytic project focused on multivocal expression in the teachers’ narrative accounts (which I 
will discuss in chapter 6).  My exploratory Listening Guide analysis also illuminated how 
intertwined Cecelia’s relational morality narratives were with her narrated family history 
(specifically, the extent that her own children, husband, and mother were woven into her story of 
leaving her job).  After this analysis, I asked Cecelia if she would be willing to conduct another 
interview focused on her life history.  She agreed, and we conducted a 90-minute interview in 
which she narrated a significant portion of her life history, while articulating the connections 
between her family life and her life as a teacher.  I conducted a preliminary analysis of Cecelia’s 
life history while studying under Jason Van Ora, and began formulating the fourth and final 
analytic project of this dissertation – a focused life history analysis of Cecelia, which I will 
discuss in Chapter 7. 
 
Phase 4: Developing and Conducting Media Study (May 2016–October 2017) 
While expanding the scope of my research program, cultivating the methodological skills to 
engage with new modes of inquiry, and making sense of my exploratory Dynamic Narrative 
Inquiry analysis (Daiute, 2014), I began developing a study of prominent New York City news 




are conducive to joint interpretive analyses (Daiute, 2014), and because of the wide scope of 
project, I collaborated with a co-researcher to examine specific narrative features (character 
prevalence, characterization, and valuation) in prominent news media narratives about the 
implementation of RTTT-inspired policy reforms.  Drawing from this study, we submitted an 
article for publication in The Journal of Education Policy (Head & Pryiomka, under review) in 
October 2017.  I provide a thorough account of our method and findings in chapter 5.   
 
Phase 5: Conducting Dynamic Narrative Inquiry Analysis (October 2017–December 2017)  
After conducting an analysis of news media reports about the introduction of the newly 
introduced policy reforms in New York, I then, using the same analytic framework, 
methodological procedures, and analytic definitions, conducted a Dynamic Narrative Inquiry 
analysis (Daiute, 2014) in which I examined news media narratives and the teachers’ evaluative 
narratives (10 high and 10 low-points) in relation.  This analysis illuminates the congruencies 
and incongruences between specific narrative features in these distinct narratives, which provides 
a more contextually rich understanding of the enactment of the new policy.  In addition to a more 
thorough methodological explication, I present the findings of this study in Chapter 5. 
 
Phase 6: Conducting Listening Guide Analysis (December 2017–January 2018) 
To more explicitly build upon and complement the findings from my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry 
analysis, I chose to use the same sample of teachers’ evaluative narratives to investigate stories 
in which both valuations of consequential accountability and relational morality were present.  
This approach did not prove fruitful because the teachers tended to narrate relational morality in 




interesting finding in its own right).  Because only two of the high and low-point narratives 
contained valuations of both value-stances, I expanded my sampling frame, selecting, from the 
interviews of the same 10 teachers, their initial experiential accounts (their responses to the 
initial interview prompt; see Appendix B).  I took this approach because these narratives were 
responses to the most open-ended questions of the interviews.  In so doing, I was able to follow 
the teachers in the stories they first wished to tell, rather than drawing from responses to more 
directive questions (i.e., ones that conformed to the particularity of each prompt).  In so doing, I 
identified 17 narratives from their initial experiential accounts and 2 from their low-point 
narratives, which served as the sample I analyzed in my Listening Guide analysis. 
Consistent with the Listening Guide analytic approach (Gilligan, et al., 2003), after 
(re)familiarizing myself with the sample I analyzed in this project, I mapped out the plot of each 
of the narratives.  In the second phase of this analysis, I listened for expression of the self voice.  
In the third phase, I listened for multivocality and identified patterns of contrapuntal voices, 
which are psychic expressions of counterpoint that can illuminate the multiple layers of the 
psyche (Gilligan et al, 2003).  Drawing from patterns of expression I identified in my Dynamic 
Narrative Inquiry analysis, my listening was attuned to evocations of doing for, doing with, 
coercion, and coerced coercion (see Chapter 5 for clarification).  In the fourth phase, I composed 
my analysis, which entailed presenting my interpretations in a way that made the teachers’ 
internal processes externally identifiable for the reader. 
 
Phase 7: Conducting Life-History Analysis (December–January 2018) 
After concluding my Listening Guide analysis of teachers’ consequential 




Cecelia.  I chose this approach to illuminate the holistic quality of a lived life to better situate the 
abstractions identified in the first three analyses in one teachers’ composition of temporally 
flowing experiences.  The first three analytic projects in this dissertation illuminate different 
types of abstractions.  The first project illuminates narratives and narrative processes prevalent 
among a variety of narrators.  The second illuminates the relationship between specific features 
of teachers’ narratives and those of news media.  The third aims to illuminate patterns of 
multivocal expression among a variety of narrators.  What is lost in these analyses is the richness 
of the life of the narrator.  To counteract the tendency among social psychologists to depopulate 
their research reports (Billig, 1994), and to counteract the potentially fragmenting nature of the 
first three analyses, I drew from Elms (1994), who proposes life history analyses as a means to 
examine psychological abstractions in the life of one person.  Doing so helped me contextualize 
the abstractions by illuminating how they operate within the contours of a life.  In so doing, I was 
better able to articulate the contours of Cecelia’s life history.  In examining psychological 
abstractions in the context of a life, my research vivified the intersection of social and personality 
psychology. 
 
Phase 8: Synthesizing Findings and Composing Discussion (January 2018) 
After conducting the life history analysis and writing chapter 7, I then focused on synthesizing 
the findings from all four analyses.  In so doing, I aimed to draw together the findings from each 
of the analyses in a way that spoke to my research questions, speaks to the policyscape that is the 
backdrop for this research, speaks to the process of conducting psychological research focused 
on multi-contextual social problems, and does so in a way that reflects my appreciation of 




entire manuscript in a way that captured to precise methodological distinctions between each 








NARRATING MEDIATED INSTITUTIONAL ASSAULT  
DURING THE INTRODUCTION OF  
INDIVIDUALIZED CONSEQUENTIAL ACCOUNTABILITY IN NYC:  





The consequential accountability model of education reform places heightened penalties on 
schools whose students do not perform well on standardized measures (Kress, Zechmann, & 
Schmitten, 2011).  Although often depicted as a way to improve students’ educational 
performance (Raymond & Hanushek, 2004), education scholars have argued that this trend may 
be having a detrimental effect on teachers, further degrading the quality of public education in 
the United States (Fabricant, & Fine, 2013; Hagopian, 2014).  New York City’s RTTT inspired 
teacher evaluation program signifies a shift to individualized consequential accountability, and 
because of its recent implementation, relatively little is known about how it, or other similar 
programs, are experienced and understood by those navigating the new programs.  As I discussed 
in Chapter 2, these new accountability programs signify technological advancements in 
controlling teachers’ work and represent an ideological rupture for educators.  To develop an 
understanding of how teachers constructed meaning from their experiential navigation of the 
introduction of individualized consequential accountability programs, I examined the enactment 
of RTTT inspired accountability policy in NYC.  I did so by analyzing the narratives of the 
teachers navigating the introduction of TEP.5  
In focusing on the enactment of policy (Ball, McGuire, & Braun, 2012), I sought to 
understand the introduction of TEP from the perspective of teachers and to illuminate the 
ecological complexities of “life on the ground” – the day to day experiences of those whose 
institutional practices are “coordinated” by policy (Smith,2005).  Because teachers are centrally 
positioned as both the “key levers” and targets of NYC’s accountability measures (NYC 
Department of Education, 2012, p. 5), they offer valuable perspectives about policy enactment.  
Accordingly, I took a “bottom-up” approach to understanding the introduction of individualized 
                                                          
5 The NYCDOE website now refers to the teacher evaluation system as Advance.  I have chosen to retain the 




consequential accountability programs that focused on teachers’ experiential accounts of the 
institutional changes ushered in by TEP (McLaughlin & Talbert, 1990, p. 7).  Specifically, I 
drew from Bansel’s “subject of policy” approach (2015), which foregrounds relational, day to 
day, experiential narratives to vivify both policies in practice and the embedded subjectivities of 
those navigating the policies.  In this research, I examined teachers’ narratives of navigating the 
introduction of TEP as it was introduced in their school communities.  That is, rather than 
pursuing an objective historical account, I aimed to understand how teachers interpreted and 
constructed meaning of their experiences during the enactment of NYC’s RTTT inspired teacher 
evaluation program.  To do so, I took a narrative approach that focused on content and process in 
relation – both the experiential accounts and the psychic processes evidenced in the construction 
of the accounts (Josselson, 2009).  My broadly defined research question for this narrative 
investigation was: How are teachers navigating the implementation of TEP, and how are they 
constructing meaning during this navigational process?  
 
Design of Study 
To investigate the enactment of TEP, I took an embedded case study approach (Fishman, 1999) - 
exploring how teachers in three distinct NYC public schools narrated their experiences as they 
navigated the new teacher evaluation program.  In taking this approach, I aimed to illuminate 
how the program’s enactment was narrated between and within distinct teaching communities as 
they navigated the particular interpersonal and organizational contexts of their schools.  The 
approach I took in this research is informed by the assumption that external social structures and 
institutions serve as partial organizers of individual subjectivity (Holstein & Gubrium, 2011) and 




2005).  By researching communities engaged in mutual interpersonal relationships, in this study, 
I was concerned with a real group of people as opposed to a hypothetical or statistical population 
(Nagel, 1952).  As I discussed in chapter 3, I conducted this project in stages, first focusing on 
teachers from one school (“C School”), and then a second (“Cream of the Crop” School”) and 
third (“Chopping Block School”).3  I present information about each school in Table 1. 
 
















in Years  
“C School” Between 
500 – 1,000 
80% Black – 20% 
Hispanic – 70% 
White – 5% 
Asian – 5% 
60% More than 5  4.5  
“Cream of 
the Crop” 
Over 1,000 100% Black – 10% 
Hispanic – 20% 
White – 50% 
Asian – 20% 





70% Black – 30% 
Hispanic – 70% 
White – 0% 
Asian – 0% 
50% First  5.3  
NYCDOE 
average 
609 86.3% Black – 37% 
Hispanic – 44.6% 
White – 7.8% 
Asian – 9.1% 
 
68.4% 5  10.6 
 
Because of their distinct performance histories, the communities of teachers from each of these 
schools are exemplifying cases, which served to illuminate the embedded enactment of TEP 
(Fishman, 1999).  
                                                          
3 I selected names from teachers’ descriptions of their schools. The “C” refers to the grade the school received the 
previous year. “Cream of the Crop” refers to the school’s prestigious reputation and selective admittance policy. 
“Chopping Block” refers to the school’s status as “renewal” school – a school in danger of being taken over by 
external managers.  
 






The participants in this study are teachers from the three distinct schools.  Participant 
information can be found in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Participant information5 
School Pseudonym Years Teaching Primary Subject 
Taught 
Identifies as 
‘C’ school Cecelia 6 English White Female 
Ernest 6 English Filipina 
Jonas 1 English White Male 
Dicé 2 English White Female 
Helen 3 Science White Female 
John 2 Math White Male 
Mick 5 Special 
Education 
White Female 
Lucy 8 English as a 
Second Language 
White Female 





Leslie 8 History White Female 
Marie 23 History White Female 
Paris 30 History White Female 
‘Chopping 
Block’ 
Tom 8 English as a 
Second Language 
Filipino  
Bigelow 2 Special 
Education 
White Female 
Sasha 6 English Black Latina 
 
As discussed in chapter 3, these teachers were recruited using a snowball sampling strategy in 
which key consulting participants at each school (Cecelia, Leslie and Tom) facilitated 
recruitment within their communities.  These teachers, for the most part, reflect the demographic 
composition of the broader population of NYC public school teachers (i.e., they are in relative 
proportion to the statistics reported by the NYC Independent Budget Office [ 2014]).  
                                                          






As discussed in chapter 3, I developed this study iteratively with the help of consulting teachers 
from “C School” (which I refer to as the “advisory board”).  Collectively, we established the 
nature of the study, developed and refined research questions, and piloted and refined an 
interview protocol (which can be found in Appendix B).  The bulk of the data that I analyzed in 
this research came from 20 semi-structured individual interviews (ranging from 40 to 120 
minutes)6, which I conducted at the CUNY Graduate Center, or at a quiet and private location 
chosen by the interviewee.  I supplemented the narrative accounts with data generated while 
working with the advisory council – field notes taken during initial meetings, a blog they created 
to share ideas, and one 2-hour focus group – and I further contextualized this data with 
descriptive statistics provided by NYCDOE (2014), information from the Teacher Effectiveness 
Program Handbook (2012), and NYCDOE’s documentation of their adaptation of the Danielson 
teacher evaluation rubric (2013).  Each embedded case could have been informed by interviews 
with administrators, but I chose not to do so in order to ensure the anonymity of the teachers and 
their schools.  For the same reason, I did not seek approval from the NYCDOE’s Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) and thus did not interview students or conduct ethnographic research at the 
schools.  Consequently, this research reflects the accounts of one set of actors, and accordingly, 
is not enriched by the perspectives of those in different institutional roles.  CUNY’s IRB granted 
approval for this research.  
                                                          





After transcribing the teachers’ interviews, I analyzed the data using a constructivist 
grounded theory approach as outlined by Charmaz (2011).  Recording memos throughout the 
analysis, while engaging in constant comparison between and within transcripts, I conducted an 
initial round of open coding.  Coding line-by-line, I identified hundreds of initial in vivo codes.  
Through comparison and refinement, I synthesized the initial codes into focused codes.  I then 
examined, sorted, synthesized, and organized the large number of focused codes into axial codes 
(I depict the relationship between these levels of codes in Table 3).  In engaging in this iterative 
analytic process, I constructed a theoretical distillation of the teachers’ narrative accounts (which 
I present later in this chapter).  After writing a research report that conveyed my findings, I 
invited all participants to engage in member checking.  Eight of the teachers read and responded 
to the report, and all unequivocally supported its findings.7 
  
                                                          
7 This research was originally published in Critical Studies in Education in an article titled “From the ‘bottom-up’: 
New York City teacher evaluation and the narration of mediated institutional assault” (Head, 2016).  Accordingly, 




Table 3: Constructing a Grounded Theory of Mediated Institutional Assault 






  “come down” 
  “pipeline” 
 Administrative Policy 
Translation 
“motivated the worst” 
  “not just them; it’s systemic.” 
  “trying out” tyranny 
Institutional Adaptation Administrators’ Misuse 
of Audit Technologies 
Observations - “method of attack” 
  Means of “intimidation” 
  Dependent on being in “good graces” of 
administrators 
 Demands of Adaptation Administrator’s use of “check-up list” 
  “need to be… evaluation version” 
  “Come up with data” 
 Teachers’ Reluctant 
Adaption 
“So, that’s what I did. I made it up” 
  We’re all on this hyper-theatrical mode…  
it’s a façade” 
  “gaming strategies” 
 Institutional Savvy “will not be here next year”  
(code: I will fire you) 
  “voluntold”  
  “we just filled them with jargon” 
Institutional Assault Experience of Assault “attacked”  
  “beat-up on” 
  “in the onslaught of it all”   
 Displaced Priorities “administrative tasks... the kids’ lives 
sometimes fall by the wayside 
  “all of those bullshit meetings...  could have 
been with a kid.”   
  “killing the creative spirit in kids” 
 Violation of Relational 
Morality 
“wondering if I am part of the problem.”   
  “we are doing more harm than good to these 
students.”   
  “hypocrisy... has like a huge psychological 
effect... you feel like you are a traitor to 







Mediated Institutional Assault 
Interpreted holistically, the teachers narrated a social-organizational process that I refer to as 
mediated institutional assault – an attack on their sense of personhood and moral agency 
perpetrated by mediating figures whose actions were facilitated by bureaucratic policies and 
institutional tools of control.  The assault the teachers narrated is complex and multidimensional.  
Like a ricocheting bullet from some unseen assailant or a public insult ringing out from 
anywhere, the assault was described as coming from everywhere and nowhere at the same time.  
As Paris explained, the “assault ... it’s on so many levels, I can’t decipher, like it’s coming at me 
everywhere.”  In other words, the narrated assault was woven into the fabric of institutional 
functioning – manifesting through bureaucratic structures, operating in accordance with the tools 
of the organization and permeating the everyday experiences of those navigating the regulated 
parameters and interpersonal actualities of the institution (see [Foucault, 1977] and [Bansel, 
2015] for further explication of how co-constitutive operations of power can permeate 
throughout organizational operations).  The teachers uniformly reported three distinct features of 
this process: mediated implementation, institutional adaptation, and institutional assault.  
Mediated implementation refers to the way that the teachers made sense of the fusion of policy 
and power as it trickled into their everyday lives via interpersonal interactions with their 
administrators.  Institutional adaptation refers to their descriptions of the way that institutional 
tools and structures were appropriated, circumvented, used, and abused as power and policy 
fused in lived experience.  Institutional assault refers to the teachers’ descriptions of how 
mediated, institutionally coordinated policy directives were enacted, metabolized, and 
constructed in relation to self-concept by those targeted by TEP.  In the following sections, I 





Administration translates all of the mandates coming, like, down through the pipeline. 
 –Dicé  
 
The teachers narrated TEP’s policies as omnipresent in their day to day work-worlds but 
conveyed a lack of clarity about the people who initiated and governed the program.  TEP’s 
initiators, rather, were described as “the powers that be” (Cecelia) or as “higher forces” (Mick). 
The uncertainty about who was responsible for initiating TEP’s policies is evident in Marie’s 
narrative process: 
We are not getting a clear answer of what test, exactly, were used, and so one of the 
things that’s come across is that apparently the school was judged on some lower third, in 
terms of their testing ... so they were really worried about getting the scores up.  
In Marie’s account there is no indication of who was not giving a “clear answer,” where the 
messages “come across” from, or who the “they” are who were worried about scores.  Her 
narration of some unidentified and distal “people [who] are bringing in another agenda” suggests 
an inchoate awareness of what Webb (2008) refers to as “stealth power” during TEP’s 
implementation.  Her articulation of the “terrible change that’s coming down the pipe,” suggests 
an awareness of the way power circulated and flowed in her school.  She and the other teachers 
narrated institutional change as “com(ing) down” and as “imposed upon” the schools (Nina).  
Mick stated that “I do not envy their position,” acknowledging that her administration was 
“under the gun from higher forces.”  Leslie similarly described the way “stress was transmitted” 
as her administration “was under a lot of pressure to meet compliance deadlines.”  Thus, the 
teachers narrated their administrators as mediating institutional actors and the “pipeline” as a 




Although the teachers were aware that their administrators were “under the gun,” they 
narrated them as the proximal faces of TEP.  Although seemingly obvious, this point illuminates 
the blurring of the perceptual boundary between policy implementers and policy implementation. 
The teachers’ narratives, thus, often conflated the “mandates” coming from “higher forces” and 
dispositional attributions that they ascribed to mediating administrators with whom they had 
relationships.  In attempting to differentiate between “the structure” and “the administrative 
personality,” Cecelia concluded that “it’s kind of a perfect storm.”  Similarly, Tom explained 
that the fusion of power and policy “motivated the worst” in his administration, exclaiming, “it’s 
not just them; it’s systemic.”  Tom’s explanation is consistent with Dillard, Ruchala and Yutha’s 
(2005) assertion that the instrumental rationality of administrative hierarchies engenders 
organizational environments facilitative of the systemic restriction of trust, professionalism, and 
morality.  The teachers certainly narrated TEP as facilitating administrators’ “fear tactics” (Dicé) 
and “power plays” (Cecelia).  Sasha, for example, narrated her principal as adapting to, 
transmitting, and transforming institutional pressure into a hostile work environment.  She 
explained that “tyranny was one of the things” her principal “was trying out,” that “teachers were 
scared, and you could feel it,” and that “even when you’re not the subject of that, you don’t 
know when the tide is going to turn.”  The teachers’ day to day work-worlds during the 
introduction of TEP’s implementation, thus, were narrated as adaptive pipelines in which power 













The teachers’ narratives suggest that the blurring of power and policy was facilitated by their 
administrators’ appropriation of institutional tools such as the Danielson Evaluation Rubric. 
Lucy, for example, narrated the misappropriation of the evaluation system in a way that conveys 
her principal’s institutional adaptation and interpersonal manipulation: 
The principal is telling us to pass everyone, because he is so worried about the grade that 
our school is going to get ... he wants you to give students in your class a 65, period.  If 
you don’t do that, you might get evaluated and be told that you are not a good teacher.  
Observations were, according to Jonas, used “as a method of attack .... used as a threat ... you can 
tell when they (administrators) were going around ... people would see each other in the hallway 
and be like, ‘he’s going around, he’s going around!’”  Similarly, Leslie narrated the collective 
panic evoked by classroom observations; when teachers in her community saw a “roaming pack” 
of auditors “anybody who was in a prep period would run around to people’s classrooms and just 
go ‘Hunger Games, Hunger Games.’”  Leslie was not the only teacher to evoke this dystopian 
tale of oppressive dictatorial surveillance.  Cecelia stated, “I feel like we are in The Hunger 
Games, and we’re District 12.”  Classroom observations were uniformly narrated as significant 
and heightened experiential encapsulations of TEP’s enactment.  Micks’ initial comments about 
her experience during TEP’s inaugural year, for example, were: “The first thing that comes to 
mind is feeling, feeling on edge a lot about visitors in my classroom, because it definitely felt 
like an increase of visitors in my classroom than from before ... that was really stressful.”  Dicé 




When they (auditors) come in to perform an observation, they come in and all of a 
sudden you might, you start sweating, immediately, because you’re under a tremendous 
amount of pressure ... in that moment like the ground just completely crumbles beneath 
you and you are in this state of like survival ... you’re in a state of hyper, like, fight or 
flight and you know you have to sit there and fight because what are you going to do, lose 
your job?  
These accounts reveal the melding of power and policy, the perceived abuse of audit 
technologies and the permeation of the power plays into the teachers’ bodies.  
The teachers’ narratives reveal that the misuse of rating instruments evoked stress and 
heightened the uncertainty associated with the audits.  Observations were described as 
“malicious” means of “intimidation” (Bigelow), but also as “subjective” (Lucy) and “arbitrary” 
(Sasha).  Sasha described how during one classroom evaluation two different administrators gave 
her and her co-teacher “contradictory” evaluations for the same lesson.  Jonas similarly described 
being rated as “effective” by one administrator and “developing” by another for “the same 
lesson” in which he was “literally doing the same thing” at the “same moment in the lesson” on 
“back-to-back days.”  According to Cecelia, evaluation ratings were dependent upon being in the 
“good graces” of an administrator.  Leslie similarly described having “the fortune of being very 
well situated with [her] administrator” and as always receiving “glowing” evaluations.  Although 
she thought she deserved her near perfect rating, she “did sort of feel like that was just chance.” 
Ironically, Mick reported that her administration was “very literally, and in a very conservative 
way,” interpreting the evaluation rubric.  Throughout the teachers’ narratives, they described 
their administrators’ deployment of classroom observation evaluations as, paradoxically, being 




The teachers’ experiential accounts suggest that they were “caught in a tangle of 
paradoxical injunctions” in which it was impossible to “do the right thing” (Laing, 1960, p. 125), 
or in Mick’s words, “damned if you do and damned if you don’t.”  Helen described, for example, 
being observed while “doing a state mandated lab with the students,” which she knew was 
incongruous with the NYCDOE’s assessment rubric.  She explained that “the superintendent 
happened to walk in that day and that’s what I was doing, and I felt really ineffective, almost 
really stupid.”  Using the phrase “damned if you do, damned if you don’t,” Jonas described being 
given a poor rating for having an unorganized physical space even though he shared the 
classroom with eight other teachers: “The room that I was teaching in was a hot mess, but it is 
also not my room.”  The teachers’ accounting of both the rigid, and often irrational, 
interpretation of the rating system and its arbitrary deployment contextualizes their narration of 
collective panic and individual stress.  
Connell (2009) claims that in the “new view of teacher quality” educators are reduced to 
measurable competencies.  This shift ushered in “a particular form of terror” in the teachers, as 
they were systematically depersonalized during the enactment of TEP (Laing, 1960, p. 46).  Paris 
emotively narrated this process when recalling an observation: 
When you come in, and you fucking, and you have a list that you are looking for, I could 
cry right now... I was just observed, just now, a surprise observation... I know what he is 
looking for, a check-up list... I could feel I wasn’t myself, because the check-off, not 
because he came in looking at me holistically... don’t treat us like a check-off list.  You 




Paris’ narrative conveys sadness, anger, and a form of terror that transcends the fear of being 
evaluated unfairly, rated poorly, or even of losing one’s job – it is the fear of losing one’s sense 
of self.  
The teachers’ narratives reveal the consequences of being reduced to measurable 
competencies, but also reflect an awareness of the need to adapt to and perform in accordance 
with observation evaluations (Ball, 2000).  As Leslie explained: 
Whatever you are doing, you need to be like the evaluation version of that... we all 
believed that everything we were doing was really good, but there’s a difference between 
what really good looks like when you’re jiving with your kids... versus when an 
administrator comes in the room, and the kinds of teaching that the Danielson framework 
dictates. 
In Marie’s words, the teachers were “made to understand” that performing for the evaluation 
rubric was essential during the implementation of TEP. 
Consistent with the other teachers’ narratives, Cecelia recalled being urged to “put on a 
show” during external audits.  These directives often put teachers in dubious situations.  Tom, for 
example, described being “put into” a “questionable” test administration situation and then being 
“instructed by the principal that if anyone asked from the outside,” to lie about the testing 
environment.  Jonas narrated a similar coercive situation when aiding his administrator compile 
evidence for an external audit – a moment in which, he claims, his administration was “going 





They said, ‘Come up with data that you use at your department meetings to address 
student work.’  We do that, but we never had it written down... like we never formally put 
it in, like, our minutes... and so when I, when I told him that, he was like, ‘no, you do do 
that’ and he’s like ‘just go through your things, find it,’ so what he was telling me is 
‘make it up’... without actually saying ‘make it up.’  So that’s what I did.  I made it up. 
Dicé narrated the widespread inauthentic performativity in her community: “We’re all on this 
hyper-theatrical mode that we have to put on... hyper-engaged... and like, it’s a façade... it’s all 
fake... it’s all an illusion.”  The teachers’ accounts, then, reveal that they too were part of the 
adaptive pipeline as they negotiated their own agency within “limit situations” (Fine & Weis, 
2005).  
The teachers’ accounts suggest that they, like their administrators, were enacting TEP’s 
arrival – negotiating TEP individually and collectively as it trickled into their work-worlds (Ball, 
McGuire, & Braun, 2012).  Their accounts were spotted with accounts of resistance and 
solidarity, but more often, the teachers’ narratives reveal their own furtive performativity.  To 
placate auditors and perform competencies designated by the Danielson’s assessment 
framework, the teachers reported that pervasive inauthenticity became standard in their schools. 
Leslie juxtaposed “real life” teaching with the “on stage version” on multiple occasions when 
describing the way teachers’ practices shifted in accordance with the institutional demands 
brought about by TEP.  For example, she described a common “gaming” strategy in which she 
and her colleagues: 
would set up a deal with their kids where if you knew the answer to the question you 
would raise your right hand, and if you didn’t know the answer to the question you would 




anybody know the answer to the question,’ and everybody’s hand would go up, but the 
teacher knew the kids who had their right hands up were the ones who were actually 
trying to answer, and the kids with their left hand up didn’t really want to be called on, 
you know, so like we developed these gaming strategies for dealing with the fear and 
dealing with trying to make it look like it needed to look. 
Dicé explained that teachers learned to “circumvent all these mandates ... lots of tricking 
administration... and it’s really easy to do when your administration is also under... the 
bureaucratic demands in that system [that] they themselves can’t make sense of.”  Furtive 
performativity was not limited to audit situations but, rather, was reported as a common means of 
adaptation during TEP’s implementation.  
As Ravitch (2010) predicted, the teachers reported teaching to the test and gaming the 
system. Sasha reported that: 
 I teach my ELL (English Language Learners) students literally a template of how to 
write an essay... I literally give them like cliché phrases that I know will always work and 
I have a version translated in Spanish, right, but they are never going to learn how to 
really write like this. 
Lucy similarly explained that “we’re just trying to teach to the MOSL, trying to create lessons so 
that the students would do better on this state exam... trying to get students to pass an exam by 
teaching them how to take an exam,” but attributed this adaptation to the institutionally 
coordinated trickling of policy and power and the resultant “panic that the teachers had about 
these MOSL exams – whether or not the students are going to be doing better on these exams the 




Ballou and Springer (2015) and confirm Harris & Herrington’s concerns that teachers will game 
the system when adapting to RTTT inspired policies (2015).  Contrary to those who place the 
blame solely on “opportunistic teachers” (Ballou & Springer, 2015, p. 77), however, the teachers 
portray the adaptive inauthenticity as systematic.  Helen, for example, explained that the grades 
in her physical grade book (which were the actual indicator of student performance) were 
incongruous with those in her fabricated digital grade book (which showed that 80% of the 
students were passing, regardless of their actual performance), and she was told by an 
administrator that she would be fired if both were not aligned.  I asked her if “would be fired” 
was a direct quote.  She responded by saying “You will not be here next year is verbatim.”  The 
message “will be fired” was communicated to her, but by saying “will not be here,” the 
administrator was able to deploy a clever form of coercion and mask his agency.   
Teachers routinely reported accounts of such administrative savvy.  Jonas explained, for 
example, “They are pretty smart about the way, like they never put anything in writing... 
knowing what rules they are breaking and the way that they say things so that it can never be 
used against them.”  Bigelow similarly reported that her administration didn’t “want us to use 
like DOE accounts because they are monitored, so they want you to e-mail their Gmail,” but 
explained that when administrators need to establish an audit trial, “they send it from the DOE 
accounts.”  The teachers’ accounts reveal that by using savvy techniques of manipulation, 
administrators were able to abuse their power as their agentic accountability dissolved into the 
sphere of depersonalized institutional practice – as if the abuse were a natural function of 
institutional operations.  The teachers’ narratives suggest, however, that their administrators were 
still able to convey their intentions.  Cecelia, for example, described being “voluntold” to be lead 




suggestion.  She took on the additional duty, responding to what she thought was the 
administrator’s real intention – “What am I going to say? I can’t say no.”  Thus, the principals’ 
institutional discourse contained “gaps” that were filled in by the teachers who extracted their 
substance from the “local actualities of her or his work” (Smith, 2005).  In these contextually 
bound moments, “will not be here” was interpreted as “will be fired”.  
To be in compliance with the new evaluation system, Leslie reported that teachers, like 
their administrators, also developed savvy uses of institutional discourse as they “had to like 
forge” documents: “we just filled them with jargon... ‘differentiation’, ‘common core,’ ‘rigor.’” 
Collectively, the teachers’ narratives reveal that manipulation and subterfuge were common 
adaptations – for both administrators and teachers.  To survive the actualities of their irrational, 
inauthentic, and depersonalizing work-worlds, the teachers reported adapting to TEP by 
performing in accordance with the institutional norms. 
 
Institutional Assault and the Violation of Relational Morality 




Throughout the process of institutional adaptation, the teachers reported feeling assaulted during 
TEP’s enactment; Dicé felt “bombarded,” Jonas felt “attacked,” Cecelia felt “beat-up on,” Sasha 
felt “thrown under the bus,” and John felt like he was “in the onslaught of it all.”  When 
confronted with her administrator, Bigelow explained that she “very specifically chose to just not 
to engage, ‘do not engage’ is one of the teaching principles, if a kid is trying to pick a fight with 
you, you don’t engage.”  Here, Bigelow narratively aligns someone trying to cause her harm with 




to engage... if you take them on, they are going to take it to a level that you don’t even imagine... 
it’s going to be explosive.”  These assault narratives are consistent with extant literature that 
addresses the embodied resultant stress of accountability policies (Finnigan & Gross, 2007).  In 
Bigelow’s words, “you just have to like swallow it and absorb that ... the adrenaline I’m just 
letting course through my body.”  The teachers reported feeling “overwhelmed” (Paris), 
“stressed to the max” (Jonas), and “emotionally wrecked” (Leslie) as they navigated TEP.  Jonas 
explained that “any time I had to do something for administration, whether it is for a QR (Quality 
Review), or for a superintendent visit, or for an observation, I was like on high alert.”  
Importantly, “the pressure” of navigating TEP’s enactment was, in Lucy words, “put on you.”  In 
other words, intentionality was woven into their narratives – TEP’s policies were “thrown at” 
teachers (John), and as Mick expressed, the assaults were “meant to be threatening and meant to 
sort of scare teachers into a certain kind of submission.”  Leslie explained that “there were some 
people who were being targeted,” which she claimed ushered in “group fear.”  Reflective of the 
way that TEP was communally experienced, the teachers narrated “panic” (Lucy) and “collective 
fear” (Leslie) during the enactment of TEP, and Cecelia suggested that the administrator’s 
intention was to “whip up a frenzy.”  Intentionality, activity, and collectivity are connoted in the 
phrase “whip up a frenzy,” which reflects how the teachers made sense of their experiences 
during TEP’s enactment.  They were not simply reporting “burnout” (Brouwers & Tomic, 2000); 
they were narrating being intentionally burned out.  
Although the teachers narrated themselves as the targets of a punitive policy, they tried to 
construct the meaning of the assault (McAdams, 2008).  Their accounts suggest, however, that 
this was a difficult task because they did not interpret most of the newly added tasks as 




(PDs), which she described as “garbage” and as “useless,” were completely focused on 
cultivating teacher compliance with the new program.  Paris echoed this assessment, “We were 
overwhelmed with paperwork, we had a meeting after meeting... every PD meeting was 
examining data... to sit through all of those bullshit meetings... that’s an hour of your life that 
you could have been with a kid.”  Her account suggests that her feeling of being overwhelmed 
with compliance tasks was coupled with the frustration of not being able to serve her students, 
which was a consistent pattern throughout the teachers’ narratives.  Lucy reported, for example, 
that “whenever we have to do things for administration ... the first thing that suffers is the work 
that you would be doing for the students.”  The teachers described multiple types of disservice.  
For example, Ernest felt she was perpetuating the “dehumanizing” of her students.  For Paris, 
engaging in pedagogical practices that she felt were “killing the creative spirit in kids” is why 
she did not “feel teaching is meaningful in the general sense anymore.”  Sasha, who reported 
producing high scores by deliberately teaching to the test, narrated her “most painful moment” as 
the time when she learned her students were “failing at community colleges” and “stuck in 
remediation courses... because the realization is that they are not ready for anything.”  Consistent 
with the “new view of teacher quality” in which the drive to produce measurable results is 
displacing the humanist/missionary educational agenda (Connell, 2009), the teachers narrated 
that in adapting to new modes of teaching, they were disserving their students, and in so doing, 
were participating in the violation of their pedagogical priorities.  
In performing in ways that were contrary to their pedagogical and personal virtues, the 
teachers narrated a crisis in purpose.  Cecelia asked, “Am I good at teaching, or am I good at the 
game of teaching?”  Sasha similarly reflected, “I am wondering if I am part of the problem.”  It is 




narratives indicate that, overwhelmingly, their foremost intentions were to serve their students. 
This is not surprising; public service values have been routinely cultivated in teacher training 
programs and reified in the day to day work-worlds of many teachers (Labaree, 2004).  
Consistent with mounting evidence suggesting the altruistic inclinations of many teachers (see 
Ingersoll, 2003), Paris explained a primary reason “people go into teaching” – “because... you 
can help kids.”  Juxtaposing altruistic intentions with the actualities of her work-world, Cecelia 
stated, “Everything seems to be driven by data and the domains I have to hit as a part of my 
teacher evaluation.  I’m more worried that we are doing more harm than good to these students.”  
Tom similarly explained, “Everything is all about the numbers and that pisses me off... I ’m 
about the human face of things, teaching is a human profession.”  Tom’s account of what he is 
“about” illuminates the psychological consequence of moving to an educational paradigm that 
privileges calculative accountability over relational responsibility.  
The teachers’ narratives suggest that the systemic privileging of auditability over 
relationality was coordinated interpersonally.  Marie, who stated “I became a teacher to teach, 
not to jump to domains [of the Danielson rubric],” narrated the depersonalization of students as 
being mediated programmatically.  For example, in relaying a comment that she made to her 
principal, Marie said, “I made a comment to her one time about a student, and she said, ‘oh that’s 
domain,’... it was like... the only way they could relate to us was in this new assessment system.”  
Bigelow similarly narrated an episode in which her principal told her, “‘no kid talk’... I don’t 
mean gossip, I mean anything... like what gets them to work the best... that counts as kid talk... 
anything other than the sentence starters and action-based research.”  In other words, discourse 
that personalized students (“kid talk”) was forbidden.  Tom, when in a meeting, told his 




In response, he “got shut down” and was instructed that, “This is not personal, this is about 
scores.”  He was also told, in a separate meeting, that “if you are not passionate about raising 
student effectiveness and scores... then you don’t need to be here.”  In other words, Tom, like the 
other teachers, narrated an affinity for the humanist/missionary aspirations embedded in the 
ideology of 20th century education (Connell, 2009), while simultaneously 
witnessing/experiencing the systemic displacement of those ideals (Watanabe, 2007).  Paris 
narrated suffering under this new regime: 
I feel like my heart is broken... I thought that would never happen, that they could never 
make me feel that way.  Now I feel, like, school wants us to be all this data instead of 
people.  I was in the business world... It wasn’t for me; I chose teaching because of the 
human thing... so I leave business at 32 to become a teacher, and I’m back in business. 
The teachers, in chorus, narrated how the superimposition of neoliberal managerialism on their 
schools facilitated an assault on a core dimension of their professional calling – to nurture, aid, 
and serve students.   
In reluctantly adapting to the demands of the new audit culture, the teachers narrated a 
violation of their sense of relational morality.  In contradistinction to this violation, the teachers 
reported cherishing the relationships they established through their work and valuing their 
students as human beings.  Marie stated that “the high point of my year... I had really great 
students... I had a great rapport with them and my relationships, really, are the best things I come 
away with.”  The teachers’ high-point narratives were, in fact, overwhelmingly focused on 
serving their students.  Disserving those she intended to help is what Dicé referred to as “the 
ultimate paradox of teaching” and further elaborated her point by saying, “The hypocrisy... has 




your morality is just completely, it is just sacrificed.”  For Cecelia, this conflict was directly 
linked to the new mode of accountability ushered in by RTTT: “It actually makes me a little sick 
in my stomach that I’m making the students do this thing that’s so self-serving, you know, for 
me, for my test, for my scores.”  The teachers’ narratives during the enactment of TEP reflect 
what Shay (1994) referred to as moral injury – the “betrayal of what’s right” (p. 3).  Identifying 
ideological dilemmas among teachers is nothing new in contemporary western education (Billig 
et al., 1988; Watanabe, 2007), but the findings of this study reveal the “deeply moral quality of 
the conflict and illuminate the deeply personal pervasion of mediated institutional assault” 
(Head, 2016).  The teachers did not describe this assault as something that was merely “put on” 
them, but rather, narrated themselves both recipients and perpetuators – as both being 
institutionally betrayed (Smith & Freyd, 2014) and as betraying their own sense of “what’s right” 
(Shay, 1994).  
The teachers’ narratives, then, suggest that they were caught in a multi-layered web of 
“paradoxical injunctions” (Laing, 1960).  Situationally, because they were penalized for 
circumstances beyond their control, they reported feeling “damned if you do, damned if you 
don’t” as they adapted to and negotiated TEP’s flawed auditing schemes.  Interpersonally, they 
reported feeling like their principals were “looking for the gotcha” (Sasha), which was 
conflicting because their administrators were institutionally positioned to aid in their 
development and provide instructional support (NYC Department of Education, 2012).  Morally, 
they struggled to make sense of, on the one hand, their altruistic aspirations, and on the other, 
their awareness that they were disserving those they intended to help.  Narratively, they were 
confounded by the situational and moral binds they faced during TEP’s enactment, and 




stories of self (McAdams, 2008).  In other words, their narratives reveal disjunctures between the 
stories they told themselves about themselves and the stories they had to tell themselves to 
account for the communal adaptations in their work-worlds.  Thus, during TEP’s enactment, the 
teachers were on the “soft ground” of dynamic and unstructured fields in which “every action 
[was] a conflicting one” (Lewin, 1948/1997, p. 266). 
According to McAdams (2008), suffering needs to be reflected upon and constructed in a 
way that offers some resolution.  The narratives of the teachers, however, do not suggest that 
they resolved their feelings of being morally injured and institutionally assaulted.  Rather, they 
reflect the sense-making and meaning-construction of people navigating and negotiating new 
institutional norms that were too dilemmatic to easily process (Billig et al., 1988).  One imagined 
resolution was frequently narrated, however: unprompted, nearly all the teachers in this study 
expressed a wish to escape their work-worlds.  The teachers’ desire to exit their unsatisfactory 
work-worlds was narrated as a consequence of mediated institutional assault (Hirschman, 1970).  
In Cecelia’s words: 
Some of the rules coming down, with like that TEP, and there were administrative 
changes and it just got to be so unbearable... going to work every day got to be like so 
difficult... being treated so, like shit all the time... it just destroyed me... they don’t even 
treat the kids that I teach nicely, the DOE doesn’t even treat them nicely, and I felt like 
everyone is getting the shaft... It was horrible, and I was like, ‘that’s it,’ something has to 
give.  
Consistent with their reports, the teachers’ exit-urge narratives reflect their relational morality. 
Paris explained that “I’m ready to leave, but I won’t leave... because I love my kids, I’m not 




kids.”  Tom explained that his decision to leave his school occurred after a meeting in which a 
group of teachers’ “effectiveness” was called into question by an administrator, and in which 
they were told “this is not personal, this is about scores.”  He described this as “a watershed 
moment,” and claimed that “it was after that meeting that the three of us were just fuming... all 
three of us left.”  The teachers’ narratives suggest that for them, teaching is personal and that 
being systemically undermined while trying to serve students “exemplifies,” in Dicé’s words, 
“just how much the human spirit can endure.”  Nine of the 15 participants in this study, however, 
made their exit following the 2013 – 2014 school year, and at least two more have left since, 
exemplifying, perhaps, the limits of educators’ endurance when the spirit of teaching is 
assaulted. 
 
Contextualizing Mediated Institutional Assault 
In this research, I have constructed a grounded theory of mediated institutional assault.  In so 
doing, I have identified, and put into relation, the most overarching meanings throughout the 
teachers’ narratives.  In constructing a composite, however, some of the nuance in narration and 
the differentiation of the teachers’ varying circumstances is obscured in this analysis.  
Importantly, the three communities of teachers that I have highlighted in this study come from 
vastly different schools.  Policy enactment played out differently in these communities, and the 
teachers’ narration of their experiences reflects a variety of distinctions – such as student 
population, administrative character, teacher concerns, and teachers’ resistance strategies.   
“Cream of the Crop” School is prestigious, selective, has exceedingly high attendance 
and graduation rates, and is comprised of a much higher percentage of white students than the 




model teacher (literally a person who the state included as an exemplar in teacher training 
materials), transferred to this school prior to the introduction of TEP because she was concerned 
about how her career might be negatively affected by the scores of her former students.  The 
principal at “Cream of the Crop” School was not described as a tyrant, but rather as a “data 
queen” who seemingly enjoyed playing the game of accountability.  The school has historically 
focused on creative expression, and what seemed to bother teachers the most about the new 
policies is that they were “killing the creative spirit in kids.”  These teachers voiced their concern 
by writing to the NYC Schools Chancellor and meeting with state legislators.  In brief, most 
students and teachers at “Cream of the Crop” School are in advantageous social positions. 
“C” School is relatively reflective of other NYC public high schools in terms of student 
demographics, student attendance, and graduation rates (although there are more Latino students 
and less Black students than the systemwide average).  The principal at “C” School was once on 
a list of “worst principals” in the city.  He was described as a tyrant, but the teachers seemed to 
have sympathy for him – as if they knew his tyranny was an act of adaptive desperation.  The 
teachers at “C” School seemed primarily focused on what their teaching was doing to their 
students – transforming them into mindless uncritical beings who could only think in terms of 
what was required on state tests.  Their concern seemed to be about their students’ functionality 
in society, because, as Helen explained, “these people will be my doctors, these people will be 
my lawyers.”  It seems their way of voicing their concern was by engaging in this research 
project (e.g., “I do want to… talk about it with somebody that is researching and questioning in 
trying to delve into how effective is the teacher effectiveness program”). 
“Chopping Block” School is a “renewal” school – one on the verge of being shut down.  




are much lower than the systemwide average.  The principal was also described as a tyrant, but 
the teachers showed no sympathy for her – they seemed to view her as someone who got sadistic 
pleasure in wielding her power over others.  The teachers at “Chopping Block” School seemed 
primarily concerned with the extent that the new performance guidelines seemed to be out of 
touch with the needs of their students.  Two of the teachers in this study taught English as a 
Second Language and one taught Special Education, and they thought the competencies they 
were asked to perform completely diverted their attention away from the practical tasks they had 
to achieve (e.g., helping teenagers speak the language of their new country).  These teachers 
seemed angry, but seemed to have little hope that resistance would bring any result.  Instead, 
they seemed to focus on not being affected by the new policies.  For example, Sasha said: 
I can honestly say I don't think about TEP… I teach in school that is mostly EL (English 
Learner) population, and some of the students arrive in 10th grade and have to take the 
Regents (exam) in the 11th grade.  So, if you are going to grade us on that, we already 
know where we are going to stand… I can honestly say it has not impacted how I 
thought.   
Even these teachers’ participation in this study seemed more as a favor to their friend who 
recommended them to me than as an act of resistance.  Their accounts, however, are particularly 
important in understanding the enactment of policy on a broader scale.  Accountability policies 
have been advertised as a way to increase educational equity (Mehta, 2013).  So, it would seem 
that “Chopping Block” School would be the beneficiary of such measures.  Instead, these 
teachers described how antithetical the new policy was to their success.  The metrics their 
students produce, however, do serve as the justification for school closure (see Ravitch [2010] 




reform).  Thus, the issues narrated by the teachers at these distinct school differ greatly in regard 
to population, leadership, priorities, and resistance techniques. 
 Despite the difference in the communities that I examined in this study, there was a 
considerable amount of overlap in their stories.  They all thought the implementation of TEP was 
flawed and that it engendered assaultive social organizational processes that were difficult for 
them and detrimental to their students.  Even though they taught different students with vastly 
different needs and obstacles, they all described how their ability to serve them was 
compromised during the enactment of TEP to such an extent that they experienced a deep sense 
of violation – the violation of relational morality. 
 
Discussion/Conclusion 
In NYC, TEP, a RTTT inspired teacher evaluation program, was advertised as a way to improve 
education by supporting teachers as they learned to hold themselves personally accountable for 
students’ “growth” on standardized measures (NYC Department of Education, 2012).  In taking 
a bottom-up approach to investigating teachers’ experiential narratives (McLaughlin & Talbert, 
1990), I sought to understand the enactment of TEP from the perspective of those who were the 
subjects of policy (Bansel, 2015).  My analysis of the teachers’ accounts suggests that TEP was 
experienced and interpreted as a way to shift blame and responsibility onto them – a move that is 
consistent with the historical deprofessionalization and disempowerment of educators in the 
United States. (Mehta, 2013).  Although the teachers generally evaluated the pedagogy 
underpinning the evaluation system positively, the enactment of TEP was narrated as overly 
punitive, unjust, counterproductive, and irrational.  That is, they narrated learning to hold 




serve.  These performative adaptations are incongruous with collectively agreed upon and long-
held assumptions about the process, nature, and goals of education (Connell, 2009; Watanabe, 
2007), and accordingly, they engendered ideological dilemmas (Billig et al., 1988) and soul 
terrors in the teachers (Ball, 2003).  The adaptive and coerced performativity narrated by the 
teachers is terrorizing not simply because it undermines collectively embraced ideological 
positions, but because it violates teachers’ sense of relational morality.  That is, they narrated 
experiencing what Shay (1994) calls the “betrayal of what’s right.”  Indeed, the teachers’ 
narratives suggest that they felt morally injured as they witnessed, received, and perpetuated 
psychological violence, which affronted their dignity and diminished their sense of moral agency 
(Drescher et al., 2011; Miller, 2009).  
In synthesizing the teachers’ experiential accounts, my aim was not to uncover some 
comprehensive historical truth, but rather, to document the teachers’ stories during a pivotal shift 
in the history of U.S. education policy and to identify overarching patterns in their meaning-
making processes (Josselson, 1995).  In so doing, I constructed a useful theory grounded in their 
narratives (Charmaz, 2011).  While this analytic approach lends itself to illuminating complex 
processes such as the systematic violation of relational morality as teachers reluctantly engaged 
disserving their students, it abstracts, and therefore glosses over, the fact that the teachers 
conceptualized disservice differently.  For Paris, a long-time teacher at “Cream of the Crop” 
school, engaging in the stifling of creativity is what she narrated as violating.  For Sasha, a 
teacher at “Chopping Block” school, coaching her students to pass exams while failing to 
prepare them for community college is what she narrated as violating.  The theoretical 
abstraction generated from this approach does, however, have its merits.  In constructing the 




a complex social-organizational process, vivified teachers’ internal conflicts as they engaged in 
that process, and demonstrated the personal, interpersonal, and psychological consequences for 
those navigating the initial moments in the era of individualized consequential accountability. 
 In the following chapters, I build from and complement the findings of this study.  The 
analysis I present in chapter 5 situates the teachers’ narratives within key elements of their 
activity meaning system (Daiute, 2014) – the broader narrative space in which meanings are 
collectively constructed, negotiated, performed, and contested.  In so doing, I explore specific 
narrative features across both the teachers’ narratives and news media narratives.  In taking this 
approach, I examine how the teachers’ expressions of the violation of relational morality 
converge, diverge or are problematized by those who mediatize education policy (Baroutsis, 
2016). 
 The analysis I present in chapter 6 further explores the “internal conflict” routinely 
narrated by the teachers in this study – the tension between their moral responsibility to their 
students and their institutional responsibility to perform for TEP’s audits.  To do so, I explore 
teachers’ narratives that express both consequential accountability and relational morality to 
identify intrapsychic expressions occurring as conflictual meanings are constructed.  Taking a 
voice-based approach to narrative research (Gilligan, et al, 2003), I expand upon the fact that 
internal conflict was narrated by the teachers by exploring how internal conflict was narrated. 
 In the analysis I present in chapter 7, I further explore the personal dimensions of 
relational morality (and the violation of relational morality) by focusing on the life story of one 
exemplary teacher.  In so doing, I contextualize the various forms of psychological abstraction 
generated in the other analyses that I present in the dissertation, in the process complementing 




reports”; they were narrating their experiences, which were constructed in the context of their 
teaching communities, in the context of their past experiences, in the contexts of their families 
and friends, etc.  That is, when the teachers narrated, they frequently evoked personal dimensions 
of their life outside of their school/work, describing, for example, how their childhood teachers 
inspired them to pursue their occupational calling, or how their job affected their relationships 
with their partners, children, and friends.  Thus, in the final analytic project that I present in this 
dissertation, I ground the abstractions generated in the first three analyses in one teachers’ life 
history, and in so doing, draw from these abstracted findings to better illuminate the complexity 
of her story. 
 In addition to producing a grounded theory – mediated institutional assault – that 
synthesizes the teachers’ narration of the enactment of TEP, the study have I presented in this 
chapter also informs the other studies and analyses that constitute this dissertation.  The 
following chapters, thus, serve to further illuminate and contextualize the meaning-making 
processes of the participating teachers who navigated the introduction of individualized 








SITUATING TEACHERS’NARRATIVES IN THEIR SOCIOPOLITICAL CONTEXT: 





As individualized consequential accountability policy was introduced in NYC during the 2013-
2014 school year, three communities of teachers shared with me their experiential navigation of 
the new mode of schooling, and in so doing, narrated an assaultive social organizational process 
that I refer to as mediated institutional assault (Head, 2016).  In this process, as new technologies 
of control (e.g., performance audits, value-added measures) coordinated behaviors and practices 
throughout their institutional hierarchies, the teachers witnessed, perpetuated, and experienced 
moral injuries, which violated their sense of relational morality.  Mediation, in this process, 
refers to the way that policy directives from “higher forces” trickled down “through the pipeline” 
and were enacted by the people who make schools work.  That is, the teachers were describing 
how “stealth power” operated in their schools (Webb, 2008), while making references to “power-
at-a-distance” (Willer, 2003).  Cecelia, one of these teachers, extended the notion of mediation 
out to “the politicians, the media and stuff,’ who she claimed, “love to jump on a teacher – to tear 
apart a teacher.”  In so doing, Cecelia demonstrated awareness of the fact that the enactment of 
policy involves a wide array of societal actors whose actions have bearing on the lived realities 
of teachers (Ball et al., 2012), and to the mediatization of education policy (Cabalin, 2015; 
Baroutsis, 2016).  To develop a fuller understanding of the teachers’ narration of mediated 
institutional assault and of the violation of relational morality, I sought to look beyond their 
experiential accounts by examining how their narratives coincide, or fail to coincide, with the 
mediatized accounts of education reform as narrated by the two most prominent news outlets in 
their area at the same time (The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal). 
 Taking an investigatory approach inspired by Daiute (2014), I found that journalists and 
teachers told radically different stories about the enactment of individualized consequential 




audiences, it makes sense that the journalists’ and the teachers’ narratives are dissimilar.  It is the 
extent of the difference and the types of dissimilarities in these two genres, however, that reveal 
a radical disjuncture in the meanings constructed by these two types of societal actors who 
narrated the enactment of policy in the same space/time.  The journalists narrated a relatively 
one-dimensional struggle between proponents and opponents of consequential accountability, 
whereas the teachers narrated both consequential accountability and relational morality, often in 
relation.  Most notably, the news media narratives are completely devoid of instances in which 
teachers enact relational morality.  Thus, what the teachers narrated as being the most central 
consequence of individualized consequential accountability (see Head, 2016), was absent in the 
sociohistorical registers of their time.  Not only were the teachers’ primary concerns not 
addressed in the authoritative accounts of policy enactment, they were largely rendered passive 
in the media narratives.  That is, although teachers were one of the most prevalent characters 
throughout the news narratives about policy enactment, they were one of the least likely groups 
to speak or perform action.  Thus, The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal perpetuated 
the historic failure to recognize teachers’ perspectives about the policies that coordinate their 
work (Mehta, 2013).  Moreover, in framing their narratives as an overly-simplistic struggle 
between reformers and resisters (i.e., between those who have a vision and those who stand in 
the way of forward progress), the news media constructed and disseminated a narrative 
conducive to the interests of those who aim to ensure that education is ordered around the 
principles of high-stakes testing, accountability, and competitive markets (Hirsch, 2007).  In 
other words, the teachers’ issues are less likely to considered in the public forum, when the most 
prominent media outlets in the land render them voiceless, neglect to address their driving 




Situating Teachers’ Narrative in their Mediatized Sociopolitical Context 
Mediatization is a neologism that refers to “the transformations in society and everyday life that 
are shaped by the modern media and the processes of mediation” (Lundby, 2009, p. 4).  The 
concept emerged to account for the expanding role of media in everyday life for those living in 
developed countries, the dialectical interchange in which media shape and are shaped by broader 
life and culture, and the emergent awareness that power does not necessarily flow linearly, but 
rather circulates and is “reproduced everywhere in a huge network of linkages, apparatuses and 
habits within everyday life” (Couldry & Hepp 2013, p. 3).  As a conceptual tool, mediatization 
has been used to interrogate media’s role in the enactment of policy (Hattama, Prosser, & Brady 
2009; Cabalin 2015).  Accordingly, news media are viewed as actors playing a crucial role in the 
circulation of ideas pertinent to government initiatives (Hattama, Prosser, & Brady 2009; Cabalin 
2015) – as shapers, debaters, promoters, evaluators, and analyzers of policy in the public forum 
(Couldry 2012).   
            News media outlets (the mediatizers of policy) play a key role in reinforcing how 
education policies are interpreted and translated to the public (Baroutsis 2016).  Not surprisingly, 
most policies are accompanied by “media releases and advertising campaigns” (Rawolle 2010, 
21).  As Cabalin (2015) argues, “educational policy actors nurture the public sphere with 
discourses about education that are framed by the media.  The media authorize the ‘valid voices’ 
in the field, playing a strategic role in the definition of policy problems and in the production and 
circulation of their solutions” (238).  In constructing interpretive frames, media reports can 
facilitate policy reforms, not only by shaping and managing public discourse, but also by 
containing and rendering invisible potential controversies or points of detraction (Hattama, 




policy process” (Hattama, Prosser, & Brady 2009, 161), and this is certainly evident regarding 
the mediatization of accountability policy (Baroutsis 2016).     
            The modern era of accountability reform in the U.S., which was ushered in by the 1983 
publication of A Nation at Risk (Kress, Zechmann, & Schmitten 2011; Mehta 2013), has been 
facilitated by an abundance of uncritical news reports (Berliner & Bidden 1995), government 
sponsored public relations campaigns (Anderson 2007; Goldstein 2011), and the journalistic 
production of narratives framed to perpetuate neoliberal ideology (Goldstein & Chesky 
2011).  The most salient and lasting feature of the post-Nation policy paradigm is the focus on 
teacher accountability (Mehta 2013), which has been routinely nurtured by negative 
representations of teachers (Goldstein 2014).  As Goldstein (2014) argues, news media’s 
continuous negative representation of educators has created a moral panic in which “the 
ineffective tenured teacher has emerged as a feared character, a vampiric type who sucks tax 
dollars into her bloated pension and health care plans, without much regard for the children 
under her care” (5).  Such negative, critical, and reductionist representations validate distrust of 
educators and serve to justify the expansion of accountability policies (Baroutsis 2016).  Implicit 
in the push for heightened teacher accountability in the post-Nation at Risk paradigm has been 
the societal recognition that teachers need to be held to account – a recognition that has been 
cultivated through continuous news reports that denigrate teachers and teaching (Keogk and 
Garrick, 2011).   
Shared meanings of policies, such as education reforms (which in this case are 
interwoven with collective perceptions of teachers), “do not emerge in a vacuum,” but are 
arrived at in complex social ecologies in which “interdependent societal actors with different 




and formal life activities” (Daiute & Kovács Cerović, 2017, p. 58).  In the era of individualized 
consequential accountability reform, teachers’ narratives need to be examined in relation to 
mediatized policy accounts.  Examining the meanings of the subjects of policy in relation to the 
mediatizers of policy can illuminate how policy plays out in practice.  Attending to “multiple 
expressions and relationships among diverse expressions by diverse participants” across the 
system in which policy enactment occurs reflects the fact that “meaning develops in culture” via 
“interacting discourse” (Daiute & Kovács Cerović, 2017, p. 54).  Although historically occluded 
in the discursive construction of education policy (Mehta, 2013), teachers’ narratives should play 
an essential role in how policy enactment is understood because they offer histories of 
experience, and thus, can guide future development of the guidelines that coordinate human 
activity (Daiute & Kovács Cerović, 2017).  In this research, I sought to situate teachers’ 
experiential accounts in a broader public discourse in order to understand teachers as active 
interdependent constructors of meaning within their dynamic social ecology (see [Daiute, 2014] 
for further explication of activity meaning systems).   
 In the analysis I present in this chapter, I sought to develop a better understanding of the 
ideologically dilemmatic period in which individualized consequential accountability reform was 
enacted by examining teachers’ narratives in relation to prominent media narratives.  To do so, I 
(working with a co-researcher) first examined specific narrative features in The News York Times 
and The Wall Street Journal’s reporting of education reform in the space/time in which the 
teachers who I presented in the previous chapter narrated their experiential accounts.  Our aim 
was to identify, in their proximal mediatized discursive space, key narrative features pertinent to 
the representation of actors who populate news media narratives about the Race to the Top 




to other societal actors who populate the media narratives.  Specifically, we examined the 
prevalence of persons and other symbolic actors depicted in education news as characters 
embedded in value-systems that organize the articles.10  Then, I conducted the same analysis on 
the teachers’ evaluative narratives (i.e., their high-points and low-points during the year of the 
reform’s introduction) to situate the experiential accounts of those who are the subjects of policy 
within their mediatized sociohistorical context. 
 
Methodology 
Working with a co-researcher,8 I systematically examined the story of education reform in New 
York in the period when RTTT initiatives were implemented and assessed, as it was reported by 
journalists from The New York Times (NYT) and The Wall Street Journal (WSJ) – the two NYC 
news publications with the widest readership (Bercovici, April 30, 2013).  With the aims of (a) 
identifying prominent actors in the journalists’ account of accountability reform, (b) identifying 
how these actors were portrayed in relation to other prominent actors, and (c) identifying how the 
actors enacted the value-stances underpinning the ideological rupture that I articulated in Chapter 
2 (between consequential accountability and relational morality), we constructed an investigatory 
process inspired by Daiute’s (2014) Dynamic Narrative Inquiry approach.  Specifically, we 
analyzed the roles of character prevalence, characterization, and character-valuation in the news 
media’s narration of the reforms.   
 
                                                          
10 Because non-living objects can be imbued with symbolic meaning, and thus, can serve a function in the 
interdependent construction of meanings, we considered them actors (see Daiute [2014] for a more thorough 
articulation of this point).  For the inanimate actors we included in our analysis, this point is particularly salient (e.g., 
test can cause anxiety, and teacher assessments can rate teachers). 
8 In the analysis of media narratives that I present in this chapter, I worked with Karyna Pryiomka, a PhD candidate 





To assess the most prevalent actors in the narratives, we examined the extent to which specific 
characters (teachers, students, parents, etc.) were mentioned in the news narratives.  In 
constructing narratives, a narrator composes “facts and orientations he or she wishes to share” 
with the audience (Daiute, 2014, p. 198).  This composition expresses meanings, largely, by 
situating them in the characters that constitute and move the narrative along.  That is, authors of 
narratives use characters “the way a ventriloquist uses a puppet” (Daiute, 2014, p. 198).  
Accordingly, characters are not merely persons, but can be objects depicted as actors imbued 
with symbolic meaning (Daiute, 2014).  Characters, then, are symbolic containers of meaning 
composed as acting in relation to other meaning-symbols in the tapestry of meaning construction 
that is narrative.  Thus, one way that we sought to develop an understanding of the narrators’ 
focus is to identify the frequency of character evocations in the text.  In Table 4, I present a 
sample sentence alongside the characters we identified in our analysis. 
 
Table 4: Example of Character Identification for Prevalence Analysis 
Sample Sentence Characters Identified 
“A year after a switch to new 
standardized tests for public school 
students caused passing rates to 
plummet, leaders of both political 
parties in the New York Legislature on 
Tuesday called on the state to back 
away from plans to use those exams to 
grade teachers.” 
Tests (“standardized tests”) 
Students (“public school students”) 
Results/Ratings (“passing rates”) 
NY Legislators (“leaders of both political parties 
in the New York Legislature”) 





To assess how the actors are characterized, we examined the ways that prevalent characters were 




indicating their relationship with each other and to the meanings expressed in the narrative.  In 
our analysis, we focused on four types of characterization: activity, passivity, reforming, and 
resisting reform.   
Activity and passivity.  We examined whether characters were presented as active 
(expressing action or psychological states - such as thought and emotion) or as passive (not 
expressing action or psychological states).  This distinction indicates whether a character speaks 
or is spoken about, whether a character does something or has something done to them, and 
whether the character is humanized or presented without human qualities (i.e., without 
psychological states).  In our analysis, we determined the distinction between activity and 
passivity by assessing whether a character is enlivened with action and/or psychological states, 
or not.  Active characters are humanized; they do things, they feel, they think, or they speak.  For 
example, in NYT, one parent was characterized as having “said she worried that the exams had 
squeezed out art and music instruction and the kind of ‘authentic learning’ she favored” (Harris 
& Fessenden, May 20, 2015).  In speaking (being quoted), expressing worry, and showing 
preference for art and music, this person/character is portrayed as both acting and displaying 
psychological states.  Passive characters, on the other hand, are static, portrayed without 
psychological states, or are spoken about.  For example, NYT quoted a legislator who said 
“Common Core may be beneficial, probably is beneficial.  But you can’t thrust it upon students, 
on faculty and on administrators.” (Baker, February 5, 2014).  Here, the legislator is active (is 
quoted, and expresses a value statement), but students, faculty, and administrators are 
characterized passively – they are positioned to have reforms thrust upon them, but do not act or 




Reformers and resisters.  We also examined characterizations specific to education 
reform – whether they were depicted as proponents or opponents of the changes being discussed.  
To determine whether a character is portrayed as a reformer, we examined whether they speak 
and act in support of the reforms, or not.  For example, State Education Chancellor Tisch is 
quoted in NYT as saying, “We cannot back away from standards.  We cannot back away from 
assessments that give us an accurate measure of student performance and that informs instruction 
and curriculum” (Harris, October 26, 2015).  Here, Tisch is characterized as defending Common 
Core standards, exams, and measurement, which are three essential components of consequential 
accountability.  To determine whether a character is portrayed as a resister, we examined 
whether they speak and/or act in opposition to the reforms.  For example, NYT quoted a member 
of a “test-refusal group” who said, “We’ve written letters to legislators for years, until we were 
blue in the face, and they didn’t listen… But they’re listening now, now that we’re opting our 
kids out.” (Harris and Fessenden, May 20, 2015).  In this quote, we determined that opting-out of 
tests is an exemplary act of resistance to a key dimension of accountability reform, and thus, we 
identified this character as a resister. 
 
Valuation 
To assess the values attributed to the actors, we examined how prevalent characters were 
presented in regard to the ideological dilemma present in the conflict between consequential 
accountability and relational morality – whether the values underpinning each ideological 
position were performed, contested, or reconfigured by the characters/actors that populate the 
narrative of education reform (teachers, students, legislators, etc.).  Values guide narratives, but 




character prevalence indicates the actors who constitute and propel narratives and an analysis of 
characterization indicates the role characters play in the expression(s) of meaning, “values 
analysis examines the guiding influences of narratives by participants in diverse roles” (Daiute, 
2014, p. 74).  Values, especially in periods of social change, are often in tension, and thus, 
narratives are means of negotiating values (Daiute, 2014).  Accordingly, values can be 
performed, contested, or reconfigured by narrators (both the authors and the characters), which 
can indicate their position in the broader expression of meaning(s).  Drawing from a conflict of 
values evident in the analysis presented in the previous chapters, we examined news articles to 
determine whether characters enacted consequential accountability and/or relational morality.   
Consequential accountability.  Consequential accountability is an ideological position 
grounded, largely, in positive valuations of accountability, measurement, standardization, and 
performance.  For example, in NYT, New York State Education Commissioner John King 
responded to those who oppose reform by saying, “They made their voices heard, even if they 
are now denying themselves and their teachers the opportunity to know how their children are 
performing against a common benchmark used throughout the state” (Baker, April 10, 2014).  
Here, King places a positive valuation on standardization and measurement, and accordingly, we 
identified King’s words as a performance of the values underpinning consequential 
accountability.  When characters negatively valuated an aspect of consequential accountability 
(e.g., testing, rating teachers in relation to test scores), we identified the act as a contestation of 
the value-stance.  For example, in NYT, a teacher was quoted saying, “If I had kids that age, they 
wouldn’t go near that test” (Spencer, April 13, 2015).  When characters were portrayed as 
making a nuanced valuation (one neither solely a performance or a contestation), we identified 




was not the point of education, but was a way for the system to measure itself and to see how 
students were doing” (Baker, April 20, 2014).   
Relational morality.  Whereas consequential accountability is congruous with the new, 
neoliberal view of teacher quality (i.e., good teachers are those whose students score well on 
tests), relational morality is more congruous with the missionary/humanistic ethos embedded in 
20th century western education (Connell, 2009).  That is, the new educational paradigm focuses 
on demonstrating competencies and producing measurable growth (Connell, 2009), and the 
previous paradigm focused on facilitating the type of growth that would enable students to be 
functioning members of free society (Dewey, 1916; Labaree, 2005).  Accordingly, expressions of 
relational morality are grounded, largely, in positive valuations of human relations, altruism and 
service, responsibility, and/or concern for others.  For example, in NYT, parents were described 
as saying that “they had their children skip the tests not because they were afraid of the results, 
but because they felt they put too much stress on students” (Spencer, April 13, 2015).  Because 
the parents were portrayed as expressing concern for children, we identified them as performing 
relational morality.  We also sought to identify contestations and reconfigurations of relational 




After we conducted analyses of character prevalence, characterization, and valuation in the news 
narratives, I conducted the same analyses, using the same analytic parameters, on the teachers’ 
evaluative narratives.  Doing so allowed me to make direct comparisons between the two genres 





In our analysis of the news media narratives, using the search terms “New York” and “Common 
Core,” we selected articles from the websites of the two periodicals that were published between 
fall 2013 and fall 2015.  We selected “Common Core,” which refers to standards and tests, and 
thus has become a signifier of accountability reform, as the most appropriate search term because 
the evaluation system was not mentioned by name in the articles.  We chose fall 2013 as our 
starting point because this is when the teacher evaluation program began.  We chose fall 2015 as 
our end point because this is when the U.S. Government ended the federal mandate that 
underpinned state accountability policies.  Our initial sampling frame consisted of 193 articles 
from NYT and 73 from WSJ.  We chose to omit articles that were attributed to the Associated 
Press from our sample because our focus was on narratives constructed by journalists working 
for NYT and WSJ.  For the same reason, we chose to omit opinion articles from our sample.  We 
then took a matched-pairs design approach, selecting articles in both periodicals that reported on 
the same new news event.  We chose to take this approach so that we could better examine 
similarities and differences between the two periodicals’ reporting of the same event.  After 
eliminating articles that did not meet our selection criteria, our sample consisted of 10 pairs of 
articles focused on those events12 (see Table 5). 
We each read the articles in the sample twice prior to our analysis, recording memos to 
help us establish our analytic approach.  Inspired by the hermeneutic philosophy of Gadamer 
(1989), the early stages of our analysis took the form of a progressive merging of horizons.   
 
 
                                                          
12 Despite covering the same events, The New York Times articles tended to be much longer (11,284 total words) 





Table 5: Sampled News Events 
News Event NYT Publication Date WSJ Publication Date 
Drop in NY Test Scores 8-6-2013 8-17-2013 
NY Lawmakers seek delay in Teacher  
     Evaluation 
2-5-2014 2-4-2014 
NY Lawmakers approve delay in Teacher 
     Evaluation 
6-19-2014 6-20-2014 
Superintendent King defends Common 
     Core in speech 
4-10-2014 4-10-2014 
Surge in students opting-out of NY exams 4-13-2015 4-15-2015 
Surge in parents opting-out of NY exams 5-20-2015 5-21-2015 
20% of students opt-out of NY exams 8-12-2015 8-12-2015 
Chancellor Tisch steps down 10-26-2015 10-26-2015 
House votes to revise No Child Left 
     Behind 
11-30-2015 12-2-2015 
President Obama signs Every Student  
     Succeeds Act 
12-10-2015 12-10-2015 
 
That is, we collectively interpreted the texts, shared our interpretations, and reinterpreted the 
texts to establish a guiding frame for our analysis.  Over the course of five interpretive iterations, 
we inductively and collaboratively determined the characters and characterizations to examine, 
created analytic definitions, and established a coding rationale.  In so doing, we decided to code 
characters at the level of mention and characterization at the sentence level, to base these 
analyses solely on what is explicit in the text, and to make coding designations based on 
rhetorical use.9  For example, we decided to distinguish “educators” from “teachers” because the 
former term was often used more broadly than the latter (i.e., to discuss administrators and 
education officials), and to code for prevalent actors, such as State Education Chancellor Meryl 
Tisch and State Education Superintendent John King, while aggregating less prevalent actors 
into broader categorical codes, such as “New York Legislators” and “New York Government.”  
Our progressive merging of horizons culminated in precise coding definitions, complete with 
                                                          
9 Whereas values are implicit, characters and characterizations are explicit.  That is, rather than identifying the 
enactment of what we sought to identify, in these analyses we were able to draw from what was explicit in the text 




common examples and common exclusions.  For example, our approach to coding “teachers” 
was guided by the following definition: “This code should be applied to ‘teachers’ or to a 
specific teacher (e.g. Mr. Johnson).  It should not be applied to ‘educators,’ ‘faculty,’ ‘staff,’ or 
‘administrators.’”   
Whereas our analysis of characters and characterization was inductive and aimed at 
identifying significant features of the narrative landscape, our values analysis investigated the 
representational dimensions of the ideological tension between consequential accountability and 
relational morality.  Thus, we examined the valuations of the prevalent characters to determine 
whether they performed, contested, or reconfigured the values underpinning consequential 
accountability and relational morality.  Because values are enacted rather than discussed (Daiute, 
2014), we coded for valuation at the latent level of analysis (Boyatzis, 1998).  We coded values-
enactments at the sentence level.  Like with characters and characterizations, we iteratively 
established definitions and parameters to guide our analysis.  Over the course of multiple 
iterations, we refined our definitions and coding parameters, and thus, clarified our collective 
understanding of the characters, characterization, and character-valuations.  Because we each 
coded independently, I present the quantitative findings in the following section as averaged 
values (information about our inter-rater agreement can be found in Appendix 3).   
Using the same analytic definitions and coding parameters, I then analyzed teachers’ 
evaluative narratives (their high-points and low-points).10  I sampled 20 evaluative narratives (10 
high-point and 10 low-point) from 10 teachers (3 from “Cream of the Crop” School, 3 from 
                                                          
10 Because I made an agreement with the teachers not to share their narratives with anyone other than my advisor, I 
chose to analyze their narratives by myself.  That is, although I use the same analytic frame, analytic procedure, and 
research definitions that my co-researcher and I developed, she was not involved in the analysis of the teachers’ 
narratives. Consequently, the quantitative findings are not presented as aggregated values.  I selected high-point and 
low-point narratives because they are explicitly evaluative, and thus, are conceptually conducive to an analysis of an 




“Chopping Black” School, and 4 from “C School”), which created an equal number of narratives 
from the news media and the teachers.11  I present an example of each type of evaluative 
narrative in Table 6. 
 
Table 6: Evaluative Narrative Examples 
High-Point Narrative Low-Point Narrative 
Marie: The high point of 
my year, I have to think 
about that.  You know, I 
have really great students 
and there was no particular 
time, but I had a great 
rapport with them and my 
relationships, really, are the 
best things I come away 
with from last year. 
Ernest: Um, the low point would be, God, I feel like there are so 
many. I guess it's just the daily grind and feeling like, realizing 
this job is not sustainable the way it is, and realizing that I don't 
want to be a teacher at my school anymore. 
James: So, it's more reflective? 
Ernest: Yeah, it's more reflective, and I guess the low point in 
the classroom would be, again teaching to that test, which can 
get so boring and draining, and it's not fun, and when it's not fun, 
and the kids don't see the value in it, and you don't see 
necessarily the value except for the whole, ‘let me get them to 
pass the tests.’  The low point would have to be teaching to the 
test and having that be more pressure on me then in the past 
years because it is directly tied to my grade as a teacher. 
 
After selecting the sample of teachers’ evaluative narratives, I then engaged in the same analytic 
process that we used when analyzing the news media narratives.  Doing so allowed for a 
systematic comparison of the two sets of narratives.  In the following section, I present the 
findings from both sets of narratives (news media and teachers) gathered using three distinct 




                                                          
11 I sought a sample of 20 to match the news media analysis, which is why I selected only four of the teachers from 
“C” School.  Because I was familiar with these narratives, I asked my research partner (who was not familiar with 
the teachers’ narratives) to select four teachers to complete my sample.  Doing so ensured that I was not “cherry 





"The only way you improve is to tell the truth… And sometimes that's a brutal truth." 
–Arne Duncan, U.S. Education Secretary 
The truth Arne Duncan was referring to in the quote I presented above is the fact that students’ 
test scores “plunged” in New York City following the introduction of new state tests that were 
aligned with the federal Government’s Common Core standards (Fleischer & Bancero, 2013, 
August 6).  New York was one of the first states in the nation to align their test to the national 
standards (Fleischer & Bancero, 2013, August 6), and one of the first to devise policy to align 
student’s scores with teachers’ ratings – which largely determined whether they would remain 
employed.  In the analysis I present in this chapter, we examined articles in The New York Times 
and The Wall Street Journal that reported on the period in which these reforms were introduced 
in New York.  From the first article included in this analysis, the journalists narrated the 
enactment of policy as a “political problem” (Fleischer & Bancero, 2013, August 6).  The titles 
of the articles provide a broad overview of the journalists’ narration of the period of enactment 
(see Table 5): they tell a story of declining test scores, of the legislative struggle about whether 
these scores should be aligned with teachers’ evaluations, of the politicians who spoke in favor 
of the education reforms, of the parents and students who “opted out” of the tests as an act of 
resistance, of the political backlash for the politicians who advocated for the reforms, and 
ultimately, of the introduction of federal legislation that ended the mandate tethering states to the 
federal government (i.e., reversing the course established by the first major act of consequential 
accountability in the U.S. – the No Child Left Behind Act).  The brutal truth about this story - the 





 In this story, reformers and resisters pushed against each other in a struggle over how 
teaching and learning should happen in New York.  This political narrative is rich with the 
imagery of movement and the discourse of military battles.  For example, when describing New 
York’s decision to postpone linking test results to teacher evaluation, a journalist writing for 
WSJ claimed that, “The push for the moratorium is a blow to state education officials and Gov. 
Andrew Cuomo” (Fleisher, February 4, 2014; italics added for emphasis).  Conversely, a 
journalist writing for NYT narrated “the push” of the reform movement: “Dr. Tisch, 60, 
defended the push for harder tests and higher expectations. ‘We cannot take this moment to back 
away from the need for higher standards,’ she said. ‘We cannot back away from standards’” 
(Harris, E.A, October 26, 2015; italics added).  This type of narration conjures images of 
battalions moving to or away from the front of battle.  In this battle, reformers were often 
portrayed as heroes.  For example, a journalist writing for NYT wrote that, “Under sustained 
attack over new standardized tests and learning standards, the New York State education 
commissioner told an audience on Thursday that ‘we’re not retreating’ and that the constant 
criticism was damaging an overdue effort to raise student achievement” (Baker, April 10, 2014; 
italics added).  While the politicians advocating reform were often represented as standing for 
their convictions in the face of popular backlash against the new policies, those portrayed as 
acting in opposition to the changes (e.g., “the anti-testing movement”), were typically portrayed 
using stereotypical images of social unrest, such as “scattered displays of disobedience” (Harris 
and Fessenden, May 20, 201), and “chants at a rally” (Spencer, Aril 13, 2015).  Whereas the 
reform movement is typically narrated using the rhetoric of “student progress” and “higher 
expectations” (Huetteman and Rich, December 2, 2015; Harris, E.A., October 26, 2015), the 




and Fessenden, May 20, 2015), or as something that “began to grow” and “has begun spreading” 
(Spencer, Aril 13, 2015; Harris, E.A., August 12, 2015).  In other words, the journalists narrated 
a political conflict, but they did so in a way that presented the push for heightened accountability 
as a heroic mission (see Cabalin [2015] for a discussion about how “accountability” is 
discursively presented in the mediatization of policy as a synonym for “improvement”), while 
those in opposition to the reforms were simply standing in the way of forward progress.  In this 
regard, the journalistic narration of policy enactment, mirrors that of Arne Duncan, who, 
according to NYT, claimed New York “had an opportunity to ‘help lead the country where we 
need to go,’ despite the ‘drama and noise’ now on display” (Baker, April 10, 2014). 
 The teachers who shared their stories with me told a radically different story about the 
enactment of policy.  The conflict between proponents and opponents of accountability reform 
was completely absent in their high and low-point narratives.  In one of the two instances in 
which the teachers narrated any type of interpersonal conflict, Paris stated that “anything we 
challenged, she (her administrator) would say, you got to do it, you got to do it.”  The teachers 
did, however, narrate conflict; but their struggles were more internal in nature (i.e., more 
psychological).  For example, Dicé explained the “back end of the evaluation system”:  
We have to teach to a test, another test, the MOSL, the Measure of Student Learning… 
and the kids now learn how to write an essay, but learn only one particular essay that they 
now think that every essay should follow that form, so it is doing more harm than it is 
doing good because we have to basically jam this information into their heads… We 
teach kids to write an essay to cover our tracks and they (administrators) give us a 
progressive, like graduating, gradually increasing score in order to show that they are 




Here, Dicé narrated disserving her students while inauthentically performing in accordance with 
the new system of audit.  Ball (2003) asserts that this type of “performativity” engenders “soul 
terrors” in teachers.  Dicé’s conflict reflects a tension between consequential accountability and 
relational morality.  That is, the conflict they narrated (almost exclusively in their low-point 
narratives) was not focused on political actors in a one-dimensional ideological struggle, but 
rather, was focused on two contradictory modes of accountability (calculative accountability and 
interpersonal accountability) as they manifested in lived experience.   
The teachers’ high-point narratives, however, tended to focus on relational connection, 
engaging in collaborative work, and giving of themselves for the benefits of their students.  For 
example, Sasha described working with the “Jesus group” (“because only Jesus can save them”) 
to help them learn to speak the English language:  
[W]e had real, I mean we connected.  It was hard.  I mean I would forget and say things 
like ‘an elephant in the room is,’ and they would be like, ‘elephant?’… and it was just so 
funny watching them learn these things.  And then they would try them on me, and then 
try them wrong, and that is even better, because they're trying, they're not scared to make 
mistakes.  We read a ton of books together… it was, like, awesome that I got a few kids 
through, and those kids got to graduate.  
The teachers’ high-points, thus, were in-line with the paradigm of education that flourished in the 
U.S. prior to the emergence of consequential accountability (see Connell [2009] for an 
explication of this historic shift).  
 Because the journalists and the teachers were narrating to different audiences, it is not 
surprising that their narratives would be dissimilar.  It is striking, however, that two sets of 




consequential accountability policy in New York), could construct narratives nearly completely 
devoid of the meanings being expressed by other narrators in their activity meaning system 
(Daiute, 2014).  In this analysis, my aim is not merely to present dissimilar narratives, but to 
explore how these dissimilar narratives are constructed.  That is, in the following section, I focus 
on specific features of narrative construction: character prevalence, characterization, and 
valuation.  In so doing, I explore and illuminate meanings that are potentially convergent, 
divergent, and problematized at these focused levels of analysis.   
I will present our quantitative data from both periodicals together as aggregated values to 
convey a broader picture of the mediatized narrative landscape in which individualized 
consequential accountability policy was enacted.  Conversely, I present the teachers’ high-point 
and low-point narratives separately to highlight the distinctions at each level of analysis between 
narrations of the lower end of their experiential register and of the higher end of their 
experiential register.  In the interest of space and clarity, I focus this analysis on the most 
prevalent characters and their characterizations and valuations.12   
 
Character Prevalence Analysis 
In Table 7, I present the 12 most frequently mentioned animate and 4 most frequently 
mentioned inanimate characters in the news narratives, as well as the prevalence of the 
corresponding characters in the teachers’ high and low-point narratives.  Because characters are 
symbolic containers of meaning (Daiute, 2014), these actors reflect, in broad strokes, the array of 
meanings presented in and across the distinct genres.   
                                                          
12 The character codes I include in this analysis represent the most prevalent 82% of all codes from our larger 
analysis.  Consequently, I present 79% of the total characterization codes and 54% of the valuation codes, which 















































Kids 92 6.6 15 87 24 7 43 11.8 5 
Students 237 16.9 19 35 9.6 7 35 9.6 6 
Teachers 96 6.9 19 192 52.8 10 187 51.2 10 
Parents 117 8.4 13 23 6.3 2 1 .3 1 
Teachers’ Unions 35 2.5 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Anti-testing 
       Movement 37 2.6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Administrators 27 1.9 9 4 1.1 2 49 13.4 6 
NYC Officials 36 2.6 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
John King 34 2.4 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Meryl Tisch 45 3.2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
NY Government 75 5.4 15 0 0 0 1 .3 1 
Fed Legislators 44 3.1 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total    875 62.5 341 93.8 316 86.6 
Inanimate 
Tests 205 14.6 19 16 4.3 3 13 3.5 4 
Results/Ratings 188 13.4 19 7 1.9 3 29 7.9 4 
Common Core 80 5.7 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Teacher 
Evaluations 54 3.8 16 0 0 0 7 2 3 





Across genres, kids, students, and teachers – those most directly affected by the 
accountability policies – are the most prevalent actors.  These characters account for 30.4 % of 
character mentions in the news media narratives, 86.4% in the teachers’ high-point narratives, 
and 72.6% of the teachers’ low-point narratives.  The disproportionaly high number of these 
characters in the evaluative narratives reflects the fact that the teachers were asked to narrate 
their experiences in school, but also highlights the fact that NYC officials, John King (NY State 
Education Commissioner), Meryl Tisch (NY Board of Regents Chancellor),  NY Government, 
NYC officials, and federal legislators – the faces of governmental power – are almost completely 
absent in the teachers’ narration of their everyday life.  These governmental actors, however, 
account for 16.7% of the characters in the news media narratives.  Test, ratings/results, Common 
Core, and teacher evaluations – the instruments of accountability – are also much more prevalent 
in the news media narratives (37.5%) than in the teachers’ high-point (5.5%) or low-point 
narratives (13.5%), which further highlights the destinction between the journalists’ and the 
teachers’ narratives.  There are a number of destinctions between the teachers’ high and low-
points narratives that suggests that the teachers’ accounts are more similar to those of the 
journalist when narrating the low end of their experiential register.  For example,  the 
instruments of accountability (e.g., tests, ratings/results) are mentioned more than twice as much 
in the teachers’ low-point narratives than in their high-point narratives.  Similarly, administrators 
– the mediating actors who translated and transmitted accountability policies to teachers (see 
Head, 2016) – were mentioned in the teachers’ low-points narratives over 10 times more than in 
their high-point narratives.  In an exemplary low-point quote, Dicé narrated being evaluated by 
her principal: “I was graded as a 3.1 or a 3.2, which means effective, great, great.  But the 





This sentence is reflective of how the teachers evoked administrators when narrating their low-
points – in this instance, accompanied by ratings and results.  Conversely, in one of the few 
instances where teachers evoked administrators in their high-point narratives, Paris discussed a 
“wonderful” parent-teacher conference that gave her “the best feeling,” in which she described 
being “there with the guidance counselor and my chairperson.”  That is, this in one of the rare 
instances in the teachers’ narratives in which they were not described as being in a diminutive 
hierarchical relationship with an administrator.  The teachers’ high-point narratives were also 
more populated with parents and kids (the more humanizing characterization of students), than 
their low-point narratives.  For example, Dicé described developing “some pretty empowering 
curriculum for [her] kids,” which reflects a common theme in the teachers’ high-point narratives 
– that serving kids/students in their classes was rewarding.  Collectively, these findings indicate 
to me that (a) the journalistic accounts of the enactment of policy are vastly different than those 
of the teachers, (b) the teachers’ low-points are populated with more symbols of accountability 
implementation (instruments of audit and mediating administrators) than their high-point 
narratives, and (c) the teachers’ high-point narratives are more reflective of human relations not 
bound by institutional parameters (i.e., not indicated by role within organizational hiearchy) than 
their low-points.  Beyond establishing the landscape of actors, and thus, the overview of 











Like with my analysis of character prevalence, I found a pronounced distinction in how the 
actors were characterized by speakers/authors across genres.  In the news media narratives, my 
co-reasercher and I found that prevalent characters were overwhelmingly presented as either 
passive or active.13  For example, Teachers’ Unions and Federal Legislators were narrated as 
completely active (100%), and Secretary King (93%), and Chancellor Tisch (95%) were 
portrayed as nearly completely active.  The most nuanced characterization was of students, who 
were overwhelmingly portrayed as passive (68%).  Importantly, those most directly affected by 
consequential accountability reform were portrayed as passive (teachers – 78%, students – 68%, 
and kids – 80%).  Conversely, those in positions of governmental authority were portrayed as 
active (NYC Officials – 89%, Commissioner King – 93%, Chancellor Tisch – 95%, NY 
Government – 84%, and federal legislators – 100%).  Beyond governmental actor, other societal 
actors were evoked in the narrative of policy enactment, and they were also characterized as 
overwhelmingly active (parents – 76%, teachers’ unions – 100%, and the anti-testing movement 
– 68%).  The dynamics of activity and passivity that are common in the news media narratives 
play out in the following sentence: “‘Without an annual testing program, the progress of our 
neediest students may be ignored or forgotten, leaving these students to fall further behind,’ the 
chancellor of the State Board of Regents, Merryl H. Tisch, said in a statement.” (Harris, 2015, 
                                                          
13 Our analysis focuses on dichotomized characterizations, which reflects the one-dimensionality of the news media 
narratives, but we did find one type of characterizations that did not conform to this binary conception.  Somewhere 
in between imbuing a character with voice and/or action and rendering them silent and/or action-less, we found the 
journalists constructed some characters’ activity (primarily students) as (in)active.  This means they were actively 
involved in institutional functioning with expressing agency.  For example, one student was described as “reach[ing] 
a high benchmark on the state tests” (Spencer, 2015, April 13).  That is, the student was narrated as reaching without 
being the one who did the reaching; her reaching was the product of an institutional designation – where the scores 
fell along a numeric continuum.  Sasha, described her “Jesus group” similarly – they were students who had “all 
failed the Regents (exam).”  This example illuminates the problem of agency in this type of characterization – it is 





August 12).  In this sentence, Tisch speaks, and students are spoken about.  That is, the action 
that surrounds the students (the progress they may or do not make toward improving test scores, 
or their being left behind) is not done by them, but is presented as a seemingly natural by-product 
of state action (mandating testing).  In sum, these characterizations indicate that in the 
journalistic composition of accountability reform, the story is voiced by those with power (state, 
lobbying, and familial) and not by those most affected by its implementation and functioning.  In 
other words, although teachers, students, and kids are evoked more frequently than any of the 
officials, they are rendered relatively voiceless, and thus, do not play an active role in the 
periodicals’ construction/representation of meanings pertinent to the narrative of accountability 
reform.  
 The teachers’ narratives are distinct from those of the journalists in that the teachers are 
both narrators and characters in their narratives.  Accordingly, I coded each of their sentences as 
an active characterization (because they are the speaker, and thus, possess psychological states), 
while only some sentences were coded as passive (because something is being done to them).  
Thus, I identified teachers as disproportionality active in both their high-point narratives (95%) 
and their low-point narratives (100%).  Kids and students, however, were not overwhelmingly 
presented as either passive or active in the teachers’ narratives.  Kids were portrayed as more 
active in both high-point and low-point narratives (65% and 67%, respectively); students were 
slightly more active in the high-point narratives (54%); and students were slightly more passive 
in the low-point narratives (60%).  In both the teachers’ high-point and low-point narratives, 
parents and administrators were portrayed as overwhelmingly active (parents in high-points – 
80%, parents in low-points – 100%, administrators in high-points – 100%, administrators in low-





teachers’ narratives can be found in the following sentence (which comes from Dicé’s passage 
from page 124): “We teach the kids to write an essay to cover our tracks, and they give us a 
progressive, like graduating, gradually increasing score to show that they are doing their jobs.”  
In this instance, not only are kids characterized passively (we teach them), but administrators are 
active (giving scores) and teachers are both active (both as narrator and as a character who 
teaches) and passive (as a character who is given a score).  The more nuanced characterizations 
in the teachers’ narratives, thus, reflect their narration of interactive and interdependent social 
environments.  
 In examining characterization in all genres collectively, I attribute much of the distinction 
to the nature of the genre itself (e.g., teachers are active because I asked them to speak, 
journalists characterized more societal actors because they were narrating to a broader audience).  
Nonetheless, I do find it baffling that in narrating stories that were primarily about changes that 
affect kids, students, and teachers most directly, the journalists overwhelmingly rendered those 
actors as voiceless.  Instead, they located much of the non-governmental speech in the mouths of 
representatives of teachers’ unions (who stand for teachers, but in a manner that is, rhetorically 
speaking, primarily focused on their economic interests) and the anti-testing movement (which 
connotes standing more in opposition, that for something or someone).  Parents’ activity in these 
narratives was generally like that of the anti-testing movement - as exemplified in the following 
sentence: “Vocal parent groups are boycotting state tests, saying they are too time-consuming, 
flawed and anxiety-provoking” (Brody, 2014, Aril 10).  Our analysis of activity and passivity 
highlight what is absent in the one-dimensional political struggle narrated by journalists – most 
notably the voices of those most impacted by the story being reported, and accordingly, of the in-





 Our analysis of the narration of reforming and resisting in the news media narratives 
mirrors and compliments our analysis of activity and passivity.  Like in our activity/passivity 
analysis, we found that most of the prevalent characters were overwhelmingly presented as either 
reformers or resisters.  Kids (78%), students (100%), teachers (100%), parents (92%), 
administrators (100%), teachers’ unions (100%), and the anti-testing movement (100%) were 
portrayed as overwhelmingly resistant to reforms.  Conversely, Superintendent King (100%), 
Chancellor Tisch (96%), and NYC officials (79%) were overwhelmingly narrated as reformers.  
The tension between resisters and reformers that permeate the news media narratives is 
exemplified in the following passage in which the NY Board of Regents Chancellor defends the 
Common Core but is then countered by a teachers’ union representative:   
“‘Raising standards is a very positive thing and we need to have faith our students  
can get there,’ she said.  New York State United Teachers President Karen Magee 
said in a news release that it “would be a huge mistake to read anything into these 
test results” because the exams were poorly written and so many students 
boycotted.” (Brody, 2015, August 12) 
Federal legislators were not narrated as either reformers or resisters (0 characterizations of this 
sort) and NY Government was only characterized this way three times (67% resistant), which 
means that neither societal actor was portrayed in these terms enough to position them as taking 
a pronounced stance in the narrated political conflict.  That is, they were outliers regarding the 
characterization of reforms and resisters in the journalistic construction of policy enactment.  Our 
analysis of the news media narratives thus suggests that the journalists narrated two oppositional 
camps whose members rarely deviate from their position, and in so doing, constructed a narrative 





 For me, the clearly narrated distinction between reformers and resisters in the news media 
narratives is further illuminated when examined in relation the teachers’ narratives.  In the 
teachers’ high-point and low-point narratives, their portrayal of actors as reforming or resisting 
was almost completely absent.  In fact, I only identified one instance in the teachers’ narratives 
where this type of characterization was present.  In the following sentence, while articulating that 
the high-point of her year was working with her students, Leslie portrayed her students as 
resisters: “I talked to them a lot about the theory of political economy, and they felt strongly that 
the place where they were the most impacted by this issue – by political economy… was through 
the process of standardized testing, and how that had ruined their education, they felt.”  Aside 
from this instance, the political conflict that was being reported in the sociohistorical registers of 
their time, was absent in the teachers’ narratives.  
 In examining the speakers’/authors’ characterizations of passivity/activity and 
reform/resistance across the genres, I find further evidence of the vast difference between the 
journalists’ and the teachers’ narration of policy enactment.  In the news media narratives, 
activity/passivity and reforming/resisting seem to operate in tandem; most of the governmental 
actors were portrayed as both active and reforming, and all the actors who are not directly 
targeted by the new policies (e.g.., teachers’ unions, anti-testing advocates) were portrayed as 
both active and resisting.  Importantly, kids, students, and teachers were portrayed as both 
passive and resisting.  This means, that in the relatively few times that these actors spoke, they 
spoke in resistance.  Interestingly, there was no counterpoint for this combination of 
characterizations on the other side of the political struggle – there were no reformers who were 
merely spoken about, done to, or rendered as passive recipients of state action.  The fact that the 





and resistance), coupled with their tendency to narrate active engagement with the people in their 
work-worlds, illuminate a startling fact about the news media narratives – that policy enactment 
was not merely a “political problem” for powerful societal actors (Fleischer & Bancero, 2013, 




As was the case for the character prevalence analysis and characterization analysis that I 
presented in the previous sections, my analysis of valuation illuminates the radical distinction 
between the journalists’ narratives and those of the teachers.  In the news media narratives, those 
characterized as reformers also performed consequential accountability (Commissioner King – 
100%, Chancellor Tisch – 100%, and NY Government – 88%).  Similarly, those characterized as 
resisters also contested consequential accountability (students – 100%, teachers – 100%, parents 
– 92%, teachers; unions, and the anti-testing movement – 100%).14  The characters who enacted 
these value-stances are often narrated in a contrapuntal fashion by journalists.  For example, in 
one narrated interaction, Commissioner King was quoted responding to the opt-out movement by 
saying, “They made their voices heard, even if they are now denying themselves and their 
teachers the opportunity to know how their children are performing against a common  
benchmark used throughout the state.”  King’s words were then followed by a response from a 
NYC principal who “said they (the tests) were too long, full of ambiguous questions and not 
good measures of learning.” (Baker, 2014, April 10).  In composing a narrative in which one 
                                                          
14 I have chosen to focus my valuation analysis on the performance and contestation of consequential accountability 
because nuanced valuations (those that reconfigure value-stances) are relatively scarce in the news media narratives 
(only 4.9% of total valuations).  The co-occurrence of characterization and valuation in my analysis strengthens the 





actor expressed the value of testing and standardization and another questioned the tests and their 
utility, the journalist narrated a conflict of values – the conflict that was repeatedly conveyed in 
the news media narratives. 
 The teachers’ narratives focused much less on conflict between performance and 
contestation of consequential accountability.  The teachers (the narrators) were the only actor to 
enact this value-stance more than twice; there was one instance in a high-point narrative in which 
a teacher performs consequential accountability (100%), and 11 in low-point narratives in which 
the value-stance was contested (100%).  I think it is telling that the teachers contested this value 
in their low-point narratives.  It seems that when constructing meaning of the events at the lower 
end of their experiential register, they were engaged in processing the effects of consequential 
accountability.  Tom’s low-point narrative, for example, addressed the formulaic nature of the 
pedagogical competencies included in the observation rubric, which he felt were not conducive 
to helping his English as a Second Language students learn: 
 This is a highly effective teacher in the Danielson rubric, highly effective, you come in 
put your name and date and a ‘do now,’ we get started an activity on the board,  
get them going, go out, smoke a couple, or have coffee for about 45 min., come  
back, give them a wrap up activity, and that is a highly effective lesson, because  
kids have learned it all on their own.  Now obviously, I'm facetious, but if I leave my 
kids on their own without some strong directive instruction, it's going to be a tough 
go. 
Tom’s contestation of the new policy’s rubric in this narrative is like those expressed by the 
other teachers in that it addressed consequential accountability and relational morality in relation.  





his students.  His primary concern was trying to help teenagers (who were mostly new to the 
U.S.) learn how to speak a new language, and if he were to perform for the demands of the audit, 
his students would have “a tough go.”  This passage highlights what I think is the most 
significant distinction between the journalists’ narratives and those of the teachers; the news 
media more singularly focused on one value (consequential accountability) and the teachers 
focused on the interaction of two values (consequential accountability and relational morality. 
 The news media narratives did not completely omit relational morality; the value stance 
accounted for 13 % of all valuations narrated by the journalist.  When relational morality was 
narrated, it was expressed by teachers’ unions (8 times), parents (3 times), Chancellor Tisch 
(twice), NYC officials (once), NY Government (once), and federal legislators (once).15  
Importantly, teachers did not enact relational morality at all in the news media narratives.  In 
17,767 words, not once was a teacher presented as expressing relational concern for students.  
Even though relational morality has been entrenched in the ideology of western pedagogy for 
much of the last century (Connell, 2009), and similarly, cultivated in teacher training periods 
over that time (Labaree, 2005), the journalists failed to associate that value with teachers.  
Instead, they most often put that value-stance in the mouths of representatives of teachers’ 
unions.  Rhetorically, having teachers’ unions express this value reduces relational morality to a 
bargaining chip to be used in labor struggles (i.e., it renders the issue as an economic concern, 
rather than as a moral one).  Moreover, the journalists’ in-text placement of the teachers’ unions’ 
expressions of relational morality served to undermine the importance of the value-stance within 
the narrative as a whole.  For example, a WSJ journalist first introduced a charter school 
                                                          
15 Relational morality was not contested in any of the narratives, so I cannot present contestation and performance in 






advocate who “embrace[d] assessment[s]” and was “unafraid of what they might show,” then a 
union representative who expressed concern that the tests “narrowed the curriculum and caused 
anxiety,” then Governor Andrew Cuomo who “backed using test results in teacher ratings, 
saying it was important to have some objective data in the mix” (Brody, 2015, August 12).  That 
is, she sandwiched concern for students between transparency and science, rendering relational 
morality as a minor quibble amid real, objective concerns.  In another telling example, a union 
representative expressed concern that teachers had not been adequately trained to “prepare 
students for the test”: “It didn’t happen, and our children are suffering for it.”  This article soon 
shifted, however, and the journalists claimed that criticism of policy enactment had “complicated 
an effort that has been hailed as one of the most promising changes to American education in 
modern history.”  The journalist then concluded the article with Arne Duncan, the federal 
education secretary, who, “hoping to pre-empt criticism of the exams,” stated, “‘Finally, we are 
holding ourselves accountable as educators.’” (Hernández & Gebeloff, 2013, August 7).  In other 
words, even in rare instances when relational morality was expressed in the news media 
narratives, the value was presented as less legitimate than the concerns of powerful governmental 
actors: “objectivity” and “accountability.” 
 The teachers’ narratives presented a much different picture of relational morality than did 
those of the journalists. The teachers enacted relational morality in 38 different sentences (71% 
of all valuations).  Nine of those enactments were in the teachers’ low-point narratives (two of 
which I presented earlier as being entwined with contestations of consequential accountability).  
The other 28 were in the teachers’ high-point narratives.  For example, Ernest narrated creating 
curriculum to help students “gain knowledge" and “form [their] identity”: “I just want them to 





are.”  Ernest’s narrative, like the other teachers’ high-point narratives, reflects a desire to do 
things with and for their students that will have some real value in their lives.  That is, they 
narrated holding themselves accountable to their students as human beings.  Although the 
teachers’ narratives included in this analysis were less than one-third of the total length of the 
journalists’ narratives, they enacted relational morality twice as much all the characters in the 
news media reports.  This fact, further illuminates how important it is that teachers’ enactments 
of relational morality were completely absent in the most prominent sociohistorical registers of 
their time.   
 
Synthetic Analysis 
In examining, character prevalence, characterization, and valuation in all genres, I found that the 
journalists’ narratives and the teachers’ narratives of the enactment of policy differ at each level 
of analysis.  To provide a more comprehensive illustration of character prevalence, 
characterization, and valuation, I present the quantitative findings from these modes of analysis 
in Table 8.  During the period in which individualized consequential accountability policy was 
introduced in New York, two different sets of actors – journalists and teachers – narrated vastly 
different accounts of the enactment of policy.  In the media narratives, I (working with a co-
researcher) found that the journalists narrated education reform as a one-dimensional conflict 
between proponents and opponents of consequential accountability.  On one side, the values 
underpinning consequential accountability are performed by a host of prevalent actors who are 
characterized as active and as reformers.  On the other side, those values are contested by 















Activity/Passivity Reform/Resist Valuation 
Active 
















News Media       
 
Kids (92) 20(13) 80(51) 22(2) 78(7) 100(2) 0(0) 
0 
Students (237) 32(40) 68(85) 0(0) 100(33) 0(0) 100(25) 
0 
Teachers (96) 22(17) 78(60) 0(0) 100(8) (0) 100(8) 
0 
Parents (117) 76(60) 24(19) 8(3) 92(33) 8(2) 92(24) 
3 
Teachers’ Unions (35) 100(38) 0(0) 0(0) 100(28) 0(0) 100(21) 
8 
Anti-testing  
       Movement (37) 68(15) 32(7) 0(0) 100(9) 0(0) 100(8) 
0 
Administrators (27) 78(18) 21(5) 0(0) 100(9) 0(0) 0(0) 
0 
NYC Officials (36) 89(24) 11(3) 79(11) 21(3) 0(0) 0(0) 
2 
John King (34) 93(38) 7(3) 100(18) 0(0) 100(22) 0(0) 
3 
Meryl Tisch (45) 95(37) 5(2) 96(22) 4(1) 100(20) 0(0) 
2 
NY Government (75) 84(43) 16(8) 33(1) 67(2) 88(15) 12(2) 
1 
Fed Legislators (44) 100(35) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 100(2) 
1 
Teacher High-Points       
0 
Kids (87) 35(7) 65(13) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 100(1) 
0 
Students (35) 54(14) 46(12) 0(0) 0(0 0(0) 100(2) 
0 
Teachers (192) 95(72) 5(4) 0(0) 0(0) 100(1) 0(0) 
28 
Parents (23) 80(8) 20(2) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
0 
Administrators (4) 100(4) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
0 
Teacher Low-Points       
0 
Kids (43) 4(33) 8(67) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
0 
Students (35) 4(40) 6(60) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
0 
Teachers (187) 69(88) 9(12) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 100(11) 
9 
Parents (1) 100(1) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 
0 






Those most directly affected by the reforms, however, were portrayed as passive and as resisters.  
In effect, these actors were narrated on the sidelines of a relatively un-nuanced political conflict 
– a conflict about them.  The teachers’ narratives, excluding one instance, did not include the 
societal actors who are situated in the journalists’ narratives to propel the news media’s narration 
of conflict (e.g., NY Government, anti-testing movement).  Moreover, the characterizations of 
actors as reformers and/or resisters were almost completely absent in the teachers’ narratives, 
which further illuminates the fact that their narratives focused on different aspects of policy 
enactment – those that play out in classrooms among the people most affected by reform.  In that 
context, the teachers narrated a richer and more nuanced evaluative landscape, and in so doing, 
provided an illuminating juxtaposition to the political struggle presented by the news media.  
When narrating their high-points, the teachers enacted relational morality and did not engage in 
the contestation of consequential accountability; when narrating their low-points, they described 
witnessing and perpetuating practices that violated their sense of relational morality, while 
contesting consequential accountability.  The fact that the teachers tended to narrate more 
humanizing forms of relational responsibility in their high-point narratives serves to illuminate 
the importance of the fact that they were twice as likely to evoke the more humanizing “kids” in 
their high-point narratives than their low-point narratives (while the role-defined “students” were 
evoked similarly in both).  Collectively, these analyses suggest that the teachers positively 
evaluated the more relational and humanizing aspects of teaching, while negatively evaluating 
the institutional performativity associated with consequential accountability (see Ball, 2000). 
One particularly interesting finding that I identified when comparing the different modes 
of analysis is that administrators seem to play a different role in the media narratives than in the 





as resisters (100%).  That is, they were characterized the same way as parents, teachers’ unions, 
and the anti-testing movement were (as both active and resisting).  In the teachers’ narratives, 
however, administrators were much more prevalent in the low-point narratives than in the high-
point narratives – like ratings/results and teacher evaluations (the instruments of audit).  
Moreover, the teachers overwhelmingly contested accountability in their low-point narratives.  
This suggests that the teachers constructed administrators as features of consequential 
accountability enactment.  For example, Dicé said “the lows are always tied to administration, 
not only administration, but also the policy and the Department of Education and overall, just the 
evaluation system.”  This is not surprising (this was a central finding of the analysis that I 
presented in Chapter 4), but it does contradict how administrators were portrayed in the news 
media accounts.  For the teachers, the administrators have enough power to carry out policy 
enactment, and thus, were narrated as mediating conveyors of state power. 
In juxtaposing the journalists’ narratives and the teachers’ narratives, my analysis speaks 
to the ways power plays out in distinct social arrangements and relational processes.  Our 
analysis of news media narratives of policy enactment suggests that NYT and WSJ primarily 
serve a legitimizing social function in the articles we included in our study (see [Hanitzsch & 
Vos, 2016] for an explication of prevalent social functions performed by journalists).  That is, the 
narratives included in our study gave disproportionate space to powerful and/or governmental 
figures, portrayed them actively (i.e., disproportionately quote them), and often composed the 
narratives in a manner that was conducive to their interests (e.g., giving politicians the last word 
in articles, or situating them as responding to the voice(s) of an oppositional actor).  Although 
our method does not lend itself to questions of intentionality or motive, we did find it interesting 





informed parents that they “shouldn’t be” outraged by the reforms because, in order to prevent 
“losing ground,” “states and localities will need to provide stronger teaching and course 
materials that are aligned with Common Core,” that “New York deserves enormous credit for 
being one of the first states to carry out what is clearly the most important education reform in 
the country’s history,” and that “if the country retreats from the Common Core reforms, it will be 
surrendering the field” (2013).  What is interesting about this narrative construction – one of 
moving ahead and avoiding retreat and surrender – is that it predates the State Education 
Commissioner’s defiant and heroic speech by more than a year.  That means that the story about 
“not retreating” from accountability reform was news well before Commissioner King responded 
to a group of angry parents, teachers, and students.  Thus, NYT – a primary agenda-setter for all 
news media (Herman & Chomsky 1988), not only gave disproportionate space to state officials, 
and accordingly to their ideological position, but also articulated their position in anticipation of 
news events.  As such, they give credence to the notion that state actors and news media push 
agendas in tandem, and further exemplify the mediatization of educational policy reform. 
The journalists’ tendency to legitimize governmental actors further accentuates the fact 
that the news media narratives discounted the voices of those with disproportionately less power 
(e.g., kids, students, and teachers).  Our characterization analysis illuminates the extent that those 
most directly affected by the policies being presented were rendered relatively silent in narratives 
that were primarily about them.  The discounting of teachers and kids/students seems to operate 
in tandem with the legitimization of governmental actors.  That is, in the public domain of 
interdependent meaning construction, the interests of reformers are better served if they are not 
contested or problematized by those with divergent points of view.  Moreover, the interests of 





conducive to their interests (e.g., by avoiding and discounting a form of accountability that 
differs from the calculative version of the notion [see Kamuf, 2007] – the version that underpins 
neoliberal reforms). 
The teachers’ narratives illuminate a different set of relational processes that unfolded 
differently in their high-points than in their low-points.  In the teachers’ high-point narratives, 
they narrated gift-giving and collaboration.  Narrating gift-giving, Dicé stated “I developed some 
pretty, what I like to think, is some pretty empowering curriculum for the kids.”  This type of 
relational engagement is based on doing for – a form of relational morality based on “bringing 
in” some gift for the other.  The teachers’ narration of doing for illuminates why kids were so 
much more likely to be characterized passively in the teachers’ high-point narratives – they were 
narrated as the recipients of the teachers’ gifts.  Doing with, however, is mutually active, and was 
narrated as “working with” students in a “real collaborative effort,” and as “connect(ing)” and 
“interact(ing) with” kids.  In the teachers’ low-point narratives, however, they tended to narrate 
coercion.  That is, they routinely narrated that they “got to,” “have to,” or that some person or 
policy “makes you” do something.  In so doing, they were expressing negative valuations about 
the type of behavioral compliance implicit in institutions organized around consequential 
accountability (see Ball, 2000).  Often, this behavioral coercion was narrated explicitly, as 
“administrative directives,” but in other instances, it was narrated less explicitly, as “pressure,” 
or as “extraordinary demands.”  Moreover, consistent with the notion that the enactment of the 
policy facilitated an assaultive social organizational process (see Head, 2016), the teachers 
narrated reluctantly engaging in this type of social relationship.  For example, Dicé, when 
explaining that the reform was “doing more harm than it is doing good,” suggests that teachers 





trained to do well, and it is not real knowledge, it is just training them how to write this one 
essay.”  In accordance with the narratives of the other teachers, Dicé here narrated being coerced 
into coercing students to engage in practices she knew were not good for them – in engaging in a 
relational practice that I refer to as coerced coercion.  In narrating doing for and doing with 
positively, while narrating coercion and coerced coercion negatively, the teachers were 
expressing conflictual values – the former more in line with the humanistic educational ethos of 
the last century (Connell, 2009) and the latter more in line with a “hands-off” ethical frameworks 
of “self-regulating regulation” inherent in consequential accountability systems (Ball, 2000, p. 
17).  In sum, the analysis I have presented in this chapter suggests that journalists and teachers 
narrated vastly different versions of the enactment of individualized consequential accountability 
in New York, but also that the policies legitimized by those with disproportionate influence in 
the sphere of shared societal meanings (i.e., news media) are ones that align with relational 
practices that are facilitative of the violation of teachers’ sense of relational morality.    
 
Discussion/Conclusion 
 In discussing the struggle for recognition, Anderson (1996) argues that the denigration of 
marginalized groups’ cultures is a process enmeshed in the “politics of identity,” and that to 
understand a group’s “struggles within the social world,” there needs to be an adequate account 
of the actual fields of social conflict” (p. ix).  As societal actors, it is debatable whether teachers 
could be considered marginalized.  It is perhaps more accurate to describe them as occupying a 
paradoxically liminal position - most notably regarding power (Ingersoll, 2003), class (Apple, 
1982), and ideology (Billig, et al., 1988).  What does seem apparent, however, as Goldstein 





accountability is dependent on the denigration of educators within broader discursive fields (i.e., 
the argument for exerting more control of teachers’ work is that they are the reason why children 
have been left behind).  In this analytic project, I have aimed to situate the social fields in which 
teachers narrate their day to day work-worlds within, and in relation to, the journalistic field in 
which the mediatization of policy reform occurs (Cabalin, 2015; Baroutsis, 2016).  My findings 
suggest that at the levels of character prevalence, characterization, and valuation, the mediatizers 
of education policy and the subjects of education policy construct radically different narratives.  
 The findings from our news media analysis suggest that the two most widely read 
periodicals in New York City narrated a story about an ideological conflict between proponents 
and opponents of consequential accountability.  In this story, each faction was characterized 
relatively homogeneously – as mirror-reflections of one another and the value-stances of each 
group were also mirrored in this constructed conflict.  That is, via rhetorical choices, selection of 
subjects and sources, and the depiction of selected societal actors and the ideological positions 
they represent, professional journalists transformed a chaotic, nuanced, dynamic, and 
multifaceted period in educational history into a relatively one-dimensional conflict – a political 
game in which one team pushes and the other pushes back, in which one side gains momentum 
and the other vows not to retreat, and in which all are centrally directed to the front line of the 
battle.  Teachers, who were the targets of the policies discussed, were discursively – and thus, 
actually – sidelined in this game of ideological conquest.  Moreover, the values they expressed 
(see Head, 2016) – the ones long associated with their profession (Connell, 2009) – were nearly 
completely absent in this narrative (and never expressed by teachers).  Consequently, the 
multiplicity of values operative during this period of reform was stripped away in this narrative 





 In suggesting that news media’s coverage of New York education reform is a narrative 
construction, I am not insinuating that the reports are untrue or unimportant.  I am, rather, 
highlighting that these reports, as well as those of teachers, are multivocal compositions and, 
thus, that they reflect choices about what and who is included and excluded in the narrative, how 
those included are portrayed, and which meanings are expressed throughout the texts.  Because 
consequential accountability operates on the premise that educational transformation occurs as a 
result of the performance and quality of teachers, stories about these types of reforms were, in 
essence, about them.  And yet, in the sample we examined, teachers were overwhelmingly 
narrated as passive, while other, more powerful, societal actors were presented as the central 
figures in this narrated conflict.  Thus, these reports are in accord with the historic pattern of 
excluding teachers from the discussions and decisions regarding their profession (Mehta, 2013).   
 The teachers’ narratives, however, expressed an entirely different set of meanings.  In 
their narratives, the explicit conflict constructed in the news media (the battle over reform) was 
almost completely absent.  Instead, in expressing valuations of distinct types of social 
relationships that can occur in schools, the teachers overwhelmingly narrated a different conflict 
between consequential accountability and relational morality, which mirrors the ideological 
struggle between conflicting forms of accountability: calculative accountability and relational 
accountability.  When relational morality was narrated in the media narratives (13% of all 
valuations), the value-stance was not placed in the mouths of teachers.  
 Whereas the news media’s narratives constructed a relatively one-dimensional conflict 
between reformers and those resistant to reform, which is reinforced with militaristic rhetoric and 
populated with historically adversarial political actors, the teachers’ narratives were more 





stated, “I guess the low point in the classroom would be, again, teaching to that test, which can 
get so boring and draining, and it's not fun, and when it's not fun and the kids don't see the value 
in it, and you don't see necessarily the value – except for the whole, ‘let me get them to pass the 
tests.’”  In this quote she both contested consequential accountability (negatively evaluating 
teaching to the test) while performing relational morality (expressing concern for the interests of 
the kids she teaches), and she did so while offering a subtle critique of an auditing system based 
on multi-tiered coercion.  In other words, she, like the other teachers in this study, provided a 
much richer depiction of individualized consequential accountability policy (one more reflective 
of the ideological rupture I discussed in Chapter 2) than those with the ability to construct the 
authoritative story of the RTTT inspired reforms in the sociohistorical registers of our time.  
Although it is unreasonable to expect that journalists would be able to give attention to all 
societal actors’ concerns, it is stunning that the news media would completely neglect to address 
teachers’ sense of relational concern for their students – especially considering that the 
altruistic/missionary ethos has long been embedded in western pedagogical ideology (Ingersoll, 
2003; Connell, 2009). 
 By situating the teachers’ narratives in the context of the dominant mediatized narratives 
of individualized consequential accountability reforms, the analysis I have presented in this 
chapter serves to better illuminate the findings presented in the previous chapter.  In some ways, 
this analysis provides something of a justification for the teachers’ inability to articulate “the 
higher powers” who were responsible for the assault they narrated in their experiential accounts.  
As I indicated in Chapter 4, the teachers were aware that the assault was not attributable to some 





demonstrate in this analysis, are woven into a wider array of social processes – namely the 
mediatization of policy (Baroutsis, 2016).   
 In examining narratives, my aim has not been to treat journalistic reports as though they 
were somehow objective (Bowe and Makki, 2016), or even that the teachers’ accounts were 
accurate reflections of their experiences.  Rather, my aim has been to treat narration as an 
enactment of meaning construction, and accordingly, to compare distinct types of narratives in 
order to juxtapose the meanings constructed by distinct narrators operating within the same 
activity meaning system (Daiute, 2014).  The approach that my research partner and I took in the 
news media analysis and that I took in the analysis of the teachers’ evaluative narratives was 
systematic and rigorous, but like all methods, it both reveals and conceals (Slife and Williams, 
1995).  In examining specific narrative features, for example, the approach I have taken in this 
analysis has enabled me to make direct comparisons between multiple types of narrators, but in 
attending to these features of narrative construction, I did not examine other dimensions of 
narration (e.g., voice).  By using the other complimentary analyses in this dissertation, I aim to, 
at least partially, address this limitation.  In the media analysis, our aim was to account for the 
periodicals with the greatest readership, but in so doing, we selected two periodicals that are 
geared toward powerful elites.  Thus, taking different approaches to sampling could be beneficial 
for making claims other than those of relative prominence.  Similarly, the analysis of the 
teachers’ narratives allows for a direct comparison with the findings from the analysis presented 
in the previous chapter (which is my primary goal), but other sampling strategies might be more 
conducive to satisfying different aims.  Despite these methodological considerations, this 
analytic project has provided a means to compare narrative constructions from distinctly 





examining the ethical frameworks underpinning education reform, the research I have presented 
in this chapter illuminates how the journalists who mediatized policy reform cultivated a 
particular (albeit limited and ahistorical) conception of accountability, while the teachers 
engaged in more complicated ethical negotiations (struggling to make sense of both their moral 
commitments and the technologies of control that dictate their professional viability).  Thus, this 
analysis serves to complement the one presented in the previous chapter by situating the 














In Noddings’s (1984) foundational work on caring, she wrote, “There can be no greater evil, 
then, than this: that the moral autonomy of one-caring be so shattered that she acts against her 
own commitment to care” (p. 199).  This shattering of moral autonomy coincides with what I 
identified in the teachers’ narration of the violation of relational morality.  Drawing from this 
finding (see Chapters 4), I have sought to develop a better understanding of the violation of 
relational morality by examining the relational process in a multi-contextual manner.  With the 
aim of building upon my previous analyses, I entered the analytic project that I will present in 
this chapter attuned to the moral violations narrated by the teachers during the introduction of 
individualized consequential accountability.  I was particularly interested in developing a better 
understanding of the moral conflicts that teachers narrated experiencing as they navigated a new 
mode of schooling and a new conceptualization of what teaching means (at least for those with 
the power to create policy).  Although I had examined institutional and sociohistorical processes, 
I had not fully attended to the psychological quality of the teachers’ narration.  To borrow a 
phrase from Keogh & Garrick (2011), I wanted to “zoom in” to examine the deep psychological 
processes operative at the lived intersection of consequential accountability and relational 
morality.  That is, I aimed to listen for how the teachers narrated psychological conflict while 
navigating the ideologically rupturing period ushered in by TEP. 
 Because I was interested in teachers’ moral conflicts, I chose to conduct a Listening 
Guide analysis (see Tolman, 2001; Gilligan et al., 2003; Tolman & Sorsoli, 2008).  The 
Listening Guide is a voice-based method that is historically rooted in investigations of moral 
conflict (Sorsoli & Tolman, 2008).  Voices can reflect moral positions, and accordingly, a voice-
based method of analysis is well suited to investigate how morality is externalized via vocal 





and can be adapted to fit the needs of different research questions and studies (Gilligan, et al., 
2003).  Thus, this method is ideal for my investigation of the narration of the violation of 
relational morality among a plurality of teachers.   Additionally, the Listening Guide can be used 
in conjunction with other methods (Gilligan, et al., 2003), making it a fitting complement for my 
multi-contextual research program. 
 Conceptually, the Listening Guide complements my research program by enabling me to 
add a different level of analysis.  Whereas my constructivist grounded theory analysis focused on 
categorical patterns and my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry analysis focused on patterns of narrative 
features across distinct narrators and genres, the analysis I present in this chapter focuses on the 
externalization of psychic processes during narration.  That is, this Listening Guide analysis will 
illuminate what was not transparent in their language – the multi-vocal quality of the teachers’ 
narration, the affective qualitive of the teachers’ utterances, and the psychic dynamism evidenced 
throughout their narratives.  Thus, the Listening Guide allows me to attend to the multilayered 
nature of the psyche as the teachers constructed meaning of their experiences navigating the 
enactment of TEP. 
 Using the Listening Guide also enabled me to build upon findings from my previous 
analyses.  In Chapter 4, I identified how violations of relational morality (i.e., instances of moral 
conflict) were narrated as being facilitated by institutionally coordinated relational processes.  In 
this chapter, I aim to build upon that finding by examining the multivocal, affective, and 
dynamic quality of the teachers’ narration of those instances in which they narrated moral 
conflict.  In Chapter 5, I identified how the teachers enacted relational morality in their high-
point narratives while narrating relational processes consistent with that value-stance (e.g., doing 





point narratives while narrating a different set of relational processes (coercion and coerced 
coercion).  In this chapter, I aim to build upon those findings by examining how multivocality, 
affective resonances, and psychic dynamism operate in the teachers’ narration of those distinct 
relational contexts (i.e., by attending to deeper psychic processes externalized in the accounting 
of distinct forms of institutionally-coordinated social interactions).  Thus, the analysis I present 
in this chapter aims to build upon specific findings from my previous analyses by taking an 
investigatory approach that is ideally suited to complement the methods I used in Chapters 4 and 
5.  By listening for the multi-vocal, affective, and dynamic qualities of teachers’ narration of 
moral conflict, the following research will add a distinct, voice-based level of analysis to the 
multi-contextual research program presented in this dissertation. 
 
Method 
To attend to the deeper psychic resonances in the teachers’ narration (i.e., to listen beneath their 
words), I chose to conduct a Listening Guide analysis to investigate the teachers’ contextually-
embedded voicing of relational morality (see Tolman, 2001; Gilligan et al., 2003; Tolman & 
Sorsoli, 2008).  The Listening Guide is a method of narrative research that allows researchers to 
attune themselves to deeper layers of psychic expression, by examining what is voiced during the 
process of narration.  This voice-based method is based on the recognition that language is not 
transparent, that the psyche is multilayered, and that attending to vocal expression can illuminate 
psychic dynamism not made evident by other forms of narrative analysis.  An assumption 
underpinning Listening Guide analyses is that voice is conceived of “not as metaphor but as a 
physical, embodied entity – as one of the primary ways inner thoughts and feelings can be 





expression of voice is a means by which psychic processes become externally audible.  The 
Listening Guide orients the researcher to listen to, rather than code and/or categorize what the 
interviewee presents during a relational encounter.  This method also works from the premise 
that some experiences cannot be easily put into words and/or they evoke psychic resistance, 
which necessitates listening beneath and between what narrators express via language.  
Moreover, this method acknowledges the polyphonic nature of the psyche, and that attending to 
multivocal utterances can reflect the dynamism of inner experience.  Thus, in attuning to the 
harmonious, oppositional, and conflictual movement of voices, researchers can better attend to 
the deeper dynamics operative during the construction of narrative.        
The Listening Guide is a relational method that involves the intersection of the research 
participant, the researchers’ questions, and the contextual dynamics of the research encounter, 
and thus operates on the premise that research and researchers are never neutral (Gilligan, et al., 
2003).  Accordingly, my experiences as a student, teacher, and researcher of teaching and 
learning undoubtedly influenced my analysis.  The Listening Guide is also a theory-driven 
method, and the analysis is influenced by the researcher’s explicit and implicit theoretical 
assumptions (Gilligan, et al., 2003; Sorsoli & Tolman, 2008).  Entering into this analysis, I was 
primarily influenced by the findings that I have thus far presented in this dissertation, and by the 
awareness that the Listening Guide would complement my previous analyses.  Specifically, I 
chose this method to illuminate the dynamic psychic processes that are operative when the 
teachers narrated relational morality.  That is, taking this approach allowed me to listen for what 
the teachers’ voices sounded like when they narrated relational morality, and how the vocal 
quality of their utterances differed in distinct relational contexts (e.g., in narrated episodes with 





questions: How is relational morality voiced across relational contexts? What is the affective 
quality of the teachers’ vocal utterances when relational morality is narrated across various 
relational contexts? and How does the voice of self (i.e., first person narration) operate in the 
teachers’ narration of relational morality across relational contexts?  
 
Sampling/Procedure 
Because I was: (a) constructing my research program out of complimentary analyses, (b) 
building from the relational processes that I identified in my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry analysis, 
and (c) focused on the violation of relational morality in the relational contexts engendered by 
policy reform, I selected a sample which consists of narratives in which both relational morality 
and consequential accountability were enacted by the teachers highlighted in Chapter 5.20  Doing 
so allowed for an analysis focused specifically on my research questions, while providing for 
direct cross-analysis comparisons.  Although I initially chose to use the same sample that I used 
in my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry analysis (10 high-point and 10 low-point narratives), this 
approach did not prove fruitful.  Because the enactment of consequential accountability tended to 
be narrated primarily in the teachers’ low-point narratives and the enactment of relational 
morality tended be narrated primarily in their high-point narratives, this approach yielded only 
two suitable narratives.  Thus, drawing from the same group of teachers, I selected suitable 
narratives (ones in which both relational morality and consequential accountability were enacted) 
from their responses to the initial interview prompt (see Appendix B).  I chose to select from 
these narratives because they were in response to the least directive questions, and accordingly, I 
thought they would best reflect the teachers’ most open-ended narration of their experiences 
                                                          
20 To identify the enactment of values, I employed the same method that I used in my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry 





during the enactment of TEP.  Doing so meant that my analysis would follow the teachers’ 
narration of their navigation of the relational contexts they first chose to discuss (as compared to 
responses to later prompts, which invited more directed relational narratives; see Appendix B).  
In taking this approach, I identified an additional 17 narratives, which resulted in a total sample 
of 19 narratives from eight teachers (Mick, Ernest, Tom, Sasha, Marie, Paris, Leslie, Dicé).  
Whereas some of the selected narratives comprised the entirety of a teacher’s response, other 
responses consisted of several distinct narratives.16 
After selecting my sample, I engaged in the four analytic steps articulated by Gilligan, et 
al., (2003): listening for plot, listening for first person narration, listening for contrapuntal voices, 
and composing an analysis.  Although Gilligan et al. (2003) describe these steps as focused 
listenings, I engaged in multiple focused listenings within each step of my analysis so that I 
could better attune myself to the holistic quality of the teachers’ narration.  During each 
listening, I recorded analytic memos to identify my interpretations at each stage of the analysis. 
Listening for plot.  While listening for plot, researchers using the Listening Guide gain 
familiarity with and reflexively respond to the narratives under investigation.  Entering into this 
analysis, I was familiar with the narratives in this sample because they were included in at least 
one of my previous analyses.  In selecting my sample, I re-familiarized myself with them.  With 
my sample selected, I engaged in a holistic reading of each narrative, noting places in the text 
that struck me as being salient to my research questions.  Then, I re-read each narrative to 
construct a concentrated overview for each one (e.g., “Teachers set up gaming strategies with 
students to deal with fear of performing for evaluation rubric.”).  Then, I re-read each narrative to 
                                                          
16 For this analysis, I drew from Bamberg’s (2012) articulating of the core features of narrative: they consist of 
characters and events operating in space and time, and they cohere, more or less, to a structure that is about 





identify and record words that I found ripe with meaning (e.g., “dehumanizing,” “demoralized,” 
etc.), which served to compliment and add context to each short summary.  Finally, I composed a 
synthetic reader response to the narratives in my sample (see Appendix D).  My reader response 
was primarily framed in relation to Horney’s (1950) notion that anxiety provokes typical types of 
movement (moving away, moving against, and/or moving towards), and Hirschman’s (1970) 
notion that unsatisfied social constituencies typically respond via exit, voice, and/or loyalty (i.e., 
leaving, speaking up, and/or buying in).  I recognized the intellectualized nature of my response 
(which is typical of how I process information), and felt apprehensive about moving onto the 
next steps of the analysis because of my tendency to construct conceptualized thematizations of 
narrators’ experiences.  Accordingly, drawing from attention-focusing techniques that I have 
learned throughout my life (largely from yoga and playing music), I decided that I would initiate 
the third step of the analysis by attuning myself specifically to the auditory quality of the 
narrators’ voice(s).  Before doing so, however, I first attended to first-person expressions in the 
teachers’ narratives. 
Listening for the self voice.  In the second step of my analysis, I read for the self voice, 
first underlining “I”-phrases (Gilligan, et al., 2003), and other concise first-person accounts 
(those centered on “me,” “my,” etc.).  Because the participating teachers were not narrating 
solely as individuals, but also as representatives of their occupational group, I chose to take an 
approach to listening for the self voice that accounted for expressions of collective self-
identification (e.g., “we,” “us,” etc.).  Then, while examining the underlined first-person 
accounts, I noted patterns in how the voice of self moved across the narrative.  Specifically, I 
identified recurring tensions in the self’s movement (e.g., I think/I don’t think, moving/not 





 Listing for contrapuntal voices.  In the third step of this analysis, I listened for 
multivocality in the teachers’ narration.  To initiate this step, I first listened to the vocal quality 
of my recordings of the teachers’ narratives.  To facilitate my attunement to the affective 
qualities of the teachers’ narration, I systematically engaged in five focused listenings of the 
portions of my interview recordings that contained my sampled narratives.  In the first, I attuned 
myself to shifts in tempo, noting when the narrator sped up and slowed down.  Then, in the 
following listening, I listened for shifts in volume, noting instances where the narrator spoke 
loudly or quietly.  Then, I attuned myself to timbre, noting distinct qualities in the narrators’ 
vocal expression.  Then, I listened for phrasings, noting recurrent words uttered at a specific 
tempo, at a specific volume, and in a specific timbre.  For example, I noted the recurrent sound 
of a dragging and somber “um,” and a loud and forceful “you.”  Then I listened holistically, 
tuning into how tempo, volume, timbre, and phrasing coalesced into distinct modes of affective 
expression.  Listening Guide analyses require that listeners be attuned not only to what is said, 
but to how what is uttered is said, and to how the listener is affected by the speaker (Gilligan, et 
al., 2003).  In engaging in multiple focused listenings, I was able to better attune myself to the 
teachers’ vocal quality as they narrated the enactment of individualized consequential 
accountability. 
In attuning myself to shifts in tempo, volume, timbre, phrasing, and how these features 
coalesced, I identified four distinct affective registers in the teachers’ narratives.  I identified one 
that struck me as vital.  In this register, I heard a rapid tempo, a smoothness in delivery, and a 
poetry that was often punctuated by the teachers’ thumping on the table in the rhythm of their 
speech.  I noticed and noted that I felt enlivened and empathically absorbed when I heard this 





though it was crawling across gravel.  Whereas the previously discussed register was energetic 
and fluid, this one slowed down to a crawl and was often broken up with long pauses.  In this 
register, I detected confusion and/or a reluctance to share what is about to be uttered.  My 
psychotherapeutic ear perked up when I detected this register – a relational response, I think, to 
what I heard as calls for help.  In a separate register, I heard a fierce affect, which I noted as 
being louder and more direct than the others.  It’s expression of energy is not smooth like the 
vital register or dragging like the drained register, but urgent – like the steam that periodically 
spouts from the top of a pressure cooker.  When this voice sounds, I hear punk rock, and the part 
of me that has always been a rebellious skateboarder resonates with its raw power.  In a separate 
register, I heard a lifeless affect, which I noted as being flat and having a consistent and 
measured tempo.  When this register sounds, I heard a mundane accounting of what seemed like 
some other’s words, and I did not feel much at all.  Identifying these distinct affective registers 
provided for me an entry point into a more holistic analysis of voice and multivocality in the 
teachers’ narratives 
 Narrators produce polyphonic utterances and attending to multivocality can illuminate 
how speakers bridge individual consciousness, culture, and relational contexts (Skinner, 
Valsiner, & Holland, 2001).  That is, the multivocal quality of narration can indicate how people 
negotiate the various social-worlds they inhabit.  In my analysis, I sought to explore how the 
teachers’ multivocal expression illuminates their psychological negotiation of the relational 
contexts that they narrated during the enactment of TEP.  Starting from my identification of 
distinct affective registers in the teachers’ narration, I engaged in the iterative process of 
listening for, defining, and refining voices in the teachers’ narratives that spoke to my research 





better understand the teachers’ affective engagement within social arrangements engendered by 
individualized consequential accountability. 
 Voices of the heart.  Informed by my attunement to the affective registers in the teachers’ 
narration, I came to hear several distinct voices of the heart.  These voices are not merely affects, 
but they do capture the affective quality of the teachers’ voicing.  That is, they are more holistic 
modes of psychological expression, in which what is internal is made externally audible.  In 
using language to communicate their experiences, the teachers bridged the boundary between 
meanings, feelings, and experiences that are personal and those that are shared and sharable.  
That is, they were not merely voicing their psychological states, but also cultural forms of 
psychological expression (see Billboard magazine’s “‘Heart Beats’: Top Billboard Hot 100 
‘Heart’ Songs of All Time” for an overview of commonly exchanged conceptions of “heart” in 
U.S. culture).  Indeed, the teachers negotiated various culturally embedded meanings of “heart” 
in their narratives (e.g., the source of energy, the seat of passion, a metaphor for what is most 
central).  Voices of the heart thus reflect culturally embedded means for communicating 
affectively-resonant psychological states to others.  In narrating in distinct voices, the teachers 
communicated (to me) the affectively-resonant psychological qualities of their navigation of 
different institutionally-coordinated relational interactions.  
 The heart voice.  The affective register that I identified as being vital helped me hear the 
heart voice.  When the teachers spoke in this voice I heard the beating heart of teaching.  This 
voice pulses with energy as it expresses passion, feeling, purpose, and commitment to others.  
Paris spoke in this voice when she said, “I’ve had kids tell me they learn so much in my class, I 
get e-mails from years ago, from kids your age… and I love history and I am passionate about it, 





flow and connection.  I heard this voice when Dicé said, “in the classroom I feel, like, my 
happiest. I feel like I am in my element when I am with the students.”  When the teachers spoke 
in this voice, I heard people who knew that their calling was teaching and were enlivened as they 
engaged in that mission.  The discourse of the heart voice is familiar to me; it is the language that 
was common in my Masters in the Art of Teaching program.  Labaree (2005) argues that teacher 
training programs in the U.S. cultivate a missionary ethos that aims to fulfill the promise of 
Dewey’s pedagogical progressivism.  This was certainly the case for the program in which I 
learned to teach, and I welcomed that mission.  In this analysis, I heard teachers voicing the same 
exuberance in the instances when they expressed their active engagement in the process of 
progressive (i.e., constructivist) education.  I heard this when Ernest described a unit she 
developed with the intention of helping her students “question everything that they see, and 
everything that they know, and make a real earnest, you know, discovery… in order to come to 
what they feel they believe in…. I want to build them up and support them so that they can 
succeed.”  Here, Ernest expresses how she wants to support her students and help them construct 
their own meanings.  I hear the heart in their voice in episodes where the teachers narrated how 
the type of teaching they do aligns with the type of teaching they want to do, are passionate 
about doing, and is commensurate with their pedagogical values. 
The disheartened voice.  The affective register that I identified as drained helped me hear 
the disheartened voice.  When the teachers spoke in this voice, I heard the life being squeezed 
from their bodies – as though something “hard” was pressing on them.  Whereas the heart voice 
pulses with energy when it passionately engages in teaching, the disheartened voice sounds as if 
it is being bled dry by the coercive forces (e.g., audit technologies) that underpin individualized 





and explained that the linking of her assessment rating to her students’ scores put “more pressure 
on [her] than in the past years.”  Mick also narrated feeling “pressured” when discussing 
teaching to the test, but describes the pressure as coming from two different sources: “pressure 
from the administration, but also to help these kids pass.”  Similarly, Ernest described “being 
under the pressure to pass the students and then, and that's coming from the administration, and 
then the pressure of your own morality.”  The word “hard” was often uttered when this voice 
sounded, and these were not accounts of hard tests or hard work, but of hard situations – ones 
that “are hard on” teachers.  These are mystifying situations in which, as Mick stated, teachers 
were “damned if you do, damned if you don’t.”  For example, when discussing participating in a 
“dehumanizing” institution, Ernest said “it's kind of hard to be part of that system, and I feel like, 
I don't know, I don't know where that makes me stand.”  That is, the disheartened voice is both 
pressured and conflicted.  It is drained from without – in the form of audits, and from within – by 
the energy required to navigate what Lewin described as the “soft ground” incommensurate 
social fields (1948/1997).  Where one stands reflects where they are positioned in space/time, but 
also what one values (i.e., what they stand for, or what they are “about”).  The disheartened voice 
sounds the connection between the confusion in the teachers’ standing and the vitality needed to 
stand.  Ernest uttered two phrases that capture that relationship: “I’m conflicted” and “It’s been a 
little disheartening.”  That is, in the new dilemmatic mode of schooling that the teachers were 
navigating, the heart was being severed – dis-heart(ened).  More directly, Paris said, “My heart is 
broken.”  When the disheartened voice sounded, I heard the energy that pumps from the heart 






 The heartburn voice.  The affective register that I identified as fierce helped me hear the 
heartburn voice.  When the teachers spoke in this voice, I heard the suppressed energy sounded 
by the disheartened voice erupt loudly and directly.  The heartburn voice is reactive – as if their 
bodies were violently rejecting a toxic substance (i.e., like reflux).  This is the voice that speaks 
up – both in volume and as an act of resistance.  For example, when describing the unethical 
testing practices that were engendered by individualized consequential accountability - what 
Ravitch (2010) refers to as “gaming the system” – Ernest said, “it really pissed me off.”  
Similarly, Sasha said that standardized testing makes her “snarl.”  Paris, when accounting a 
classroom observation, said, “The anger is so big.  I am so angry.”  On the same topic, she said, 
“Don't treat us like a checkoff list. You can't measure the variables… you fucking idiots… you 
don’t know what success is, you idiots.”  Whereas the disheartened voice is uncertain, the 
heartburn voice knows exactly what it feels – it feels burned, and there is no equivocation in its 
reactive expression. 
 The heartless voice.  The affective register that I identified as lifeless helped me hear the 
heartless voice.  When the teachers spoke in this voice, I heard their words (and numbers), but 
detected almost no affective charge.  This voice conveys how the polices of TEP work, but does 
so in an unexpressive manner.  For example, Ernest flatly said: “20% of my grade comes from 
the assessment on the state level, and then 20% of it comes from the assessment of the students 
on the local level, which is decided by the city.”  This voice seems to create distance between the 
psychological experience of the narrator and their accounting of policy enactment.  When it 
sounds, I heard what Noddings (1984) described as the detached “language of the father” (p. 1).  
This language reflects a relational “orientation characterized by hierarchy, specialty, separation, 





voice when Tom described the assessment polices of TEP: “How they (the state) were going to 
calculate this, the numerical factors that were entered into the, this evaluation, because it was 
based on observations, it was based upon measures of student learning, and various other 
objective measures.”  The heartless voice seems to reflect a notion of accounting that is less 
about narrating and more about conveying calculations (see Kamuf, 2007; McKernan & 
McPhail, 2012).  This voice accounts without expressive language or experiential specificity.  
Whereas, the disheartened voice expressed existential confusion as a felt experience, the 
heartless voice transforms that notion into a flat, generalized description (e.g., “13–14 was 
transitional year” in which “there was much confusion”).  Tom’s seemingly objective account 
corresponds with the objective and calculative policy he is describing.  The heartless voice 
echoes the discourse of accountability policy and reflects its affective detachment. 
 After identifying the voices of the heart, I examined how they interacted in the narrative.  
Gilligan et al. (2003) describe contrapuntal voices as reflections of “different layers of a person’s 
expressed experience” that speak in “counterpoint,” and in so doing, illuminate “the multiple 
facets of the story being told” (pp. 164–165).  I identified the voices of the heart in the text using 
different typographical techniques: I italicized the heart voice, underlined the disheartened voice, 
bolded the heartburn voice, and underlined and bolded the heartless voice.  In so doing, I was 
able to see the interaction of the voices in the text, and thus, observe psychic dynamism in the 
narratives.  With the contrapuntal voices made visible, I selected narratives to present in my 
analysis that best captured the dynamic interaction of the voices of the heart as they sounded in 
and across narrated relational contexts (i.e., ones that best spoke to my research questions).17 
                                                          
17 In Appendix E and F, I provide the two narratives that are the focus of my analysis. In these narratives, I 





 Analytic composition.  In the fourth step of this analysis, I collectively examined plot, 
self voice, and the voices of the heart, and sought to synthesize my findings in a way that would 
allow me to better hear the psychic processes operative in the different relational contexts 
engendered by individualized consequential accountability.  I sought to further illuminate the 
violation of relational morality in the teachers’ narratives by identifying how the self voice 
interacts with the voices of heart, and how these voices move in relation to different relational 
contexts.  I chose to focus my analysis on two extended narratives, one narrated by Paris and one 
by Ernest (see Appendix E and F).  These two narratives best represent the psychological 
processes that I identified throughout the sampled narratives, and thus, are exemplary 
encapsulations of the intrapsychic aspects of the teachers’ navigation of the relational contexts 
engendered by individualized consequential accountability. 
 
An Analysis with Heart 
In a classic Listening Guide analysis, Brown & Gilligan (1990) listened to adolescent girls’ 
navigation of patriarchal society and heard a deep psychological conflict between the “desire for 
genuine or authentic connections with others and an experience of profound disconnection, a 
feeling of impasse in the face of a seemingly hopeless relational problem” (p. 29).  This conflict 
was made audible via voice, and in listening to the girls, they identified the tension between 
speaking what they knew and wanted, and speaking in what Noddings (1984) refers to as the 
voice of the father.  Inspired by this classic analysis, I explore in this chapter the relational 
impasse ushered in by TEP.  I begin by providing an overview of my findings.  In so doing, I 
first discuss the teachers’ multivocal expressions throughout their narration of different relational 





teachers’ narratives.  These scenes demonstrate how distinct affectively-resonant voices and 
different forms of relational engagement were enmeshed in the teachers’ narrative construction 
of their institutionally-coordinated experiences.  I then further articulate my findings by 
presenting distinct and exemplary narratives from two teachers: Ernest and Paris.  Then, prior to 
concluding this analysis, I draw from these teachers’ narratives to reflect on the key finding from 
this research – the multifaceted nature of being disheartened in the era of individualized 
consequential accountability. 
 In this analysis, I identify in the narration of teachers’ navigation of policy enactment a 
similar relational impasse to the one articulated by Brown & Gilligan (1980).  That is, I identify 
the conflict between the desire for interpersonal connection and the seemingly mandated 
disconnection engendered by individualized consequential accountability policy.  When the 
teachers spoke in a heartless voice, they spoke about the order – how policy works, and in so 
doing, voiced detachment.  For example, when Ernest explained that, “20% of [her] grade comes 
from the assessment on the state level, and then 20% of it comes from the assessment of the 
students on the local level, which is decided by the city,” she and her students are evoked, but 
absent - she is not speaking of people, but of the ratings they receive and the scores they produce.  
The evoked, but absent, people in this account do not propel action.  Rather, things just happen 
as a function of the order – grades come from assessment, and decisions are made by the city.  
Conversely, when Ernest spoke in the heart voice, she was actively engaged with others and in 
the service of others.  For example, when discussing teaching with her student teacher and with 
and for her students, she said “what I'm doing with them, and talking with my co-teacher, who, 
she is awesome, I love my co-teacher… we’re trying to do is to get them to question everything 





Here, there is love in her way of being in relation with others.  In the scene she describes, 
teachers and students are present and in relation, and in speaking with me, I am invited into this 
relationship (“you know”).  In this analysis, I attended to relational processes (e.g., doing with 
and doing for) unfolding in relational contexts (scenes) in the teachers’ narratives.  In so doing, I 
came to hear the conflict between connection and detachment, but also how these different ways 
of being in relation were negotiated in various relational contexts – specifically, in the types of 
social arrangements engendered by individualized consequential accountability. 
 In attuning myself to psychic processes in the teachers’ narration, I came to understand 
the teachers’ position more broadly – not just in terms of ideological dilemmas and moral 
conflicts, or of threatened professional self-concepts, but also as embodied beings negotiating 
their multi-contextual embeddedness in relations of power, interpersonal networks, and 
historically situated space/time.  I came to hear the draining of the beating heart of teaching 
when the relational concern and obligation for students is assaulted and suppressed to 
accommodate for lifeless schemes of educational accounting.  I came to hear the relational 
violations that they narrated during the introduction of individualized consequential 
accountability as a process that struck at the core of their being and assaulted the place that 
pumps vitality into life – both physically and metaphorically.  For the teachers in this study, the 
perceived assault on relationality was not merely a moral and ideological concern, but one that 
attacked their way of being in their bodies in the world. 
 The narratives that I analyzed, which contain both enactments of relational morality and 
consequential accountability, tell an overarching story: In performing consequential 
accountability, the teachers begrudgingly disserved their students, and in so doing, became 





encapsulations of the teachers’ broader narratives.  They do not capture the rich description of 
the mediation of policy, or the systemic subversion of institutional mechanisms of control (which 
I articulated in Chapter 4), but they do concisely convey the violation of relational morality.  In 
other words, in the teachers’ narratives in which both relational morality and consequential 
accountability are enacted, the violation of relational morality is narrated. 
 In attuning myself to the psychic processes in these narratives, I identified four types of 
narrated scenes that illuminate relational morality (or lack thereof) in distinct relational contexts: 
1. Violation of relational morality scenes.  When relational morality is violated, the 
disheartened voice sounds, the voice of self becomes unsure, and these voices sound in a 
relational context in which the teachers feel concerned for their students.  In these scenes, 
the teachers’ narration sounds “demoralized” and “conflicted” when they narrate 
accounts where consequential accountability squeezes out the beating heart of teaching – 
the impetus to help students “succeed” and become “real learners” who can “critically 
think.”   
2. Scenes of pedagogical care.  When relational morality is performed, the heart voice 
sounds, the voice of self is certain of what it is about, and these voices sound together 
when teachers give gifts and collaborate with their students and peers.  In the scenes 
where they engage in pedagogical practices that “build [students] up,” they become 
“passionate,” feel “love,” and are happy about being in their “element.”   
3. Scenes of defiance.  When the heartburn voice narrates what they “really feel” about the 
violation of relational morality, they “snarl,” feel “anger,” and call policy reformers 
“fucking idiots.”  These are scenes when the teachers’ voice of self speaks sharply (e.g., 





powerful actor – usually an implied policy reformer (e.g., “you can’t measure the 
variables,” “you don’t know what success is”).  Importantly, however, when this burned 
and burning heart speaks up, its actual audience is me, their students, or their peers – not 
their principals or the reformers.   
4. Scenes of policy internalization.  When the heartless voice describes individualized 
consequential accountability polices, their voice goes heartless, they speak the language 
of calculations, and they, their students, and their peers are rarely present.  Although rare, 
the presence of the voice of self in these scenes is generally marked in accordance with 
the tools of the accountability system (e.g., “my grade,” “I got very good scores in the 
teacher factor, I think 56 of 60”) or by offering hedged approval for the system (“e.g., 
“some part of it is valuable, I can't begrudge it,” “it’s not that I don’t necessarily agree 
that those are not effective elements”).  These are drab scenes, which indicate that some 
part of the teachers has become institutionalized. 
In listening for multivocal expression in relational contexts, and how the scenes operated in 
dynamic relation (i.e., as contrapuntal interactions), I heard patterned interactions of distinct 
meanings, feelings, and relational processes (e.g., collaboration, coercion) unfolding in the types 
of social arrangements coordinated by the policies of TEP.  In so doing, I was able to come to a 
better understanding of the violation of relational morality.  I came to hear it as a deeper, more 
psychologically complicated story – one in which specific relational processes unfolding in 
specific relational contexts engendered psychic expressions that were enlivened or suppressed, 
reactive or compliant, connected or detached, etc.  Moreover, I came to hear that at the 
intersection of these psychic expressions, stories were being told, meanings were being 





narration of her experiential navigation of TEP, in which she explained how “disheartening” it 
was to try to facilitate “real earnest… discovery” in a “dehumanizing” institution where kids are 
“tested so much to the point where… they don't understand what learning is really about” (see 
Appendix E for full narrative).  In the following section, I draw from this narrative to illuminate 
the fact that when her desire to engage in the relational process of facilitating “real” learning 
intersects with institutionally mandated processes of coerced coercion, she “feel[s]” existential 
uncertainty. 
 
The Confusion of Being Ernest 
Ernest is a Filipina English Teacher who taught at “C” School and was approximately 30 years 
old at the time of our interview.  She attended Catholic school and acknowledged that grades 
were important to her when she was growing up.  As an adult, however, she is more focused on 
“real” learning.  Her choice of pseudonym was based on a character in Oscar Wilde’s The 
Importance of Being Earnest.  She said she chose this name to highlight the “farce” that is the 
teaching system.  She narrates what real teaching and learning look like to her when discussing a 
unit that she and her co-teacher designed around the narrative of Frederick Douglas – a unit 
framed around three questions: (1) "What is freedom?”, (2) “How does education give you 
freedom?”, and (3) “How does education and freedom form your own identity?".  Her teaching 
goals are in line with the tenets of progressive pedagogy in that she seeks to help her students 
engage with questions about who they are and who they will be in the world.  For Dewey (1916) 
and the countless pedagogues who followed in his wake, these are essential questions for free 
people who constitute free society.  Ernest and her co-teacher put a great deal of care and energy 





and everything that they know and make a real earnest, you know, discovery, question and 
inquiry, what they think they believe, what they think they've been told, in order to come to what 
they feel they believe in.”  For Ernest, coming to an earnest understanding about where one 
stands in this world is important. 
 Although the guiding questions of her unit were intended to be answered by her students, 
they must have been inviting for her, because in her narration, she answers these questions for 
herself: 
Ernest: [W]hat I'm doing with them and talking with my co-teacher, who, she is 
awesome, I love my co-teacher, like we both came to the idea that, teaching is almost a 
form of slavery in a sense because it has that feel in common.  It's so demoralizing and 
anti-humanizing to everyone involved; me as a teacher, I feel dehumanized when I need 
to teach the students to pass a test that I feel is not what they should be defined by.  So, 
you know, considering, going back to the teacher effectiveness plan. 
James:  Are you the slave or the slave holder in that analogy? 
Ernest:  I am the slaveholder, yeah, I am the slaveholder and the students are slaves. So, 
this whole unit what we’re trying to do is to get them to question everything that they see 
and everything that they know and make a real earnest, you know, discovery, question 
and inquiry, what they think they believe, what they think they've been told, in order to 
come to what they feel they believe in.  So, it's kind of hard, it's kind of hard to be part of 
that system and I feel like, I don't know, I don't know where that makes me stand, that's 
why I do want to be, I want to talk about it with somebody that is researching and 
questioning in trying to delve into how effective is the teacher effectiveness program or 





In this passage, grounded in love and the desire to do with and for others, the heart voice asks 
questions, but the disheartened voice first sounds her response (“teaching is almost a form of 
slavery in a sense because…).  The heartless voice momentary interjected (“going back to the 
teacher effectiveness plan”), but my clarifying question provoked a response, and was answered 
in the disheartened voice (I am the slaveholder, yeah…).  The heart voice then offered its own 
interjection (“So, this whole unit what we’re trying to do is…), but eventually the disheartened 
voice returned to clarify its answer (“So, it's kind of hard, it's kind of hard to be part of that 
system and I feel like, I don't know, I don't know where that makes me stand”).  In this dynamic 
contrapuntal interaction, Ernest narrates the chasm between her pedagogical aspirations and the 
lived realities of life in “that system,” and in so doing, reveals how the heart voice and the 
disheartened voice function in her psychic navigation of the era of individualized consequential 
accountability.  In response to the heart voice’s question about “freedom,” Ernest turns inward 
and “feel[s]” the mutual dehumanization of coerced coercion (e.g., “I feel dehumanized when I 
need to teach the students to pass a test that I feel is not what they should be defined by”).  In 
response to the heart voice’s question about the relationship between “education” and “identity,” 
she turns inward and finds that “[she is] the slaveholder.”  In response to the heart voice’s 
question about felt “belie[f],” she turns inward and “feel[s] she “[doesn’t] know” where she 
“stand[s].”  Enacting the virtues of constructivist education (e.g., “question[ing],” and 
“discovery”), the heart voice acts as teacher, and the disheartened voice answers what it knows 
(“I feel dehumanized,” “I am the slaveholder”), but also what it doesn’t know (“where… [I]… 
stand”). 
 One’s standing can be a multi-referential notion (a moral position, an occupational 





narrative, she attempts to find an answer to the question of where she stands, and in the process, 
the heart voice and the disheartened voice engage in a contrapuntal negotiation:  
Disheartened Voice: So, it's kind of hard, it's kind of hard to be part of that system and I 
feel like, I don't know, I don't know where that makes me stand… I felt that, that's not 
what I'm in school for…  
Heart Voice:  that's not what I'm a teacher for.  I want to build them up and support them 
so that they can succeed,  
Disheartened Voice: yet I don't think that I'm in that position anymore…  
Heart Voice: I'm more about the learning…  
Disheartened Voice: I don't know where I was going with this, that the, it's been a little 
disheartening…  
Ernest’s intrapsychic negotiation reflects her deep existential confusion during the period of 
policy enactment, which she found “disheartening.”  It is the disheartened voice that narrates 
why the process was “very difficult” - because she had “to get them to pass and feel good about 
themselves.”  The “and” in this statement is important because it separates what are two, often, 
contradictory missions.  The separation in these missions is what distinguishes conceptions of 
“teacher quality” in the current accountability paradigm from those that thrived in the previous 
century (Connell, 2009).  It distinguishes education as either a calculation based enterprise or a 
human based enterprise – one that is heartless or one that has heart.  In Ernest’s narrative, the 
disheartened voice sounds the empathic connections between teachers and students: she “felt” 
what was “heartbreaking to them.”  Viewed as a multilayered navigation of the “soft ground” of 
an unknown territory (Lewin, 1948/1997), this narrative suggests, I think, that Ernest’s 





reflection of the existential quandary ushered in by individualized consequential accountability.  
She gets lost in this narrative, and she got lost in the world she was narrating.  Where she “was 
going” no longer exists in this new policyscape.  In the world she sought, she facilitates “real” 
learning, critical thinking, and curiosity.  That destination has been supplanted with a new 
algorithm-centered accountability system, and her mission lingers, still, in the draining heart.   
 In Ernest’s narrative, she attempts to make sense of her role in the new educational 
policyscape, and in so doing, voices a psychological negotiation of the relational contexts 
engendered by individualized consequential accountability.  In this narrative, the scenes of policy 
internalization sounded by the heartless voice are largely depopulated, and those who are there, 
are quantified (e.g., “20% of my grade,” “between 60 and 64, the grade, out of 100”).  In the 
brief scenes of defiance, the heartburn voice questions TEP (to me) and states her rejection of the 
test-based mode of schooling (to her students).  In the scenes of pedagogical care sounded by the 
heart voice, the first-person voice is active as she collaborates with her students and co-teacher, 
gives educational gifts to her students, and exuberantly speaks the discourse of progressive 
education.  In violation of relational morality scenes, the first-person voice wavers across 
multiple dimensions of being while the disheartened voice expresses concern for students, feels 
their pain as they are institutionally undermined, and questions where it stands.   
 Ernest’s narrative enacts both the contestation of consequential accountability and the 
performance of relational morality, and throughout her multivocal negotiation of those value-
stances, she speaks to the psychic consequences of living such an ideological dilemma in 
different relational contexts: it was dis-heart(ening).  Paris also told a story of being disheartened 
(see Appendix F for her full narrative).  In the following section, I draw from this narrative to 





but also about losing love, feeling the rage of that loss, and realizing that her love was not lost, 
but stolen.  
 
From Paris Without Love 
When I interviewed Paris in a café in Manhattan, she was in her mid-sixties, and taught History 
at “Cream of the Crop” School.  She described herself as an Italian mother.  When I asked her 
why she chose her pseudonym, she said, “Because I love Paris.”  On the day of the interview she 
had been observed by an administrator (“just now, a surprise observation”).  At times she 
laughed, at times she seemed angry, and at times she seemed overcome with emotion.  She told 
me, “It's very good for me to talk to you about it because it is really upsetting…. It's cathartic, it 
is, and the anger is so big. I am so angry.  And in women, I don't know about men, but in women 
they say anger turns into depression.  So, I am beginning to not be happy.”  The most 
emotionally heightened moment of our interview came when she said, “I hate them, James, for 
taking my love away.  They took, oh my God, just the soul.”   
 Whereas Ernest’s narrative focused on a more holistic navigation of policy enactment, 
Paris’ narrative centers on the rubric-based classroom observations.  In discussing her experience 
of a surprise observation, however, her narrative expanded to incorporate a wide array of 
experiences, meanings, and emotions.  Like Ernest, Paris narrated a contrapuntal negotiation 
between the heart voice and the disheartened voice.  Whereas Ernest’s existential negotiation 
focused on her standing, Paris’ contrapuntal exchange focused on whether to quit her job, or not: 
 
Disheartened Voice: I'm ready to leave, but I won't leave, because this is where they say,  





Heart Voice: I won't leave tomorrow because I love my kids, I'm not going to leave  
them... I've got to stay with them… I gotta wait to do it the right way, because there are 
people involved – kids…  
Disheartened Voice: I feel like leaving… this is the first month that I thought about 
leaving, and I thought that would never happen that they could never make me feel that 
way.   
Her exit negotiation reflects the fluctuation of the first-person voice (e.g., “I'm ready to leave, but 
I won't leave”).  That is, the voice of self continually fluctuates between being (t)here and not 
being (t)here, and like Ernest, Paris’ narrative reflects a positional dilemma. 
 In the following passage, Paris narrates how she felt destabilized during an in-class 
observation by an assistant principal: 
Paris: The first time he came in, because he is new, I could feel I wasn't myself, because 
the checkoff, not because he came in, not that he came in looking at me holistically, it's ‘I 
don't have the technology.’18  I'm telling you, it changed, it's, like, weird.  And here is a 
teacher who is revered, you know what I mean, like I am just so, I'm ready to leave, but I 
won't leave, because this is where they say, ‘I am going to leave properly.’  They say that 
all this business, business, corporations are taking over, which they are in our schools.  
But the thing is, don't treat us like a checkoff list.  You can't measure the variables.  You 
can't measure, when I see a kid in the street at 40 as a bus driver, and I feel good that he 
is not dead, because I taught him in a gang school.  How the fuck do you measure that, 
you fucking idiots?  Do you understand what I'm saying?  Like, how would you measure 
that, you idiots.   
                                                          
18 Paris’ reference to technology focuses on pedagogical technologies (e.g., “PowerPoint”) that she felt were favored 





During the observation, Paris “feel[s she] wasn't [her]self” – not viewed as a holistic being, but 
rather, reduced to the performance competencies on the “checkoff” list (the Danielson rubric).  
The heartburn voice speaks up in defiance of this type of dis-heart(ening): “But the thing is, don't 
treat us like a checkoff list.  You can't measure the variables.”  Then the heart voice sounds to 
offer lived experience (“when I see a kid… I feel good… because I taught him…”), but then the 
heartburn voice returned to address some unidentified you (“How the fuck do you measure that, 
you fucking idiots?”).  In this passage the heartburn voice reacts to the observation, which causes 
her to feel alien from herself.  Turning inward, the disheartened voice sounds the “weird[ness]” 
of feeling her felt-self being severed from the institutionalized role she realized she must become 
in the moment of audit.  After this realization, she turns outward toward state power - 
presumably a policy reformer – and the heartburn voice speaks in defiance (“don’t…you can’t… 
you can’t… how the fuck do you… you fucking idiots… do you understand… how would 
you…you idiots”).  She knows the value of helping her students, and she knows that doing so 
“feel[s] good.”  She also knows the “particular form of terror” that results when in 
depersonalizing social arrangements (Laing, 1960), and the anger of being institutionally altered 
into a form more conductive to the logic of accountability – “the checkoff.”   
 Paris’ narrative provides deep insight about the process of institutionally coordinated 
depersonalization.  Laing (1960) describes depersonalization as a social process in which a 
person is reduced to automata and suggests that it can result in “ontological insecurity.”  Paris’ 
narrative supports this notion.  She narrates being institutionally reduced to “variables” on a 
“checkoff” list, and in response, voices a rapid fluctuation in where she intends to be in the world 





further illuminates how depersonalization functions in “the career she love[s],” and how it 
attacks her heart: 
Paris: [Y]ou treat teachers like we have to be this robotic thing.  Now I am getting 
very fierce; my heart is broken. 
James: Your heart is broken? 
Paris:  I feel like my heart is broken because the career I love (long pause) is so 
robotized, and data (long pause), and (long pause) the way I feel they bond with me, 
because this is the first month that I thought about leaving, and I thought that would 
never happen that they could never make me feel that way.  Now I feel, like, school  
wants us to be all this data instead of people.  
Here, in the face of what Laing (1960) describes as the “annihilation” of subjectivity, Paris got 
angry; then her heart got severed.  The abrupt shift from a burning heart (“now I’m getting 
fierce”) to a broken heart (“my heart is broken”) tells a deeper story about the meaning of this 
contrapuntal interaction.  In this story, she feels anger toward the nebulous “you” who 
implement(s) policy, but, unable to act out her ferocity (other than by speaking to me), her rage 
turned inward and left her disheartened.  This story, thus, reflects an early Freudian theory of 
melancholy (1917), but it also maps onto her own explanation: “anger turns into depression, so 
I’m beginning to not be happy.”   
Freud (1917), however, suggests that the anger is the consequence of the loss of a love-
object.  In Paris’ narrative, she states that she loves teaching, but for her, her love was not merely 
lost, it was stolen.  A mediating actor serving the interests of the state arrived in her room and 
used a new instrument of audit technology to transform her into some-thing that felt other than 





merely attending to decontextualized psychic processes.  To be the type of teacher the state 
demands in the new mode of schooling, Paris felt she had “to be this robotic thing.”  She felt 
“that school wants us to be all this data instead of people.”  She felt, in her body, the 
consequence of individualized consequential accountability.  In the most recent wave of 
education policy reform based on the rationalized ordering of labor (Mehta, 2013), Paris spoke in 
a language other than that of the father (Noddings, 1984), and she spoke a truth about policy 
reformers that was ignored in the sociohistorical registers of her time (Head & Pryiomka, under 
review): they “[took her] love away.” 
 
To be Dis-heart(ened) 
In attending to contrapuntal voicing in the teachers’ narratives, I heard that the disheartened 
voice generally provides resolution.  In Ernest’s narrative, the disheartened voice answers the 
heart voice’s questions about her standing in the world – as a teacher – a teacher who values 
“real earnest…discovery.”  The disheartened voice speaks the truth that to be earnest in “that 
system,” Ernest must acknowledge that she is “the slaveholder.”  In Paris’ narrative, the 
disheartened voice absorbs the rage of being reduced to automata (“we have to be this robotic 
thing.  Now I am getting very fierce; my heart is broken”).  The irony of the disheartened voices’ 
role in the narratives, is that it is characterized by its bewilderment – its lack of under-stand-ing.  
In other words, the voice that most often sounds resolutions, does not know where it stands – but 
it does know that a stance needs to be taken.   
It is important to note that these interviews were conducted at the inception of this new 
mode of schooling.  Often, the teachers spoke about some new change that was introduced 





than of meaning-made.  When the disheartened voice sounded, the teachers fluctuated as if they 
were trying to figure out where they stand (e.g., “I think, I'm not quite sure, and once again, I 
don’t quite understand”) and where they will stand in the future (“I'm ready to leave… I won't 
leave…  I'm not going to leave… I've got to stay… I feel like leaving”).  These narratives reflect 
the teachers’ meaning-making at the moment when individualized consequential accountability 
landed in their schools, and as the wavering “I” in their disheartened accounts suggest, they had 
yet to determine where they would stand.  Most of the teachers in my research, however, did 
come to a resolution: they expressed their voice by quitting their jobs.  That is, the teachers 
eventually voiced in their actions (see Hirschman, 1970) what their disheartened voice did not 
yet fully understand – that to be dis-heart(ened) is too draining to sustain.   
To be dis-heart(ened) is to be part of a relational process where the relational center of 
being is severed.  In Chapter 4, I presented the notion of the violation of relational morality, and 
framed this idea in the context of morality – as a process that facilitates moral injury.  In attuning 
myself to the affective quality of voice, I came to hear that this violation penetrated more than 
their social code of “what’s right” (Shay, 1994) – it penetrated the heart of their felt being in the 
world.  The teacher’s narration indicates that they felt this violation as a process.  In narrating her 
existential quandary, Ernest said “it's kind of hard to be part of that system and I feel like, I don't 
know, I don't know where that makes me stand.”  She was made to stand in a “position” that was 
“demoralizing,” “anti-humanizing,” “disheartening,” “heartbreaking” for her students – which 
she “felt.”  Similarly, Paris, when considering stepping down from the position that she 
“love[d],” said, “I thought that would never happen that they could never make me feel that 
way.”  Ball (2000) argues that neoliberal technologies of audit aim for a transformation in the 





indicate that they are doing much more – they are severing the bleeding hearts of those whose 
relational concern is the beating heart of education. 
 
Discussion/Conclusion 
In the teachers’ narratives, I came to hear the violation of relational morality as a felt 
phenomenon.  Mick “feel(s) pressured - pressure from the administration but also to help these 
kids pass,” Ernest “feel(s) dehumanized when (she) need(s) to teach the students to pass a test,” 
and Paris “feel(s) like (her) heart is broken.”  In acknowledging the felt dimension of the 
teachers’ experiences and narratives, I think of how ill equipped I was for dealing with the 
teachers’ responses to my question about how their body felt during the introduction of TEP 
when conducting my Constructivist Grounded Theory analysis (see Appendix B).  I made sense 
of, coded, and categorized their responses – they reported “stress,” “pain,” and “exhaustion,” and 
I dutifully wove these words into my construction of a theory of assault, but in using this 
method, I was not attuned to hear the feeling in these responses.  After this Listening Guide 
analysis, however, I hear the violation of relational morality differently.  Now, when I hear Paris 
say, “don't make me and her do what we don't want to do… it's hurting,” I understand that 
“hurting” is not merely a metaphor for moral anguish, but also a reflection of embodied 
suffering. 
 Beyond illuminating the felt suffering that accompanies the violation of relational 
morality, this analysis has illuminated for me the multi-contextual existential uncertainty of the 
teachers navigating the introduction of individualized consequential accountability.  In one 
regard, their uncertainty is by design.  The logic underpinning this new mode of schooling is that 





pressured, uneasy, and thus motivated to work harder to “grow” students’ test scores (Harris & 
Herrington, 2015).  To encourage increased motivation, teachers should fear losing their jobs.  
My analysis, however, suggests that teaching is about much more than having secure 
employment, but also about how they live in this world; about who they are in this world and 
how they experience and make sense of their lives; about how they stand in relation to others, 
institutionalized power, their values, and space/time.   
 This analysis, thus, further illuminates the psychological dynamics underpinning teacher 
attrition.  Most of the teachers in this study have left their jobs since speaking with me, and 
teacher attrition in New York City public schools rose after the 2013 – 2014 school year (United 
Federation of Teachers Research Department, 2015).  Hirschman (1970) might conceive of this 
mass exit as teachers expressing their voice by acting on their dissatisfaction, and while that may 
be true, I hear something much more than the decisions of rational economic actors.  I hear the 
teachers responding to a deep existential anxiety by moving away from social relations that they 
perceive as dominating, hostile, disrespectful, disparaging, confounding, cold, and/or indifferent 
to their needs and aspirations (Horney, 1950); I heard them negotiating their inability to be in 
their position wholeheartedly, and thus withdrawing to maintain a semblance of existential 
coherence (Horney, 1950); and I heard mystified humans maneuvering in accordance with their 
awareness of being reduced to automata (Laing, 1960; 1968).  These insights could be useful for 
future research on teacher attrition, as they may help researchers attend to the 
felt/existential/relational aspects that may motivate teachers to leave their jobs.  Similarly, this 
research could influence how other social psychologists research organizational suffering.  Many 
social psychologists have conducted research under the banner of “burnout,” but nearly all that 





that research on “the cost of caring” should not be done in a way that obfuscates relationality 
(Maslach, 2003).  In contradistinction to researchers who feign objectivity (see Haraway, 1988), 
I have pursued an approach that brought me – as an active interpretive being – into relation with 
the teachers.  Accordingly, my experiences as a teacher and my sensitivity to constructivist 
education and care have influenced how I heard the teachers in this study.  That said, the fact that 
even I was surprised and affected by the teachers’ narratives, is an indication of their 
disheartening quality.  In listening to the teachers’ voices, I heard – and felt – that they were 
confounded about how to be (in position/in body/in space and time/in relation to others) in the 















In Chapters 4–6, I illuminated three communities of NYC public high school teachers’ 
construction of meaning during the introduction of individualized consequential accountability 
from three distinct methodological vantage points.  In taking a multi-contextual approach to 
narrative analysis I have: (a) identified prevalent patterns in content and process among the 
teachers’ experiential accounts, (b) situated those accounts in relation to mediatized reports about 
the enactment of the policies that framed their institutional realities, and (c) amplified the sound 
of their deep heartache and uncertainty as they navigated the unknown territories of a quaking 
world in which a chasm between education and care had been widened.  In this chapter I build 
upon these findings by focusing on the life history of one exemplary teacher.   
In taking a life history approach, my aim is to situate the patterns of meaning-
construction that I identified in the previous chapters within the contours of a lived life.  In this 
chapter, I present my life history analysis of Cecelia, the teacher who first introduced me to the 
lived realities of the NYC teachers navigating the introduction of a new mode of accountability 
reform in their schools.  After articulating the methodological approach that I took when 
conducting this analysis, I sketch the broad contours of her life, and in so doing, introduce 
Cecelia as an embodied being with a unique assemblage of temporally unfolding and 
contextually-bound experiences (Weis & Fine, 2012), and as a meaning-constructing narrator 
who weaves experiences into dynamic stories of self (Josselson, 2009).  Then, I examine 
Cecelia’s narratives to identify how the findings from each of my previous analyses are 
congruous, incongruous, and/or contextualized in her life history.  In presenting a holistic 
examination of Cecelia’s life history, my aim is to speak to and vivify the analytic abstractions 







In this chapter, I take a life history approach, and in so doing, recognize that life stories in 
context can illuminate issues that transcend individual cases (Ouellette, 2003; Karlson & Prieto, 
2012).  In foregrounding the holistic quality of one teacher’s life story in the context of the 
ideologically rupturing moment in which she was situated, I aim to highlight the complexity and 
subtlety of the ways Cecelia makes sense of the social worlds she has inhabited (Chase, 2003), 
while illuminating her personal experiences in order to enliven more general psychological and 
social processes (Van Ora & Ouellette, 2009).  Gergan (1977) has criticized case studies as being 
facilitative of researchers’ selective appropriation of evidence to support preformulated 
convictions, but Runyan (2005) counters this claim, arguing that a rigorous and critical 
methodological approach can offset such assenting interpretations.  Thus, in accordance with 
Ouellette (2003), I pursue a systematic approach to presenting Cecelia’s life history – 
recognizing that a rigorous and critical composition of a multifaceted life in context can offer 
great benefits to human science.  In this chapter, I examine Cecelia’s narratives to investigate 
how the findings I have thus far presented in this dissertation are consistent with, and/or are 
further contextualized by her case (Elms, 1994).  Accordingly, I interrogate Cecelia’s narratives 
with the intention to evaluate explanatory conjectures and pursue discriminatory refutations 
(Runyan, 2005), and to vivify the meaning-making processes of one “subject of policy” (Bansel, 
2015).  To do so, I inductively adduce, document, and conceptualize patterns across Cecelia’s 
narratives (Josselson, 2009), and empirically follow her lead and continually examine my 
conclusions in relation to her specific narrations (Elms, 1994, 2005).  Thus, I frequently use 
Cecelia’s own words, quotes, and extended passages when drawing conclusions about her life 





I chose to focus this life history analysis on Cecelia because I view hers’ as an exemplary 
case to examine in the context of the introduction of individualized consequential accountability.  
As a highly-qualified lead teacher with an excellent performance history who was “in the good 
graces” of her administration, Cecelia could be considered a “least likely” case to leave her job 
following the introduction of a new mode of teacher evaluation (Flyvbjerg, 2006, p. 231).  And 
yet, she chose to leave her beloved co-workers and students to take a job further away from her 
home, citing assaultive workplace conditions as the primary reason for her departure.  Thus, by 
focusing on her life history, this analysis will illuminate the multi-contextual meaning-making 
processes of an educator who was not the intended target of the more stringent teacher evaluation 
policies ushered in by Race to the Top, and in so doing, may vivify the unintended consequences 
of individualized consequential accountability. 
As outlined in Chapter 3, building from information I gleaned from multiple meetings, a 
focus group, and blog posts, I conducted four interviews with Cecelia: the first two focusing on 
her experiences during the introduction of a new mode of accountability in her school, the third 
focusing on her decision to leave her job, and the fourth focusing on her life story.  To construct 
the life history narrative that I present in this chapter, I assembled the text from her interviews 
chronologically.  In so doing, I outlined five major eras of her life history: her childhood, her 
college years, her adult life prior to the 2013–2014 school year, her life during the enactment of 
individualized consequential accountability, and her life since leaving her former school.  I 
contacted Cecelia and asked her clarifying questions to ensure that my chronological rendering 
was correct.  Then, while aiming to capture as much experiential detail as possible in a relatively 
succinct narrative, I composed a sketch of the broad contours of her life history.  In so doing, I 





further illuminate Cecelia’s meaning-making processes.  Then, I conducted three analytic 
readings of the texts Cecelia produced – each aimed at illuminating the findings from the three 
analyses I presented in Chapters 4–6.  In the first reading, I examined Cecelia’s life history in 
relation to the abstractions I presented from my constructivist grounded theory analysis – 
mediated institutional assault and the violation of relational morality.  In the second, I examined 
her life history in relation to the findings from my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry analysis – the one-
dimensional narration of conflict in news media reports, the multi-dimensional narration of 
conflict in the teachers’ evaluative narratives, and the disparate relational processes evidenced in 
the teachers’ evaluative narratives.  In the third, I examined Cecelia’s life history in relation to 
the findings from my Listening Guide analysis – the sounding of the heartless voice, the heart 
voice, the heartburn voice, and the disheartened voice in the teachers’ narratives.  In each of 
these three readings, I noted instances where Cecelia’s narrative resonated with, and/or provided 
nuance to my previous findings.  Accordingly, the theoretically-infused life history analysis that 
I present in this chapter aims to both enliven the findings I have presented thus far while 
providing further illumination of one exemplary teacher’s multi-contextual narrative. 
 
The Broad Contours of Cecelia’s Life History 
Early Life and Relationships 
Cecelia was raised in the suburbs of Rochester, New York in what she refers to as “white 
middle-class America.”  Her father was a professor, her mother was a teacher, and she had two 
younger brothers.  They attended an Episcopalian church, which she felt was disingenuous and 
made her angry – “angry about being forced, I’m not sure by whom, being forced to put on this 





family life was anything but typical – a distinction that she thinks made an indelible impression 
on how she functions in the world: “I think that a lot of when I operate in life is trying figure out 
what’s normal and what’s crazy, because I think it stems from this crazy, like home life where it 
was, I’ve come to realize, that it was really emotionally unsafe, and from other people’s 
perspectives, [it] looked normal.” 
 She attributed her “crazy” and “unsafe” home life to her father, who she described as a 
“brilliant” and “famous physicist” who drinks, throws “temper tantrums,” and “most likely has 
undiagnosed Asperger’s” (an insight she gleaned while working with a therapist).  She attributed 
her family’s performance of suburban, Christian, middle-class whiteness to this condition 
because she finds it typical of people with Asperger’s Syndrome – those who, in her words, 
“follow the social rules and do what [they] have to do.”  She described her father as 
“controlling,” and depicted their family life as overly rule-based and regimented.  Although 
Cecelia felt proud of her father, she felt that they “just never connected,” and remembers “never 
feeling like he was all that interested in the things [she] did.”  She also described him as 
“pompous,” as “a jerk,” and as “the kind of guy who is like kind of mean to airline attendants… 
talks down to people, and … talk[ed] down to [her] mom.” 
 Cecelia described her mother as always “trying to make everybody very happy,” and as 
having “no ill will,” or “no cruel intentions ever.”  She viewed her mother as being “externally 
praise motivated” but also as doing “things on her own terms – whether she lets you in on it, or 
not.”  For Cecelia, her mother did a lot of things in secrecy because her father “was so 
controlling of her.”  For example, Cecelia’s mother kept getting certified to become a teacher a 





problems.”  Cecelia explained that “she tried (to get certified), and [her father] was like, ‘no, 
your job is to take care of the kids… you’re supposed to be raising the kids.’” 
 Cecelia was raised with two younger brothers, and she claimed that “we all lived in like a 
fearful, unsafe, emotionally unsafe home.”  During the ten-year “downward spiral” of her 
parent’s divorce (which she claims began when she was seven-years-old), she and her brothers 
often hid in a bed together during the “really scary nights” when her parents were “up all night 
fighting.”  She recounted that one night after one of her parents’ “awful fights,” she went into 
their room and remembers it looking like what she would imagine a hotel room would look like 
“after a rock band has been there - like the mattress was liked flipped over, and like my mom’s 
clothes were thrown on the floor, and picture frames were broken, like it was crazy, it was 
absolutely absurd.”  Cecelia continually used the word “crazy” when referring to her home life 
during childhood and describes feeling “sad and mad and angry about this situation that [she 
was] caught up in, that [she had] no control over, and [that was] not normal.” 
 Cecelia described the ten-year period in which her parent’s marriage “was disintegrating” 
as having a profound impact on her, her siblings, and her mother.  She explained that they each 
adapted to the tumultuous period differently.  Her mother, for example bought a house without 
her father knowing and secretly got certified to teach in order to emancipate herself from her 
controlling husband.  Cecelia claimed that her mother later told her that, “‘I wouldn’t have been 
able to have gotten divorced without my teaching.’”  Economic retribution seemed to be one way 
her mother rationalized domestic misery.  For example, during a particularly rough period of the 
disintegrating marriage, she and her kids followed her husband to Paris for his sabbatical, 
because, in Cecelia’s recounting of her mother’s words, “‘my kids and I get the chance to live in 





took a similar “mercenary” stance toward recuperating benefits for their suffering.  According to 
Cecelia, he felt justified in using his father for a free trip to Hawaii, because he thought “it was 
pretty much [their] right because [they] had such a crummy childhood.”  Cecelia, was not as 
mercenary in this regard.  She claimed that “I always felt a little dirty, in a way, because I am 
totally using my dad to get to go to a really cool place.”  Cecelia routinely used the word “dirty” 
to describe unethical behavior.  For example, she thought her father adapted to the impending 
divorce in a “dirty” way - positioning himself to prepare for looming litigation.  In her words, 
“my dad would be like ‘we should spend some quality time together,’ which felt so much like, 
like his lawyer must have told him, ‘use this phrase, go spend some quality time with your 
daughter.’”   For Cecelia, this type of savvy behavior was “kind of what [her] mom would do 
too, she’s like, ‘oh, I’m gonna play by the rules, but I’m also going to break them without anyone 
really knowing.’”  Whereas her mother, her father, and her oldest brother were described as 
developing dirty, mercenary, and/or furtive adaptive strategies during the long divorce, Cecelia 
described herself as playing the role of “the first daughter,” dutifully attending to the needs of 
others while suffering under maddening familial conditions.  For example, she recalled what 
Singer might refer to as a nuclear episode – a “heightened example of a self-defining memories 
that play a conscious role in determining individuals’ life choices and goals (2001, p. 256).  Set 
in the family’s tiny apartment in Paris, Cecelia narrated that as her parents fought in the next 
room, she and her brothers “would sneak into one bed and hide, and [her] younger brother… 
would cry and cry and be so scared” while she “would comfort him.”  According to Cecelia, 
their “scary” and “unsafe” childhood contributed to her youngest brother’s depression and drug 
use.  Thus, Cecelia narrated a family system in which all members were affected by and adapted 





After graduating high school, Cecelia moved to Florida to attend college.  While away, 
she explained that her tendency to want to make everyone happy and to not speak up for herself 
made her feel like a “doormat,” which “got her in trouble” in uncomfortable situations, such as 
reluctantly giving out her phone number at bars.  The most significant event for her during her 
college years, however, happened back at home.  Her youngest brother committed suicide, which 
Cecelia attributes to their traumatizing home life.  In her words, “he died at 17, and he chose to 
die.”  She also said, “Only 2 of the 3 of us survived.”  She describes the loss of her brother as 
“monumental” and claims “that [it] is like the biggest piece of my, kind of, like, part of what 
makes me who I am.”  She later worked for a non-profit that offered mental health services on 
college campuses but claimed that she did not want her brother’s suicide to define her. 
 
Academic and Professional Experiences 
After college, she moved to New York City and worked for a major Broadway musical.  She also 
completed a Master’s degree in English and taught as an adjunct professor.  During this period, 
she was in a serious relationship with a “very controlling” boyfriend in which she claims she was 
“totally replaying out [her] parents’ relationship.”  In this regard, she remembers thinking that 
“I’m acting the way my mom acts.”  Soon after, she decided to be a high school teacher because 
she wanted “to be like some of the great teachers [she] had growing up.”  She claims that she had 
never seen her mom “happier or more relieved as when [she] decided to become a teacher.”  In 
her mother’s eyes, Cecelia was “going to be fine,” “going to be gainfully employed,” “going to 
be taken care of,” and “going to have a solid job.”  In becoming a teacher, she was joining the 





 In contradistinction to her previous boyfriend and her father, Cecelia married a kind and 
compassionate man.  In her words: 
I have never felt for one second in this relationship that I could not do something, never, 
never, like I’ve never felt tied in by my gender with this relationship… never felt 
restricted, you know, and its, I kind of don’t know many men like him… I feel like I have 
zero limits… I have never been put down, I have never been shortchanged. 
Cecelia narrates her marriage as an equal and supportive partnership.  Even her choice of 
pseudonym in this research was a collaborative decision between the two.  She claims that they 
both are “committed and protective” of their relationship, that they are “a unit,” and that they 
share a “common goal” – “like having a safe, safe space, just always being safe.”   
 While at “C” school, Cecelia gave birth to two daughters.  Building a family seems to 
have compensated for her traumatic early home-life.  In her words, “I had such a missing, I felt 
very broken, and I felt like part of what of what makes me who I am was missing for so long, 
and then it got a little better when I met [my husband], and then it got a whole lot better when I 
had my first kid.”  For Cecelia, her family “is everything.” 
 In the process of having her second child, Cecelia decided to leave “C” school.  While 
there, however, she served as the director of pedagogical development in her second year, had 
become the lead English teacher, and at the time of our study, was one of the most veteran 
teachers at her school (with six years of experience).  She described being in the “good graces” 
of her principal but admits that they had a “weird relationship.”  In her words, “I know he 
respects me, admires me, I think he has little bit of a crush on me, um, that’s pretty 
uncomfortable… but he’s not the kind of, like, man that I really want to cross.”  More bluntly, 





she described as a low point at “C” school, she recounted an instance of “sexual harassment” in 
which she sent an email requesting a private room to pump for her nursing baby during her lunch 
period, only to have a male assistant principal respond, with “everybody” copied in the message, 
by writing ‘um, can I help, or at least watch?’”  For Cecelia, this incident was “so embarrassing,” 
and she is “still really angry” that he would “sexualize anything that had to do with [her] baby.”  
Not only did she feel “totally powerless” during this episode, but she was also “so angry that 
nobody stood up for [her]… NOBODY that was on the email, my principal was on the email, 
nobody said a word.  Nobody said, ‘Wow that was really inappropriate.”’  She considered 
seeking legal recourse but decided that she’s “not the kind of person who goes, who does that 
kind of dirty stuff.”  Demonstrating obedience while wanting to protest her administration was a 
consistent theme in Cecelia’s narratives, and one she routinely related to other aspects of her life.  
For example, in the following passage, her account of her relationship with her principal 
transitioned into a dispositional evaluation: 
I never had an issue with an administrator and I never will because it's not in my nature, 
right.  It's not, it's like I want to be liked, I wish that I didn't want to be liked, but I want 
to be liked… I never want to get in trouble, I'm very like… ‘I play by the rules, I use my 
turn signal, I wear a seatbelt,’ right, I'm just very safe that way, like rules.  I like the 
rules… and that hasn't always done me well in life, you know, like turning the other 
cheek, or whatever it is, and that I have definitely had my moments, where I am like, ‘oh, 
I am a doormat again,’ or ‘oh well someone just took advantage of me again.’” 
Cecelia’s position within “C” school, thus, reflects broader, gendered plotlines pulsing 





competence, she feels powerless, and the hierarchical structures in place limited her perceived 
ability to voice her frustration – even in the face of gross injustice. 
Whereas Cecelia felt disempowered and undermined by her administration, she found her 
co-teachers to be caring and supportive.  At “C” school, Cecelia “had a really close group of 
women” who she thought were “fantastic,” and she “loved them and… love[d] seeing them 
every single day.”  According to Cecelia, amongst her and her peers, “there [was] so much 
coping” in which they “[had] to somehow come to terms” with the “absurdity” of their work-life.  
She explained that she and her peers had a manta to help them cope: “‘Just focus on your four 
walls.  Just focus on your four walls.  Just focus on your four walls.’”  She further explained that 
“in the four walls I do not feel powerless.”  Despite their coping strategies, Cecelia found she 
could no longer endure that environment.  In her words, “I couldn't cope the way that I, you 
know, none of the coping that I saw going on around me was doing it for me.”  When she left 
“C” school and the friends with whom she had “crazy connections and bonds,” she felt like she 
was “leav[ing] the family.”  This was hard for Cecelia because she has “a really crazy sense of 
loyalty,” and she struggled with whether she could “be disloyal to the people that (she) worked 
with for six years."  
Cecelia also struggled with leaving her students.  She described the kids she taught as 
“high need,” both in terms of “hav[ing] a deficit of adults they can trust in their lives” and of not 
“even hav[ing] basic needs met.”  Cecelia described overextending herself for the children she 
served – helping them prepare for performances, get into competitive programs, etc.  Although 
she formed tight bonds with her students, she grew weary of the “emotional impact” they had on 
her.  She found it “hard… to keep up with them and keep an emotional barrier with the students, 





as she got “better about managing that relationship.”  In narrating her decision to leave her 
school, she explained that because a group of beloved students was graduating, it was “a really 
good time for [her] to cut out because [she] didn't want to let anyone in… didn't want to let 
students into [her] heart.”  Nonetheless, leaving the students of “C” school was difficult for 
Cecelia, and she struggled with whether she had betrayed her ideals: “Did I give up… give up on 
them?  The students?  The students of “C” School?  The future students of “C” School?  Did I 
give up on them?  Did I sell out?” 
After reading Cecelia’s blog posts and conducting multiple meetings, two interviews, and 
a focus group with her and her co-workers, I had come to understand her as a committed and 
nurturing educator who was a leader in her school and the matriarch of her peer-group.  
Moreover, the name she chose for her blog posts (“Its4thekidz”), suggests that she wants to be 
viewed as a dedicated and caring teacher.  Thus, I was surprised when I learned that she had left 
“C” School.  As I reported in Chapter 4, Cecelia’s desire to leave her job was narrated as a 
consequence of mediated institutional assault during the introduction of individualized 
consequential accountability (e.g., “the rules coming down, with like that TEP… administrative 
changes…  being treated so, like shit all the time... it just destroyed me... they don’t even treat 
the kids that I teach nicely… everyone is getting the shaft... something has to give”).  Her exit 
narrative is further illuminated, however, when viewed in the context of her life history.  She 
viewed her school community as something of a familial unit, and she experienced “so much 
weird guilt” when making the decision to resign, because, in her words: 
It’s like you are a family, and I was going to leave the family… and it felt like, you are 





behind, like I always am, I am that first daughter, I keep the home fires burning… it felt a 
little bit like a divorce. 
In Cecelia’s narrative of leaving, many of the themes from her family’s history are reenacted.  
For example, she compares her principal to her father.  Both are overly controlling and 
regimented men who employed “dirty” forms of manipulation to dominate those around them.  
Cecelia made the comparison herself: “I think, I’ve thought, I’ve like made the connection, is my 
old principal like my dad?  You know, or like is there, because I know we like transfer 
relationships, you know.  I mean in the sense of just being kind of tyrannical.”  She also made 
the connection between her students and her deceased brother:  
When I decided to become a teacher, and when I decided to go into high school, I knew I 
was going to face kids who were the same age as my brother when he passed away, or 
who faced a lot of the same struggles… making that connection between this person and 
these students. 
Because of this connection, Cecelia describes “having a visceral reaction,” and putting her 
“radar” up for “red flag(s)” in her students.  In her words: 
this is where I am coming from, this is really scary… I wonder if that is part of the 
forcefield… my perception is sometimes…sometimes I feel like I am too emotionally 
invested in the students but then I have to back up and I have to put up this forcefield, 
you know, like there’s that struggle, and I think maybe part of it is like saving, you know, 
because I can’t save this, this kid… emotionally, it is hard to separate that. 
Like she did with her younger brother, Cecelia “mothered and nurtured” her students who were 
being mistreated and suffering in a tyrannical system in which “everyone [was] getting the 





Cecelia was not, I think, merely conjuring up a generic euphemism, but making a connection to a 
lived experience – the experience of leaving vulnerable children who were partly under her care 
in a harmful situation. 
 In Cecelia’s “crazy” and “unsafe” childhood home, only some of the children survived.  
In “going away to college,” she was not, uncharacteristically, “the one who [was] left behind.”  
In the experiences that Cecelia’s narrated, some children are saved, and some are not.  Embedded 
in her account of how mediated institutional assault contributed to her leaving “C” School, she 
narrated this dilemma: “it just destroyed me, and I was so angry, you know, so angry that I was 
coming back to this job where I felt like I was being treated so, like shit all the time, and I just 
wanted to be at home with my kid... and why is it everybody’s else’s kids besides mine?”  In 
Cecelia’s narratives, the amount of energy and care she can allot for supportive and nurturing 
relationships is finite, and “C” School was demanding too much.  In her words: “I just felt like 
everyone was demanding so much of me, my, mostly emotionally, my time, my emotions, they 
wanted me to give and give and give and give and give, and I felt like I had nothing left to take 
care of my own kids.”  She developed the impression that the people at “C” School didn’t “really 
care about [her] kid, um, and the fact that [she was] going to have to leave [her] six-week-old.  
[She] just need[ed] to come back and do [her] job and get these kids to pass this test.”  For 
Cecelia, “there is only so much to give.”  Thus, she chose to “cut out” because she “didn't want 
to let anyone in.”  In other words, she could no longer afford to “let students into [her] heart.” 
 Not only did she connect her decision to leave her school to her experience of leaving her 
family to go off to college, she also connected it to a “divorce.”  In her words, leaving “C” 
School “felt a little bit like a divorce.”  She describes this as a “hard decision” that was “crazy,” 





deep rooted, yeah, in like my parent’s sense, of divorce.  And like who's side are you on, and 
who are you loyal to?  Yeah, so, it’s that kind of deep weirdness.”  Like her mother, Cecelia also 
wanted to be “kind.”  When describing her exit, she recalls using the phrase “conscientious 
uncoupling,” which she explained as “very well-intentioned… just trying very hard to be 
conscientious and empathetic of all the parties involved... just being a human being, like just 
be[ing] mature.”24  Despite her good intentions, leaving “C” School “felt like a break-up,” and 
“when [she] told [her] principal… [she] was shaking… shaking… so nervous.”  Eventually, she 
finalized the break-up: “I finally told my school and it was crazy… it was crazy, it was crazy 
because I can't believe I did it.  I broke free.” 
 Cecelia’s decision to break free from “C” School, in many ways, mirrors her decision go 
away to college.  In both situations, she had a conflictual sense of loyalty about leaving “crazy” 
familial organizations in which children were suffering under tyrannical rule.  Moreover, both 
were situations where Cecelia needed to “be mature.”  Cecelia described her exit from “C” 
School as “the end of the childhood of [her] career.”  In her words, leaving her job was: 
the end of a time, the end of…  the childishness of this career, this career I have chosen at 
this point in my life.  It was over, and kind of saying goodbye to all that, but also 
knowing that it was really time for me to move forward, and I was getting signs 
everywhere, that it was time to move forward and grow up a little bit about it.  In every 
way, I needed to really mature into something more. 
For Cecelia, this maturation process was connected to her maternal role.  She recounted that she 
and one of her veteran co-workers: 
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would joke that we are Moms, so we have to, we know our place now and stuff.  But it 
was so apparent to me that this life is for somebody I used to be and not somebody I am 
now, like I don't know how I can reconcile what is expected of me, not just as a teacher, 
because you know that that is massive.  I mean, the expectations are beyond what you can 
do, but then also, kind of like, socially and emotionally, I couldn't be, I couldn't, I 
couldn't do it anymore. 
Cecelia’s “place now” was as a mother to her children – her biological children.  Thus, she 
needed to save her resources for them, even at the expense of being disloyal to those in her 
school, which were “like a family.”  She recounted coming to the realization that “oh, okay, that 
is what growing up is…  you really can't have what you want, but you really can't have what you 
want.”  For Cecelia, “be[ing] mature” involves making sacrifices and prioritizing those closest to 
her. 
Cecelia made a significant move toward growing up when she went away to college – a 
move that entailed leaving the brothers she had nurtured through a shared traumatic struggle.  
She made a similar move when leaving “C” School.  In this regard, both moves evoked “so much 
guilt” involving the dynamics of familial loyalty, divorce, maternal roles, and sacrifices.  To 
“grow up,” she had to transcend her crazy childhoods (both of early family life and of early 
career), which entailed leaving loved ones behind.  To conserve vital resources needed to take 
care of her own kids, Cecelia chose to take a teaching position in a school in the suburbs north of 
the city.  To my knowledge, she and her husband continue to raise their two daughters in New 
York City, and she still teaches in the same suburban school – which, although subject to many 
of the policy demands and adaptive strategies she and her peers narrated, is “a little saner, a little 





Life History Analysis and the Illumination of Dynamic Resonances 
Narratives do not mirror direct experience, but rather reflect how narrators construct meaning 
from their experiences (Josselson, 2009).  My sketch of the broad contours of Cecelia’s life 
history illuminates that her narratives of navigating the introduction of consequential 
accountability are reflective of other events and episodes in her life.  That is, her narratives 
contain instances of dynamic resonance between multiple stories across narrative time (Freeman, 
1998).  These dynamic resonances illuminate the permeable boundary between meaning-making 
and meanings-made.  Her life history provided an experiential repertoire for her to draw from 
when constructing meaning of the more recent episodes of policy enactment.  This does not 
mean that the narratives she shared with me about her workplace experiences are fabrications or 
that her navigation of new policies served merely as an instance in which archaic memories 
could be reenacted.  Rather, in drawing from her previous experiences, Cecelia contextualizes 
her accounting of policy enactment by infusing the account with life – her life.  That is, rather 
than being a limitation of narrative research, the moments when Cecelia draws from her 
experiential repertoire add emphasis and texture to her accounts by indicating significant 
meanings that are triggered and conjured up in the process of narrating.  In this section, I identify 
resonances between her life history and her experiential accounts of the enactment of 
individualized consequential accountability reform in her school community, and in so doing, 
illuminate their significance to my broader research program. 
 Cecelia became a teacher “because of the familiarity of the profession, from [her] 
family.”  Her narratives suggest that her early familial experiences are enmeshed in her meaning-
making during the enactment of policy in “C” School, which was, as she said, “like a family.”  





both men as astute at manipulating “other people’s perspectives” and making their situations 
seem as though “everything’s fine.”  Whether describing the façade of pretending to be a normal, 
church-going, middle-class family or performing for external education auditors, Cecelia 
portrayed both her father and former principal as inauthentic men who know how to “put on a 
show.”  Similarly, whether using the phrase “quality time” during a protracted divorce or using 
“bullshit” academic jargon to be in compliance with evaluation rubrics, both men were portrayed 
as savvy at “gaming the system.”  Nonetheless, Cecelia characterized both as regimented and 
controlling men who are “kind of tyrannical.”   
She portrayed both men as engendering social systems in which those under their control 
lived in fear and routinely hid to cope with the “crazy,” “unsafe,” and “stressful” environments.  
In each system of patriarchal domination, Cecelia described “mother[ing] and nurture[ing]” her 
peers (both her siblings and co-workers) and the children under her care (both her younger 
brothers and students).  Despite her resentment about the harm done by these two men, she never 
narrated openly defying them.  Rather, she described herself as a “doormat” who “will always 
play by the rules.”  Instead of overtly standing up to the two domineering patriarchal figures, 
Cecelia moved on from their rule to pursue paths more conducive to her interests.  Both her 
decision to go away to college and to leave “C” School, however, came at a cost.  Although she 
“survived” her childhood and maintained enough vital resources to care for her own children, 
Cecelia left loved ones behind to fend for themselves in assaultive environments. 
 Just as Cecelia made the connection between her father and her former principal, she 
often described herself as being like her mother.  She describes both she and her mother as being 
controlled by tyrannical men, as being motivated by external praise, and as having no ill will.  





rooted” in her parents’ separation.  Although she “would have loved” to reprimand her former 
principal when she gave her resignation, she “chickened out.”  In her words, “I just couldn't 
imagine hurting his feelings because I feel like it would have hurt his feelings, if I like told him 
all the things that were wrong with the school, and that just wouldn't be kind.”  Like her mother, 
she too wanted to make everybody happy – even those who had caused her great harm.  
Tellingly, while narrating this episode, she said, “I am just so glad that I am married and that I do 
not have to go through any kind of breakups ever again.”  Whereas Cecelia portrays both her 
father and former principal as tyrants, she describes she and her mother as “conflict averse.” 
 Despite viewing herself and her mother as being overly congenial in the face of abuse, 
Cecelia noted that they both engaged in covert defiance of patriarchal control.  Whereas her 
mother covertly attained her teaching certification and purchased a new home, Cecelia engaged 
in this research project as form of resistance.  In her words, “the only way I feel like I can fight 
back are getting involved with something like this, where I can speak my mind, like in a safe 
environment.”  From the outset, Cecelia positioned herself in opposition to the changes she was 
experiencing in her school.  The pseudonym she chose, for example, was based on Cecilia Jupe, 
the character in Charles Dicken’s Hard Times who personified the antithesis of Thomas 
Gradgrind’s cold, heartless, and numbers-oriented educational philosophy (Gonick, 2017).25  For 
this study, Cecelia “was looking for a good pseudonym that would be… a little subversive,” one 
“that is defiant.”  Importantly, she remembered “reading that book in college and being like ‘oh 
gosh, Gradgrind is my dad,’” because of “the numbers and the rules.”  Thus, although she was 
unwilling to stand up to her principal (or to the mode of calculative accountability that he was 
responsible for implementing in “C” School), in sharing her stories with me, Cecelia was able to 
                                                          






express her defiance of the rigid and tyrannical patriarchal order she had experienced throughout 
her life. 
 Cecelia’s engagement in this research seemed to provide her with more than a way to 
voice her resistance; it also provided clarity.  When Cecelia first learned of my articulation of 
mediated institutional assault, she said “I feel like you just gave an explanation to, like, all of the 
craziness that has happened.”  Like her childhood psychologist who helped her understand 
“something [she] didn’t have a word for before” (i.e., Asperger’s Syndrome), I created language 
that illuminated the assaultive social organizational process that the teachers in our research 
collectively narrated.  Importantly, both diagnoses provide a description without ascribing 
accountability.  With mediated institutional assault, blame is not singularly placed on 
administrators, even though they are the face of the assaults.  Rather, they are mediating actors 
under the influence of “higher forces.”  Similarly, Cecelia’s father’s supposed condition absorbs 
much of the blame for her emotionally unsafe childhood. 
Cecelia’s narrated navigation of both her parent’s protracted divorce, and of the 
introduction of policy reforms in her former school, reveals the similarities in the meanings she 
constructed about these pivotal eras of her life.  Both depict dysfunctional familial systems, the 
children who are disserved in those systems, the abuses of tyrannical patriarchs who govern 
those systems, and the subtle subversions of well-intentioned matriarchs who survive despite 
their suffering.  Thus, the resonances between the meanings she constructed in these two eras of 
her life history enliven both the richness of her lived experiences and her experiential accounts of 







Examining Patterns of Meaning-Construction in Cecelia’s Life History 
Thus far in this chapter I have sketched the broad contours of Cecelia’s life history to vivify the 
enactment of individualized consequential accountability policy as it operates in the life of one 
exemplary teacher.  In providing a holistic, though obviously partial and selective, account of her 
life, I have demonstrated that the violation of relational morality that she (and the other teachers 
in this study) narrated was enmeshed with her sense of obligation to others she felt responsible 
for, and was connected to memories of living in an unsafe and abusive family situation.  In the 
next three sections of this chapter, I will examine how the abstracted findings that I presented in 
Chapters 4–6 of this dissertation operate in Cecelia’s life history.  In so doing, I draw from Elms 
(1994) who suggests that life histories can serve as cases to examine psychological findings from 
a plurality of research participants.  In the following section, I examine findings from Chapter 4 
in relation to the life history of Cecelia.   
 
Cecelia’s Narration of Mediated Institutional Assault 
Cecelia’s narratives are in accord with the other teachers in this study who narrated mediated 
institutional assault, but they also provide nuance that is particular to her life history, and 
accordingly, enrich the general description of the social organizational process that I presented in 
Chapter 4.  Although Cecelia repeatedly narrated her principals as mediators of policy 
implementation (e.g., “it’s structures that are put in place by the people above them and it’s the 
way the administration translates those to us”), she did not always narrate her principal and vice-
principals as flat characters, and often made distinctions between her various administrators.  For 
example, she characterized her principal as a tyrant, but described “ador[ing]” a female vice-





from “C” School: “He was a human being about it.  He was a real human being… he gave me a 
hug, and it was not a creepy, just a normal hug.”  Moreover, although Cecelia described 
“switch[ing] to pseudo-administrative board speak” when conforming to the perceived demands 
of her principal’s performance audit, she also recalled respecting her administration’s 
transparency about “put[ting] on a show” for external auditors.  Paraphrasing an administrator, 
she said, “‘Let's just call it for what it is, and let's just agree to do it, and like, everyone bring 
your A game, and you can hate me, you can hate the school, but don't do it on the days of quality 
review.’”  To which, she commented, “I think I kind of respected my administrator for saying 
that.”  Nonetheless, she narrated feeling assaulted by her administration as they adapted to their 
new institutional reality.  For example, in response to failing to follow “the proper protocol” for a 
“ridiculous” auditing system, she recounted that an administrator “tore [her] to pieces.”  
Although Cecelia felt “panicked,” “beat down,” and “emotionally depleted” while “in the 
onslaught” of policy enactment, she, like the other teachers in the study, seemed most assaulted 
by the harm being done to her students.  In her words, “there are so many decisions that I feel, 
like, are made by, either the DOE or by administration, that seem to be so counter intuitive to the 
success of our students… in terms of systems that are set up so that our students will fail.”  The 
assault seems most acute when Cecelia acknowledges that she is not only a witness but a 
perpetuator of relational harm.  As I reported in Chapter 4, Cecelia feels “sick in (her) stomach” 
when engaging in “self-serving” practices that disserve her students.  Thus, although Cecelia’s 
narratives provide a nuanced depiction of mediated institutional assault, they also are in accord 
with the other teachers’ narration of the assaultive social organizational process.  
For Cecelia, the introduction of individualized consequential accountability not only 





interpersonal obligations.  Specifically, when confronted with prioritizing the interests of her 
students or those of her immediate family, Cecelia made connections between her present and 
past - between immediate and archaic instances of choosing between one set of dependents and 
another.  Her life history thus serves to contextualize the more general narration of mediated 
institutional assault by revealing that in the social life of schools – at least in the one Cecelia 
narrated – the experience of teaching can be enmeshed in teachers’ conceptions of familial care 
and loyalty.  Cecelia found it difficult to “reconcile what [was] expected of [her],” but came to 
some resolution by leaving those who were merely “like a family.”  To become an “adult” and 
“mature into something more,” Cecelia needed to break free from the “childishness” of her life at 
“C” School and reserve her empathic resources for her immediate family.  To become a mother 
to her own kids, she felt she needed create distance between herself and the other kids she had 
nurtured - much like she did when going away to college.  Thus, for Cecelia, leaving “C” School 
at the end of the year in which individualized consequential accountability was introduced was 
not merely a response to mediated institutional assault, but also a reflection of her negotiation of 
broader interpersonal obligations, culturally inscribed social roles and developmental scripts, and 
her unique family history.   
 
Situating Cecelia in Her Mediatized Sociohistorical Context 
In this section, I examine Cecelia’s narratives in relation to the findings of the Dynamic 
Narrative Inquiry analysis that I presented in Chapter 5.  Some underlying assumptions of 
Dynamic Narrative Inquiry are that narrators are embedded in networks of meaning construction 
and that moments of sociopolitical conflict are best illuminated when the perspectives of 





that politicians and media “love to jump on a teacher,” indicating an awareness that the 
cultivation of the social imagination of teachers is a mediatized process (Cabalin, 2015).  At 
other points in her narratives, she referenced other narrator’s constructions when conveying 
meaning.  For example, she posted a blog entry titled “Have you read this?”, which contained the 
text from a teacher’s resignation letter that was published in The Washington Post.  The article, 
titled “I would love to teach but…,” presents many of the themes expressed in Cecelia’s 
narratives, such as the notion that teachers are like “a whipping boy for society’s ills” and that 
they are “led by a top-down hierarchy” (Strauss, 2013, December 31).  Beyond sharing meanings 
with her co-workers (and me), Cecelia’s post suggests she is an active listener to other narrator’s 
construction of meanings about the state of U.S. education.  Cecelia claims that even her choice 
of pseudonym was partially influenced by reading an editorial in The Washington Post in which 
the author “kept referencing how, like, Common Core was like Gradgrind, and how there’s no, 
like it’s all just numbers and like regimented, and there’s no beauty in education because of it.”  
In other words, Cecelia’s choice of the name she would take in this research is enmeshed in a 
rich tapestry of shared narratives that condemn heartless and calculative approaches to teaching.  
Thus, Cecelia’s narratives need to be understood as socio-historically embedded dialogical 
constructions. 
 Although embedded in and reflective of her activity meaning system (Daiute, 2014), 
Cecelia’s unique narratives can further illuminate the findings that I presented in Chapter 5.26  
Like the teachers whose narratives were sampled for that study, Cecelia did not narrate the one-
dimensional conflict that was reported in The New York Times and The Wall Street Journal.  Her 
evaluative narratives, rather, enact both consequential accountability and relational morality.  
                                                          





These narratives are also similar to the sampled narratives in that her high-point narratives 
evidence the performance of relational morality (“my high-point was a student being accepted to 
a summer program at Syracuse University… she worked her butt off, but I worked my butt off 
for her… it’s going to change her life, she need this so badly… I put in extra time, and that felt 
really good… it was a happy ending”).  Conversely, her low-point narrative mirrors the sampled 
narratives in that they reflect the contestation of consequential accountability (“we had a quality 
review… we got essentially like a C-… what pisses me off about it the most was that we worked 
so hard… we really put on a show, which is what they want… and it’s just what’s the point?  We 
get this really crummy rating that just does totally not indicate what we are about”).  Moreover, 
like the sampled teachers, her high-point narratives reflect the relational processes doing for (“I 
worked my butt of for her”) and doing with (“we prepped them, and my student teacher went 
through all of their interview questions and did mock interviews”), while her low-point narrative 
reflects coercion (“we have to put on a show”).  Cecelia’s evaluative narratives thus are in accord 
with the narratives sampled in my Dynamic Narrative Inquiry analysis and vivify the findings I 
presented in Chapter 5. 
 
Cecelia’s Voicing of the Heart 
In this section, I examine Cecelia’s narratives in relation to the findings I presented in Chapter 6.  
In my Listening Guide analysis of the teachers’ narratives, I identified the heart voice, which 
energetically and poetically valorizes aspects of teaching that have long been cherished within 
the profession (constructivist pedagogy, collaboration, etc.); the disheartened voice, which 
somberly delivers accounts of heartache and existential confusion; the heartburn voice, which 





discourse of accountability policy.  As I did with the analysis that I presented in Chapter 6, I 
selected narratives in which both consequential accountability and relational morality were 
enacted in Cecelia’s experiential accounts.   
In examining Cecelia’s experiential accounts of policy enactment, I found the heart voice, 
the disheartened voice, and the heartless voice operating as they did in the narratives that I 
analyzed in Chapter 6.  Like the other teachers, Cecelia’s heartless voice describes newly 
introduced education policies:  
There's like local measures and state measures, and then there is another percentage, like 
20% that's like assessment measures or something, and that's like our Regents scores.  
Moreover, like the other teachers, Cecelia’s heart voice pulses with enthusiasm about teaching.  
In the following passage, for example, her heart voice erupts when describing her student’s 
success: 
[I]t was just so exciting, it was so exciting, and she, like this is going to be so great for 
her, it's right up her alley and she wants to go into journalism and the class is about 
journalism, like I am so excited, like I'm clearly still so excited. 
In accordance with the other teachers, Cecelia’s disheartened voice sounds somber songs of 
sadness.  In the following passage, for example, her disheartened voice recounts her relational 
and affective response to the changes brought about during policy enactment:  
They don't even treat the kids that I teach nicely, the DOE doesn't even treat them nicely, 
and I felt like everyone is getting the shaft, everybody is getting the shaft, and it just, like, 
tore my heart out, it was horrible.   
As was the case with the other teachers, Cecelia’s heart voice tends to sound when enacting 





relational morality was violated during the introduction of individualized consequential 
accountability reform.  The alignment of these values and voices in Cecelia’s narratives is 
evident in the following passage: 
Heartless Voice: You have to create an assessment in October and the post-assessment 
in May, and that plays into your grade.  Like this is the first time that that’s ever been a 
part of my teaching experience, 
Disheartened Voice:  and it just feels really frustrating, because I feel like how many 
times do I have to prove my worth as a teacher, and I feel like it’s not a very good use of 
instructional time and the curriculum that we have, and, um, so it’s kind of insulting.  So, 
I feel like more than ever before, nobody’s having fun in school, and I feel like in 
previous years, even the first years when I was so tired and working so hard and building 
the airplane while I’m flying it – that metaphor,  
Heart Voice: it was still fun, and we still laughed, and the teachers laughed, and the 
students laughed, and we liked to enjoy education, and learning was happening, 
even though we were having fun. 
 
Disheartened Voice: And I feel this is the first year that nothing is fun, like, nothing 
is fun.” 
As was typical of the narratives that I analyzed in Chapter 6, Cecelia’s disheartened voicing of 
the affective consequences of consequential accountability emotively crept from her 
dispassionate accounting of the new policies.  Similarly, her disheartened voice periodically gave 
way to celebratory songs of the heart voice, which energetically burst through to express 





multivocality between the heart voice, the disheartened voice, and the heartless voice in 
Cecelia’s narratives mirror those in the narratives sampled in the previous chapter.   
 Although Cecelia’s expression of the heart voice, the disheartened voice, and the 
heartless voice is congruent with what I found in the other teachers’ narratives, I did not hear her 
sound the heartburn voice.  I found many examples in Cecelia’s experiential accounts in which 
she expressed anger, but in those narratives, her anger was never directed outward toward 
another.  In the following passage, after describing being the victim of sexual harassment (a low-
point), she narrated how to she processed her anger: 
[H]e got away with like sexual harassment, like a lot, a lot.  And that was, like, made me 
so angry and, I actually talked to somebody; I told the story to a friend of a friend who’s a 
lawyer, and she’s like, “you send me that email I will make you a million dollars”, and I 
was so angry, and was like, maybe I will, and my husband and I, like, actually talked 
about it.  I was so angry, and I was, when it came down to it, it was like this person is 
retiring; they won’t be able to, you know, be in the work environment again; it’s not like 
they are a 22-year-old who thinks they can, who needs to be taught a lesson.  Um, like, it 
just, it just felt, like, I’m not the kind of person who goes, who does that kind of dirty 
stuff.  I just felt like, I felt like, really like I had no power, and just totally powerless, and 
like, this was a boss, and I was so angry that nobody stood up for me, and NOBODY that 
was on the email, my principal was on the email, nobody said a word.  Nobody said, 
“Wow that was really inappropriate,” or “I’ve spoken to this principal.”  And the statute 
of limitations on sexual harassment is a year, so it’s over, and so there’s nothing I can 





Here, Cecelia describes being angry about her boss getting away with sexual harassment; then 
she speaks to a friend; then she expresses anger; then she speaks with her husband; then she 
expresses anger; then, “when it came down to it, she decided that he was not a person in need of 
“a lesson”; then she tells herself she “is not kind of person” who retaliates (does “dirty stuff”); 
then she expresses feeling powerless; then she expresses anger that no one stood up for her; then 
she says nothing can be done; then she expresses that she is “still angry.”  Throughout this 
passage, Cecelia negotiates what she should do with the anger that she “just felt”, and although 
she shared her experiences with confidants, she ultimately swallows her anger.  Cecelia’s anger 
never seemed to manifest as ferocity – as the heartburn voice, but she did express resistance in 
her own way.  Her participation is this research is an exemplary way the she expressed her 
resistance (e.g., “the only ways I feel like I can fight back are getting involved with something 
like this, where I can speak my mind, like in a safe environment… I have no power… but I can 
give my words”).  That is, although Cecelia’s expression of voice (as embodied vocal 
expression) was dissimilar to the other teachers in that she did not make overt gestures to the 
source of her rage (e.g., Paris’ statement, “Don't treat us like a checkoff list. You can't measure 
the variables… you fucking idiots”), she was able to be “a little subversive” by sharing her 
words with me. 
 Although the absence of the heartburn voice in Cecelia’s narratives sets her apart from 
the other interviewees, she did utter the heartless voice, the heart voice, and the disheartened 
voice in the same multivocal pattern as did the other teachers.  Thus, my focused examination of 
narratives in which Cecelia narrates both consequential accountability and relational morality 
resonate with some of the findings from the Listening Guide analysis that I presented in Chapter 





(the heartburn voice).  Cecelia’s life history offers clues as to why she might express anger 
differently than others.  The story of self she constructed continually expresses itself in her 
narrative, informing her that resistance in not “in her nature,” that she is “not the kind of 
person… who does that kind of dirty stuff,” that she likes to “play by the rules,” that she never 
has “problem[s] with” administrators, and that she “will ‘yes’ you,” but then “have [her] personal 
feelings.”  Her story of self was constructed in a specific relational context – in an abusive 
household in which her father (who she describes as the source of the abuse) had (by her 
account) difficulties communicating and was incapable of “connect[ing]” with her.  It is not 
surprising, then, that her heartburn voice would express itself in alternative acts of defiance (i.e. 
channeling her inner Cecilia Jupe in this study).  Listening to the voices expressed in Cecelia’s 
narratives thus serves to illuminate the multi-contextual nature of her meaning-making processes, 
and accordingly, vivifies how her navigation of policy enactment was enmeshed in personal 
history, sociohistorical context, and culturally inscribed roles and developmental scripts. 
 
Discussion/Conclusion 
In my analysis of Cecelia’s narratives, I find support for the findings that I presented in Chapters 
4–6 of this dissertation.  Her narration of mediated institutional assault contextualizes the theory 
by illuminating the extent to which the social processes she narrated during the period of policy 
enactment mirror those she narrated in prior eras in her life.  In narrating a confusing and 
assaultive period of tyrannical rule where those in change employed dirty forms of manipulation 
while performing normalcy and where those with less power adapted by hiding and supporting 
one another, Cecelia was evoking familiar affective, relational, and contextual aspects of 





parents’ traumatizing divorce reflects how she made sense of her experiences during the 
introduction of individualized consequential accountability in her former school: it was like 
being a scared child in a volatile environment where those with less power struggled to cope 
while those with more power were too busy fighting to realize the consequences of their short-
sided actions.  Thus, her life history complements, and is complemented by the awareness of 
mediated institutional assault in her school prior to her major career move, by the 
acknowledgement of the fact that her evaluative narratives during this period were incongruous 
with dominant media reports, and by the awareness that she speaks in affectively distinct voices 
when narrating relational morality and consequential accountability. 
The four analyses in this dissertation complement each other by illuminating distinct 
dimensions of the meanings that the teachers constructed, and therefore, more fully address the 
multi-contextual nature of their narrations.  This life history, for example, has illuminated the 
fact that there are multiple Cecelias in her story: the girl who nurtured her siblings during her 
parent’s “crazy” fights; the girl who is unfazed by Gradgrind’s cold and heartless ways; the 
young adult who goes off to college and grieves her brother’s suicide; the woman who takes a 
job teaching, engages in a supportive partnership with her carrying husband, and participates in 
policy-oriented psychological research; and the mother who leaves one family to better care for 
another.  Each portrayal is illuminated in Cecelia’s holistic life story and enlivened in her 
specific narrations.  Her choice of pseudonym, for example, tells a rich, dynamic, and multi-
contextual story.  In choosing her name, Cecelia narratively positions herself against Gradgrind – 
the personification of cold, calculative, and dehumanizing approaches to schooling.  In 
symbolically aligning herself with Dickens’ Cecilia Jupe, Cecelia narrated a multifaceted wish: 





policyscape, to help the cold school master become more attuned to alternative ways of knowing, 
to not be affected by the tyranny of the dominating patriarch, and to maintain enough sanity to go 
on to have a happy family of her own.  In this regard, Cecelia also positioned herself against her 
former principal and her father – the men she associated with Gradgrind in her narratives. 
On one level, the story of Cecelia is a critique of the patriarchal domination of teachers’ 
work (see Apple, 1988), but on another, it is a reflection of how she negotiates gendered power 
relations in her life.  For example, the choice of “Cecelia” as a pseudonym was a collaborative 
decision between she and her husband –  a man who “never… tied [her] in by [her] gender.”  
Similarly, the story of Cecelia is also one in which she collaborates with me on this study.  That 
is, in this research (which is heavily influenced by feminist methodologies, and accordingly, 
foregrounds relational ethics, joint participation, member checking, reflexivity, and 
transparency), Cecelia was able to “fight back… in a safe environment.”  That is, in the symbolic 
realm of character identification, Cecelia defies patriarchy, but in relational contexts with non-
dominating men, she collaboratively works toward articulating her voice. 
When in relational contexts with dominating men, however, Cecelia’s story is not defiant 
or empowering.  Rather, in the social systems governed by her former principal and her father, 
Cecelia “play[s] by the rules” and plays the role of “the first daughter.”  These dominating social 
systems (the most pervasive in Cecelia’s narratives) serve as the narrative ground from which 
both her wish to defy patriarchy and her resolution to collaborate with less controlling men 
emerge.  That is, the multi-layered stories of Cecelia’s relationship with men are illuminated with 
greater depth and clarity when viewed as multi-contextual constructions of meaning. 
Cecelia’s multi-layered relational stories with “kids” are also better illuminated when 





Cecelia’s accounting of kids primarily refers to interactions with her students, and in those 
relationships, she is a committed educator who feels compelled to put up a “forcefield” in order 
to defend herself from the emotional obligations inherent in relational care (Noddings, 1984).  In 
her exit narrative, the category of “kids” expands and centers more on her biological children.  In 
this narrative, Cecelia describes pulling her emotional resources away from her students and 
toward her own kids.  In so doing, Cecelia conforms to what she has learned “growing up is.”  
Importantly, while narrating this developmental script, she, for the first and only time in her 
narration, refers to her younger co-workers as “kids” (“these kids… I can’t be here watching 
these kids being here being able to do it.”).  In so doing, she narrates distance between herself 
and her co-workers – narratively establishing the divide between the “childishness” of her role at 
“C” School and the “something more” she “needed to mature into.”  In her life story, Cecelia’s 
narration of “kids” primarily refers to she and her two brothers.  Like her students, these kids 
suffered under the rigid domination of patriarchal rule, and like her peers at “C” School, these 
kids helped each other cope with their shared trauma.  When her time had come, Cecelia went 
away to college, and as she did to both her students and co-workers, she left her network of 
dominated kids behind.  In both acts, Cecelia enacts narratives about what “growing up” is for 
her in this world: “you really can't have what you want, but you really can't have what you 
want.”   
Cecelia’s narratives, thus, elucidate important relational dimensions about the meanings 
she has constructed of schooling in the U.S.  Embedded in her accounting of gendered relations, 
Cecelia’s narrations illuminate the dynamics of power – she resists, conforms to, and 
collaborates with the men in her life.  These are not value-free narrations; they express a critique 





also express her nuanced and multi-contextual negotiation of what Fine & Weis (2005) call 
“limit situations.”  She is “a little subversive” in that she shares dirty familial secrets (of 
childhood and work-world) with me but does not jeopardize her ability to support her immediate 
family.  In her words, “I got some high-stakes; I need to keep my job.”  Her narratives thus 
illuminate the dynamics of sharing.  In her school and in the early eras of her life, she learned “to 
fly under the radar,” but in less domineering relationships, she shares information that might 
bring about some social change.  Like Dickens’ Cecilia, her selective deployment of voice is 
indicative of the gendered negotiation of power common under the piercing gaze of neoliberal 
governmentality (Gonick, 2007).  She similarly narrated the dynamics of saving – wanting to 
save her deceased brother and her former students, while feeling compelled to save resources to 
care for her biological children.  In this regard, Cecelia’s narratives accord with several strains of 
burnout scholarship (e.g., Maslach, 2003; Vanhuele & Verhaeghe, 2004).  These multi-
contextual narrations of the dynamics of power, of sharing, and of saving speak to the 
ideological rupture ushered in by individualized consequential accountability.   
In her narratives and in her narration of her engagement in this research, Cecelia shares a 
wish to save troubled children and a mode of teaching that allows space for care.  Her “saving,” 
however, is conscribed within increasingly heartless and calculative systems, which are 
maintained by hierarchical relations.  She speaks out against neoliberal education in a “safe” way 
that does not alert the gaze of her tyrannical boss, but she also conforms to the demands of 
consequential accountability.  She maintains her ability to buy diapers for her infant as her caring 
impulse is pierced by neoliberal logic – to look out for her and her children’s interests, she is 
forced to re-allocate her resources away from those other kids.  Ultimately, after multi-contextual 





School.  That is, after all the Cecelias told their stories, the one embodied entity who navigates 
this material world, engaged in a painful decision-making process. The result of her negotiation 
is that one more caring and highly-qualified teacher resigned from an inner-city school in which 








DISCUSSION: MULTI-CONTEXTUAL NARRATION  






While applying for PhD programs, I accepted a temporary teaching position in a large urban 
school district that was reeling in the wake of a massive cheating scandal.  I was hired to fill one 
of the positions left vacant after many teachers and administrators were fired for participating in 
systemic corruption.  Although I only taught in this system for a few months, my experience of 
being a high school teacher in that institutional context left an indelible impression on me and 
transformed how I conceive of public education.  Up to that point, I had done most of my 
teaching at an idyllic rural high school where, for the most part, the system seemed to work for 
most of the students and teachers.  Although I came equipped with the pedagogical tools needed 
to step into the new position, my prior experience had not prepared me for the institutional 
reality I would encounter at this new school.  I quickly learned that testing was prioritized more 
than anything else – especially the best interests of both students and teachers.   
For me, this lesson is exemplified in two episodes that I experienced while at this school.  
In the first, I was teaching a Civics class, and drawing from Locke’s social contract theory, I was 
trying to help students establish group norms that we would live by in our time together.  One 
student, a young lady of color, was not buying my brand of do-gooder pedagogy.  She voiced to 
me and to the class that she knew the purpose of school was testing, and that teachers’ sole 
function was to manipulate students into getting higher scores.  She was not alone.  All the other 
students in the class flatly agreed with her.  They knew their world and I did not.  I still feel a 
chill in my spine when I think back to those 30 nodding faces – playing along with my Civics 
lesson while expressing a deeper truth about their educational reality. 
In the second episode, I was informed that, as part of a new testing procedure, teachers 
would have to provide qualitative feedback to their students’ essay responses on a new state test.  





in addition to preparing for all the courses I was teaching for the first time, spending all my free 
time that week grading those essays.  On the day they were due, I took my box of essays to the 
testing coordinator.  I had never met her, and after I introduced myself, she flatly said “follow 
me.”  I followed her down a hallway, watching her swing her key chain as she walked.  She 
eventually opened an unlabeled door, and said, “throw ‘em in there.”  After placing my box on 
the floor of the storage closet, I asked her what happens next.  “Nothing,” she said.  She 
informed me that this was a preliminary exercise and that the grades would not count for 
anything and that the students would never see them.  I said, “so this is just a bureaucratic 
exercise?” “Yep,” she replied. 
I told these stories during an introduction presentation on my first day as a PhD student.  
Later that day, another student and I were discussing my presentation, and she told me that she 
had a friend who was a public-school teacher in New York City who frequently told stories like 
the ones I had shared earlier.  She mentioned that her friend seemed really agitated about the 
introduction of “mossils.”  I did not know the word and did not think much about this 
conversation during my first several months in a research-intensive PhD program.  At that point 
in my academic career, I was not very well-read about the social life of organizations; Mills’ 
White Collar and Marcuse’s One-Dimensional Man largely anchored my thinking, and I was 
coming to the realization that these sources were only tangentially useful in conceptualizing 
social psychological problems.  One day, while at a coffee shop in my neighborhood, I met the 
person who would later give herself the pseudonym Cecelia.  Still relatively new to New York 
and ignorant of its social norms, I struck up a conversation with her.  Although she seemed 
slightly perturbed about chatting about teaching with a strange man with a southern accent, she 





Her affect changed, and as she explained her experience with the measures of student learning 
(MOSL) component of a newly introduced teacher evaluation system, I saw in her face a mixture 
of despair and fury.  This was the moment that sparked the research program that I have 
presented in this dissertation, and since then, I have followed Cecelia and the other teachers as 
they taught me about the mode of schooling inspired by the federal Race to the Top program, and 
about their experiential navigation of individualized consequential accountability policies in their 
work-worlds. 
In this chapter, I reflect upon and discuss the research I have presented in this 
dissertation.  In the following section, I synthesize the findings from this research program, and 
in so doing, discuss the utility of taking a narrative approach to conducting accountability 
research.  Then, I discuss how this research speaks to accountability policy.  I anchor this 
discussion in the account of one teacher whose narrative reflects the most salient policy-related 
findings presented in this dissertation.  Then, I reflect upon the process of weaving 
complementary analytic projects together in this multi-contextually-oriented research program, 
and in so doing, discuss the potential role for this type of investigatory model in psychology.  I 
then conclude by reflecting on this dissertation as a whole and do so in a way that addresses its 
meaning within the broader scope of U.S. education.  
 
(Re)Claiming Narrative: Accounting for Multi-Contextuality in Policy Research 
Throughout the process of conducting the research I presented in this dissertation, I have been 
following the teachers’ lead.  In the initial phases, we took a participatory approach in which the 
teachers informed me about aspects of the new policies that they thought were the most 





offered feedback about the interviews and the findings from my constructivist grounded theory 
analysis.  I have spent the better part of the last five years attending to, learning from, and trying 
to make sense of the teachers’ rich narratives.  In so doing, I have followed the teachers into a 
variety of narrative contexts: I have analyzed for patterns across their narratives, have examined 
their narratives in relation to those of prominent news media organizations, have learned to listen 
to the quality of their vocal expression, have examined the life history of one exemplary teacher, 
and have become versed in a wide variety of scholarly fields that have helped me contextualize 
and speak to the teachers’ stories.  While attending to the teacher’s multi-contextual 
constructions of meaning, I developed a greater appreciation of the psychological importance of 
narratives. 
As Josselson (2011) articulates, narratives represent contextually-embedded processes of 
meaning-construction, and narrative analysis is a flexible way to understand how people 
construct meanings of their experiences in a variety of relational and social contexts.  In this 
dissertation, I have used multiple forms of narrative analysis in an iterative fashion – drawing 
from, building upon, and weaving together findings from complimentary analyses to better 
address the psychological complexity of teachers’ experiential accounts.  Doing so required more 
than simply using a variety of methodological tools; it involved shifting into distinct (often 
confounding) interpretive states, managing different concerns, negotiating the types of claims 
that each approach warrants, and wrestling with how to synthesize a wide array of multi-
dimensional findings.  It was not an easy task, but one that I felt obligated to do to the best of my 
ability, because, in Paris’ words, “I owe it.”  The teachers shared their hearts with me, and 
together we engaged in research that illuminates the complexity of the moment and of their 





In Chapter 4, I identified prevalent patterns (of both the content and process) across the 
teachers’ narratives, and in so doing, constructed a theory grounded in their narrations.  Mediated 
institutional assault articulates a complex social organizational process narrated by the teachers 
and illuminates how their sense of relational morality was violated while they adapted to a new 
mode of schooling.  Accordingly, the findings from my constructivist grounded theory analysis 
highlight how one value-stance (relational morality) was compromised by the governmental 
imposition of new technologies of control deployed in the service of another value stance 
(consequential accountability).   
In Chapter 5, I “zoomed out” (see Keogh & Garrick, 2011) to examine the teachers’ 
narratives in the context of prominent news media reports of the new policy’s enactment.  In so 
doing, I learned that the teachers and the journalists constructed vastly different meanings of the 
policy’s introduction in New York.  Whereas the teachers’ narratives illuminated the tension 
between relational morality and consequential accountability, the journalists’ constructions 
highlighted a political conflict between proponents and opponents of consequential 
accountability.  Moreover, the news media rarely addressed relational morality, and never placed 
that value stance in the mouths of teachers.  Although this distinction is partially attributable to 
the difference in audience, it does reflect a major disjuncture between the meanings constructed 
by the subjects of policy (Bansel, 2015) and the mediatizers of policy (Baroutsis, 2016).  
Moreover, my findings from this analysis indicate that the news media primarily portrayed the 
teachers passively (without voice or action), which further accentuates the fact that the values 
they narrate are absent in the sociohistorical registers of their time.  Together, the first two 
analyses that I present in this dissertation suggest that in the struggle for recognition (see 





historically facilitated accountability reform by portraying educators in a negative light 
(Goldstein, 2014; Cabalin, 2015).  Moreover, they suggest that as teachers were struggling to 
make sense of their deep moral conflicts, their story of state-sponsored moral assault was absent 
in the news media reports that cater to powerful elites.   
In Chapter 6, I zoomed in to examine how relational morality was voiced in the teachers’ 
narratives.  Doing so allowed me to better understand the deeper resonances in the teachers’ 
institutionally-coordinated experiential accounts (i.e., to hear interpersonal responsibility in the 
context of a coercive, calculation-focused audit culture).  In so doing, I heard in their narration of 
the violation of relational morality a deep, embodied pain and a sense of ontological insecurity.  
Conversely, I heard in their narration of relational morality a fluidity and vitality.  This analysis 
complements the first two by showing that what was assaulted in the teachers’ narration of the 
violation of relational morality is not merely a cherished ideological virtue or moral stance but 
their embodied sense of being in the world – their sense of being caring and compassionate 
beings.  
In Chapter 7, I focused on the narratives of one exemplary teacher to understand how the 
findings from the first three analyses operate in her life story.  In so doing, I came to understand 
that the power dynamics operative in mediated institutional assault, the gendered and 
sociohistorical particularity of those power dynamics, and deep pain evoked by her conflictual 
position as an educator during the introduction of individualized consequential accountability 
mirror events and episodes in her life history and reflect learned social roles and developmental 
scripts.  This analysis vivifies the abstractions identified in the previous analyses by situating the 
pain of moral injury, the gendered nature of sociohistorical disempowerment, and the dilemmas 





The four narrative methods that I used in this research program complement one another 
by illuminating what might be obscured by using a single analytic approach.  Each analytic tool 
serves a distinct purpose, and in this dissertation, I have used them collectively and strategically 
to better analyze what I believe to be immensely important positioned experiential narratives of a 
historic moment in the history of education policy.  Taking an approach grounded in 
investigatory complementarity has allowed me, I think, to construct a deep and rich account of 
individualized consequential accountability policy as it was enacted in the work-worlds of three 
distinct communities of NYC high school teachers. 
 Other researchers have taken a calculation-based approach to understanding the effects of 
TEP on New York City public school teachers by, for example, investigating survey responses 
(United Federation of Teachers Research Department, 2014), or teacher attrition rates (United 
Federation of Teachers Research Department, 2015).  I have, however, focused on the meaning-
making processes of the teachers targeted by this new program.  In so doing, I have aimed to 
reclaim the narrative dimension inherent to “accounting,” which has increasingly given way to 
the more calculation-based understanding of the concept in neoliberal times (Kamuf, 2007).  
That is, instead of assuming calculations speak for themselves, so to speak, I have placed 
teachers’ narratives at the center of this dissertation, and accordingly, have aimed to illuminate 
meanings not easily reduced to narrow metrics.  The findings I have presented in this 
dissertation, thus, reflect my valuation of the relationship between form and content (i.e., “the 
telling” and “the told”; see Josselson, 2011), my obligation to the people who have entrusted me 
with their stories (Josselson, 2007), and to the recognition that teachers’ voices have been 
historically overlooked and disparaged throughout the history of U.S. educational policy 





rests on a notion that narration is an important reflection of psychological processing, that 
accounting (in the interpersonal sense) can provide valuable insights about how humans navigate 
and negotiate their multi-contextually embedded lives, and that the narratives of those who are 
the subjects of policy matter and speak a truth that transcends their individual account.   
 
Speaking to Policy: Voicing Exit 
The truth spoken by the teachers in this research illuminates how individualized consequential 
accountability played out in actual teaching communities.  In researching the introduction of 
TEP, one of my primary goals was to develop opportunities for teachers to speak about their 
experiences navigating the enactment of the new program.  Although the analyses I have 
presented in this dissertation have illuminated distinct aspects of the teachers’ navigation of 
individualized consequential accountability, I will anchor my discussion of this new mode of 
policy in the narratives of one teacher: Lucy.  Her accounts reflect many of the findings of my 
analyses and they speak powerfully and directly to the policies that coordinated the teachers’ 
experiences.  Importantly, Lucy did not describe herself as being opposed to the ideological 
underpinnings of the policy.  In fact, she said, “I really do like the Common Core standards,” and 
“there is nothing wrong with being evaluated as a teacher… if it was done properly.”  Thus, her 
narratives reflect the perspective of someone who was, in principal, not opposed to TEP.  The 
primary reason that I have chosen to highlight Lucy, however, is that she seemed to come to the 
decision to leave her job during our interview.  Although she may have been entertaining the 
notion of quitting her job prior to our meeting, my impression was that she had an epiphany 





 In her initial response to my question about her experience of the introduction of TEP, 
Lucy noted how “abruptly” the policy was introduced, which she felt created: 
this feeling like everything is going to change, everything that you have done so far, with 
the changes that are occurring… There was a lot more fear and a lot more build up than I 
think really was necessary.  The teacher effectiveness program is actually a clear way to 
be evaluated and I don't think that it is dramatically different from what a teacher does 
intuitively.  I didn't have such a hard time with this new program except for the way that 
it gets introduced to you, as if, all of a sudden, everything is different – you are going to 
be struggling to be an effective teacher, when really it should be a natural process… I 
didn't find it so different than the past, except for, except for the buildup, and this fear 
tactic that gets wrapped into the pitch.  There was a lot of fear among teachers. 
Here, Lucy explains that the policy, in principle, was not a problem.  Rather, it was the “fear 
tactic that gets wrapped into the pitch.”  Like all the teachers in the study, Lucy repeatedly 
narrated “the pressure” that accompanied the new changes that were introduced into her work-
world.  This pressure, I think, is not merely a reference to change in general, but to the fact that 
the new policy was one that targeted teachers.   
 The persecutory nature of the fear-inducing policy enactment she described has its roots 
in what Berliner & Biddle (1995) refer to as a “manufactured crisis” – a mediatized crisis that 
underpinned the notion that teachers are the primary reason for the United States’ educational 
problems (i.e., why the nation is “at risk”).  The fervor to scapegoat teachers was particularly 
palpable at the time when the federal government established RTTT – which incentivized states 
to develop audit technologies like those that eventually were introduced in TEP.  During this 





printed on the cover.  This bold phrase was presented against a backdrop of an image of a 
chalkboard in which the words “we must fire bad teachers” were written repeatedly (Newsweek, 
2010, March 5).  This cover is similar to one published by Time in which Michelle Rhee, the 
head of schools in Washington D.C. (famous for her “battle against bad teachers”), stands in a 
classroom holding a broom (to sweep out bad teachers, presumably).  Printed over this image is 
the phrase, “How to fix America’s schools” (Time, 2008, December 8).  These covers speak to 
the lingering effects of the manufactured crisis, and Lucy situated her narrative within this 
mediatized climate:  
All we want is to teach to our students, maybe there are some teachers who really don't 
care, but most teachers really want to teach, and you would never see that from the way 
that things are being presented to us… I know that there are some bad teachers, I mean I 
have heard. I have to say, that I haven't seen it very much.  I really see a lot of teachers 
who have come through these teaching fellows program, and lots of really dedicated 
teachers.  
From Lucy’s perspective, the notion “being presented” to her (and to the rest of society) – that 
America is flooded with “bad teachers” – is incongruous with her experience.  Her account, in 
which she primarily witnesses “dedicated teachers” in her school, accentuates the fact that 
teachers’ voices are less often presented in news media than those who wish to engineer “teacher 
proof” modes of education (Apple, 1988) – a fact that was supported by the research I presented 
in Chapter 5.   
The discrepancy between Lucy’s experience of “life on the ground” and the mediatized 
messages of those who have continually sought to order teachers’ work from “above,” also 





modern education reform (Mehta, 2013).  In situating her narrative in its socio-political context, 
Lucy acknowledged the “undermining [of] the profession” by those outside of education.  
Specifically, she discussed how the formulaic mode of teaching demanded by the audits of TEP 
delegitimized her professional knowledge.  In her words, “We go and we learn about Vygotsky 
and we learn about the importance of teaching writing at the point, slightly above their level, 
slightly further ahead than they are – the optimal learning place, and we learn all these things and 
we come to teach, and we really don't get to practice that.”  For Lucy, a teacher with a Master’s 
degree in Education Leadership, her awareness that students learn in a zone of proximal 
development (Vygotsky, 1978), does not seem to be valued in a climate of “teacher proof” 
curriculum and rigid performance audits.  That is, Lucy’s account reflects what it is like for a 
person to work under extreme pressure in a climate that is undermining from without (media) 
and within (audit technologies). 
 Her account also reflects what it is like to work in a system that operates on the principle 
of metric madness (Fine, 2012) – a system in which all processes are so directed to the 
production of quantitative evidence that this system loses sight of its core mission.  Although she 
knows “there is a reason” for standardized exams and data, she also found that the metric-
focused approach that permeated her school “really doesn't consider the students and their level - 
and it really doesn't take into account the different forms of preparation that they have had, and 
the lives that they have led.”  Her words reflect a tension between students’ zone of proximal 
development (“their level”), their unique circumstances, and the institutional demand for 
standardization and numeric validation.  Moreover, she found that the teachers’ intense focus on 





administrators also caught metric-madness, which, she thought, engendered their unethical 
behavior:   
The data is being manipulated, that is the irony of it to, oh, you have to show the you 
have data, so you're going to change, you're going to find a way to present that data, so 
it's like you're still not objective, are still not factual, you still managed to twist it the way 
you want, and yes, what a façade, what a total façade, what a joke. 
Lucy’s account reflects the fact that policies can coordinate the behaviors of those navigating 
institutions that embrace audit culture (Strathern, 1994; Smith 2005).  Although she resented the 
fact that the systemic pursuit of metric validation permeated her school, she was primarily 
concerned with the audit culture’s effect on her students. 
 Like the other teachers who I interviewed, Lucy narrated herself as a caring teacher, and 
described how the rules introduced during the enactment of TEP compromised her ability to care 
for her students.  In Noddings’s (1984) foundational text on caring, the author asserts that “what 
we do depends not upon rules, or at least not wholly on rules – not upon prior determination of 
what is fair and equitable – but upon constellation of conditions that is viewed through both the 
eyes of the one-caring and the one cared-for” (p. 13).  For Noddings, care “calls for human 
judgment across a wide range of fact and feeling, and it allows for situations and conditions in 
which judgment (in the impersonal, logical sense) may be put aside in favor of faith and 
commitment” (1984, p. 25).  That is, she recognized that carers must embrace the “concrete and 
the personal,” and that “objective thinking [must be] tied to a relational stake” or else “we climb 
into clouds of abstraction, moving rapidly away from the caring situation into a domain of 
objective and impersonal problems” (1984, p. 43).  In narrating what she values, Lucy expressed 





[T]here has to be a very strong social and emotional component to school for the 
students…A child needs to feel safe, a child needs to be able to forget about the outside 
world, and if you’ve got major worries on your mind, you are not going to be thinking 
about what the teacher is saying in front of you.  So, those things have to get addressed as 
well.  We have students that don't even sleep at night… So, it's really meaningful to feel 
like they need you, and you can actually give them something, and there is a real 
exchange, and that has so much value. 
Her expression of value acknowledges what is “concrete” in the lives of her students, and she 
seemingly relishes the relational process of gift giving (see Chapter 5 for further elaboration of 
this notion).  Like many of the other teachers in the study, Lucy teaches students with learning 
disabilities and students who cannot speak and/or read English, and not being able to serve them 
because she was busy “playing the game” of audit, seemed to be what she found unbearable.  In 
her words: “I was too burned out to really care." 
 Lucy narrated what was a common theme in the other teachers’ narratives – that she felt 
pulled in two different directions: her relational obligation to care and the demands of the audit.  
In her words: 
You always feel like you are stuck between what you feel the students need and what you 
are told you have to do in order to be an effective teacher, or in order to not get into 
trouble when they (auditors) come in, and they see what you are teaching… the truth is 
that I am always worried that I am going to be in trouble, I am always worried that I am 
doing something wrong.  Always.  And it is very frustrating to not be able to just teach 
the student how to read when you think that that is what they need, because if they come 





in high school.  But I have students that are first-grade readers, second-grade readers, that 
is what they should be learning how to do, they should be learning how to read, that's 
where they are…and you know what that means.  Ultimately, it means that, that student[s 
are] absolutely not being taught… they are sitting in the classroom completely lost.   
The dilemma Lucy narrates – to care or not to care – was the common concern among the 
teachers, and in neglecting her call to care, Lucy was enmeshed in a process that violated her 
sense of relational morality.  This is a violation that strikes at the heart of teaching. 
 The shot to the heart that comes from engaging in the violation of relational morality was 
too much to bear for nearly all the teachers in this study – most of them left their jobs.  Some 
transferred to other schools in NYC, some transferred to schools in the suburbs north of the city, 
some left the profession altogether.  Lucy left to teach in Mexico, which she later explained was 
far more rewarding than teaching in New York.  Over the course of her interview, it seems that 
she was negotiating her being in the world – trying to make sense of herself in the constellation 
of conditions in which she was ensconced.  In so doing, she tried to make sense of her situation 
in a localized context: 
More than 50% of teachers (in NYC) quit within five years, there are things that I don't 
think are being looked at, and should be considered a lot more… like teacher happiness.  
I just feel like teachers are very discontent.  They are overworked, underappreciated, and 
they burn out.  I mean, imagine a job where more than 50% of the people can't manage to 
stay in it for more than five years, because they can't handle it… I am getting to that point 
that I told you where it is very hard for me to be inspired, and I think that the day to day 
grind really takes, what I think are extraordinary demands… I as a teacher, I question 





In this passage, Lucy reflects on the conditions of people in her position, and in so doing she 
emerged as one of them (“I am getting to the point…”).  As our interview progressed, she began 
reflecting more on the consequences of individualized consequential accountability in her own 
life: 
I didn't think I was going to make it through the year… I don't have the energy to go on… 
I am always in pain.  I am always in physical pain.  Always.  I have knots in my body… I 
don't think I am going to keep teaching, I think is going to make me sick.  I really think 
that this… it's the kind of job that is going to make you sick... Honestly Chris, I think I'm 
going to stop teaching. 
Throughout her interview, Lucy seems to be trying to make sense of the “pressure” of the audit 
culture in which she is ensconced, of her students’ interests and her obligation to serve them, and 
of her own well-being.  Ultimately, she made a decision based on her survival; she chose exit. 
Hirschman (1970) asserts that one way that unhappy constituencies express themselves within 
organizations is by exiting, which, he argues is an expression of voice.  In our interview, Lucy 
seemed to have found her exit voice.  In so doing, she speaks to the consequences of 
individualized consequential accountability – not just of personal consequences, but of 
consequences for the institution of teaching.  Her account speaks to policy, and policy makers 
would likely benefit from knowing about the profound institutional, interpersonal, personal, and 
embodied consequences of enacting a system that drains the love from the hearts of those who 
give of themselves for the benefit of others.  If history serves as a guide, however, they will not 
heed her story.  She seemed to be aware of the historic pattern of non-educators exerting control 





I really love the profession, I just think we are ruining it with all this, with all these 
teacher effectiveness programs, all this evaluation… when you start to hear that the 
people who are making these changes have never been in a classroom, they have never 
gotten an education degree, it makes sense. 
Lucy’s account reflects an awareness of the constellation of concerns brought to bear by teachers 
navigating the enactment of accountability policy: it speaks to the gendered power relations that 
have been at the core of U.S. education since the industrial revolution, to the mediatized nature 
of policyscaping, to the localized effects of policy implementation, and to the ways those effects 
can penetrate the bodies of those who “really want to teach.”  Thus, her narratives illuminate the 
multi-contextual nature of teachers’ meaning-making during the introduction of individualized 
consequential accountability. 
 The teachers whose narratives I have presented in this dissertation speak to the fact that 
policies are not merely implemented but are enacted in communities consisting of actual people 
(Ball, Maguire, & Braun, 2012).  Their narratives indicate that the audit technologies introduced 
in TEP were mediated by real people whose individual dispositions, histories, and values 
surfaced in instances where policy and humanity intersected.  The extent that the technologies 
were “taken up” by the people navigating the new system varied throughout the teachers’ 
narratives (Smith, 2005).  Most voiced their resistance in the form of institutional exit 
(Hirschman, 1970); but the teachers’ narratives correspond in a variety of other ways as well (see 
Chapter 4).  Although the teachers in this study taught in distinct schools, taught distinct 
subjects, represent different social categories, and had differing opinions about the merits of the 
pedagogy underpinning TEP, all were unequivocally critical of the program’s introduction in 





 Accounting for Multi-Contextuality: Reflections and Implications 
Lucy’s and the other teachers’ narration of the enactment of individualized consequential 
accountability speaks to policy in a way that demonstrates the complexity of the issue – how 
interpersonal relations, ideological stances, sociohistorical positions, sociopolitical power, and 
embodied being in the world overlapped and interacted during this pivotal moment in U.S. 
education.  Taking a multi-contextual approach, I sought to explore and illuminate that 
complexity in a way that I could not have if I were to have focused more singularly on targeted 
variables.  In taking such an approach, I have, in this dissertation, countered the longstanding 
tradition of psychological researchers who have bent the phenomenon of investigation into a 
form that is easily measurable by conventional investigatory tools (see Maslow, 1966).  I did so 
by identifying and weaving together investigatory approaches suitable for developing an 
adequate understanding of teachers’ experiential navigation of the introduction of individualized 
consequential accountability.  This was a complex, dynamic, and multi-layered research 
problem, which warranted a multi-contextual approach, and thus, moving away from established 
areas of social psychological research (e.g., alienation, burnout) and their individualizing 
methods (e.g., self-report surveys).  Accordingly, I drew from a variety of scholarly disciplines 
(e.g., social psychology, sociology, social theory, critical accounting) and a variety of approaches 
(e.g., constructivist grounded theory, Dynamic Narrative Inquiry, the Listening Guide, life 
history) in my attempt to do justice to the research problem (see Levitt, et al, 2017).  I also aimed 
to do justice to the real human beings who shared their lives with me by pursuing an approach 
that respected their subjectivity and minimized their exploitation (Josselson, 2007, 2011).  That 
is, drawing from a tradition that recognizes the potential ethical violation involved in reducing 





possible in this research.  Although not true participatory action research (the teachers left the 
business of analyzing and writing to me), this dissertation does reflect the epistemological and 
ethical values of that approach (see Torre, Fine, Stoudt, & Fox, 2012).  From the outset, I was 
transparent about my interests, intentions, and willingness to form a research alliance with the 
teachers on their terms (Josselson, 2007).  Thus, this research has aimed to investigate a complex 
social issue in a manner that was rigorous, thoughtful, suited to the research problem, and 
respectful of those who helped me understand their psychological negotiation of a pivotal 
moment in the history of U.S. education.  Accordingly, I think this dissertation can serve as a 
model for researchers who aim to use complementary approaches to investigate complex social 
issues and for those who aim to investigate the meaning-making processes of people in a way 
that is reflective of the complex, dynamic and multi-layered nature of contextually-bound human 
experience.  Moreover, this dissertation can serve as an example for those who aspire to uphold 
the epistemological and ethical ideals of participatory research in situations where only partial 
collaboration is possible. 
 The research I have presented in this dissertation focuses on real people, their 
experiences, and the way they constructed meaning of those experiences.  Their narratives speak 
to contextually-bound relationality, and in that regard, address moral concerns that transcend 
discussions of education policy.  Accordingly, this research is potentially impactful in that it 
invites a response to systematic violations that are generally overlooked in contemporary 
discussions of education reform (See Massey & Barreras, 2013).  Similarly, this research is 
provocative in that it begs its readers to “rethink and reimagine current arrangements” and instills 
“in audiences a sense of urgency” (Fine, 2008, p. 227).  Thus, this research expands upon 





All methods reveal and conceal (Slife & Williams, 1995).  Although I have used multiple 
methods in a complementary fashion with the intent to compensate for the methodological 
concealment inherent in a singular approach, the approach I have taken has limitations like any 
other.  Even without addressing methodological dimensions more associated with positivistic 
research (e.g., generalizability), there are limitations to the research I have presented in this 
dissertation.  Although I spent considerable time and energy piloting my interview protocol, 
there are a few interview items that were less conducive to narrative meaning-making than others 
(e.g., prompt # 8; see Appendix B), and as a result, the responses to these questions tended to be 
flat and therefore not incredibly useful to my research.  Considering the time-sensitive nature of 
this research and my lack of an established social network by which to recruit participants, I am 
grateful for the teachers who shared with me their experiential accounts.  Of course, the findings 
I have presented would be different had I researched with other teachers from dissimilar 
communities.  Taking a different approach to sampling in the news media study could have 
produced more varied narratives as well.  Although The New York Times and The Wall Street 
Journal represent the outlets with the greatest readership, both cater to an elite audience and 
therefore represent a relatively narrow portion of the teachers’ activity meaning system (Daiute, 
2014).  Perhaps the greatest limitation of the approach that I have taken is that is extremely 
demanding, both in terms of time and mental resources.  I have dedicated almost the entirety of 
my being to this research over the past five years, and therefore the model I have presented does 
not seem feasible for most researchers navigating the current academic climate.   
 Although the approach to research that I have taken in this dissertation does not lend 
itself to rapid completion, it has facilitated deep understanding that could inspire other 





education reforms.  It is no coincidence that as I was conducting this research, the president of 
The American Federation of Teachers petitioned the U.S. Secretary of Education and the director 
of The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health to pursue research examining the 
impact of teachers’ working conditions on their health and well-being (Weingarten, 2015, May 
14).  My research can be instructive in that regard in that it may influence researchers to examine 
the phenomenological dimensions of assault.  Indeed, Smith & Osborn (2007) have already 
suggested a notion of assault that is more in line with the more holistic conception that I have 
presented in this research.  Similarly, this research could also inspire research into the moral 
dimensions of the stress response.  In fact, researchers who focus on soldiers and veterans are 
already examining the connections between stress and moral injury (Drescher et al., 2011).  This 
research, thus, could inspire other researchers to examine moral injury outside of the military 
context.  As I have suggested, the teachers’ narratives in this research are eerily similar to those 
of veterans serving in times of war.  Perhaps it is time to recognize that there may be a deeper 
truth to the metaphors commonly uttered by teachers – those of being on the “front lines” and “in 
the trenches.”  Finally, this research could also be instructive for researchers examining teacher 
attrition in that it suggests that the violation of relational morality may be an essential factor in 
teachers’ decisions to leave their jobs. 
 
Conclusion 
The research I have presented in this dissertation illuminates the complexity of teachers’ 
navigation and negotiation of a new, ideological rupturing mode of schooling, and accordingly, 
the findings I have presented can be instructive for those interested in the psychological 





represent the current high-water mark for those who seek to control teachers’ work via audit 
technologies.  By instituting mechanisms that attempt to attribute student test scores to an 
individual teachers’ teaching, by employing regimented behavioral monitoring in the form of 
rubric-based classroom observations, and by devising strategies to fire teachers whose ratings 
fall below an acceptable level of metric validation, education reformers have moved one step 
closer to bringing educators’ holistic being into alignment with the state’s end-goal – raising 
students’ scores.  What is potentially brought into alignment by such enhanced modes of auditing 
are not merely the teachers’ products (i.e., student test scores), but their actions, speech, 
priorities, and subjective orientation toward the act of teaching (Ball, 2000).  The Governor of 
New York referred to this new form of multi-layered, calculation-based auditing system as a 
“performance organization” (Cuomo, 2014, January 9), and in New York City public schools, 
which have long been on the forefront of neoliberal education reform (Ravitch, 2010), the goal 
of a totalizing, technocratically maintained system of score production was momentarily realized 
in TEP. 
 As the individualized consequential accountability policy was enacted in schools 
throughout the city, three communities of teachers shared their experiential accounts with me – 
stories of navigating this new mode of schooling.  The teachers narrated being “bombarded,” 
“attacked,” “in the onslaught,” and “under the gun” while “fighting a battle” from “the trenches,” 
while the people who were supposed to support them were “attack[ing them] from [a different] 
front.”  Indeed, Tom exclaimed “we are the foot soldiers in the trenches… and our superior 
officers are behind us, but instead of backing us, they are shooting at us.”  They described the 
result as a complete “morale implosion.”  For the teachers, it seems, the introduction of 





altogether surprising.  Many education scholars have described the current policy moment in 
militaristic terms (Fabricant & Fine, 2013; Giroux, 2013), and as I presented in Chapter 5, such 
militaristic discourse was used in media reporting of the policy’s introduction.  What I did find 
surprising, however, was the extent that the teachers’ narratives mirrored those Shay (1994) 
described in Achilles in Vietnam.  Like the veterans who shared their narratives with Shay, the 
teachers who shared their stories with me also felt assaulted and narrated the experience of 
“moral injury,” or what Shay calls “the betrayal of what’s right.”  They too described being the 
recipients, witnesses, and perpetuators of moral injury (Drescher et al., 2011; Miller, 2009).  
They too describe being institutionally betrayed (Smith & Freyd, 2014), while seemingly being 
the only group of actors in the entire organization who had not lost sight of the intended mission.  
In other words, although I framed my research in ideological terms, my findings suggest that the 
enactment of individualized consequential accountability is about much more than ideological 
rupture.  Not only does the research I have presented in this dissertation suggest that ideological 
dilemmas can facilitate moral conflicts, it also indicates that these conflicts are felt in bodies that 
are situated in socio-historical positions and networks of contextually-bound interpersonal 
relations.   
The brief period in which the teachers narrated their experiences to me signifies (a) a 
punctuated moment in the long history of the systematic (and gendered) disempowerment of 
educators in the United States; (b) the introduction of refined technologies of control unleashed 
onto the bodies and minds of those the state sought to bring into institutional alignment; (c) a 
moment of ideological rupture in the field of education; (d) an instance of mediatization in which 
prominent news outlets constructed a story conducive to the interests of powerful elites while 





sponsored psychological assault on those who have chosen to care for, educate, and socialize the 
next generation of citizens.  During this dynamic moment in the history of U.S. education policy, 
three communities of teachers in New York City struggled to do “what’s right” for the students 
they chose to serve.  The narratives these teachers shared with me speak to the assaultive nature 
of the organizational systems they navigated; the violation of their sense of relational morality, 
which was at the core of their being; and the draining of the beating heart of teaching. 
So, what now?  In the narrative context in which I am writing, it is customary to wrap up 
the story by making a few targeted, actionable suggestions for minor, incremental changes of 
some sort.  That approach is not suitable for the narratives I have woven together in this 
dissertation.  This is a story that needs to be felt; this is a moment that demands bearing witness.  
Although many New Yorkers organized and were able to bring about a moratorium on the policy 
that has been at the center of this dissertation, I am mindful of the long arc of history, and 
accordingly, do not anticipate that overzealous reformers will step back and account for the 
human consequences of their recurrent push to control teachers’ work.  I am also aware that 
today, at the highest levels of government and influence, non-educators are making decisions and 
creating education policies that are guided more by political interests than the needs of teachers 
and students.  I am saddened that teaching, as well as the other societal channels in which caring 
people can pursue their calling, seems to be undergoing a radical transformation which entails 
the systemic occlusion of care.  I am discouraged that – because of rampant teacher shortages 
across the nation – many systems are lowering their standards in the hopes of finding enough 
bodies to “teach” students.  From the teachers in this study, I felt their conflict and heartbreak, 
but I also understand the implications of their pain, and consequently, of their exit – an 





plan, but I think Cecelia makes some valid points: “Maybe if you were trying to quote-unquote 
get rid of bad teachers, maybe don’t let bad teachers in.  Maybe you make the standards a little 
bit higher.  Maybe you pay them a little bit better – make it a little bit more of a desirable career 
– and see if it happens.”  That said, listening to teachers – those who know more about the 
realities of teaching than the non-educators who have continually sought to control teachers’ 
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CORE BELIEFS & GUIDING PRINCIPLES  





School Leaders  
  
All children can achieve, no 
matter their life 
circumstances.  
  
Teachers are the key levers 
in influencing the  
achievement of students.  
School leaders have the 
responsibility to support 
teachers and lead the 
change necessary to  
implement the Teacher  
Effectiveness Program in 
their schools.  
 
MULTIPLE MEASURES OF TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS  
Measures of Teacher Practice  Measures of Student Learning  
Classroom Observations  
Local Measures  
NOT PART OF TEP, BUT  
PART OF 3012-c  
State Growth Model  
All teachers will receive at least six classroom 
observations by school leaders to assess their 
professional skills, behavior and knowledge using 
a teacher practice rubric (Danielson’s A 
Framework for Teaching)  
Teachers receive written and/or verbal 
feedback within one week of each observation 
For more information, see page 11  
  
We will not use local 
measures of 
assessment as part of 
the 2012-13 Teacher 
Effectiveness Program 
to allow for further 
research to take place.   
For more information, 
see page 15  
For grades 4-8 ELA and 
Math, teacher growth 
scores on state tests, if 
available depending on  
development by the 
NYSED,  
A growth model may be 
applied to other state 
tests (TBD)  
For more information, 
see page 15  
 
The “HEDI” Rating Scale  








and results exceed 
standards.  
Overall performance 
and results meet 
standards.  
Overall performance 
and results need 
improvement in order 
to meet standards.  
Overall performance 
and results do not 
meet standards.  
                                                          



























KEY FACTS ABOUT OBSERVATIONS AND FEEDBACK  
How frequently will teachers 
be observed?  
It is expected that teachers will be observed at least six times over the course of the school year, 
including:   
2 formal, full-period observations   
At least 4 partial-period observations, no less than 15 minutes in duration  
Why so many observations?  More frequent observations provide observers with more evidence of a teacher’s practice to develop a 
fuller, more authentic view of his or her instruction.    
No single observation – be it full-period or partial-period – tells the full story of a teacher’s practice; this 
is why the TEP model emphasizes more frequent observations.   The Measures of Effective Teaching 
(MET) Project, a 2011 multi-district study funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, found that 
increasing the number of yearly observations led to evaluations that more reliably and accurately 
reflected a teacher’s instructional practice.    
How can an observer gain a 
full view of teacher’s practice 
from a partialperiod 
observation?  
Full-period observations can provide a comprehensive view of a single lesson, while partialperiod 
observations allow for a larger number of snapshots that collectively paint a broader picture of 
teachers’ practice.  The MET study (referenced in previous question) found that shorter observations 
can be a reliable source of low-inference evidence of teacher practice.   
Who observes teachers?  Observations that “count” toward the expected minimum are conducted by school administrators 
(principals and assistant principals).    
Peer observations are a terrific practice to support teacher development, but cannot be utilized as part 
of a teacher’s TEP evaluation.   
What are observers looking 
for?  
During observations, observers gather low-inference evidence of teacher practice, which they will 
assess using selected competencies19 Danielson’s Framework For Teaching.    
The specific competencies assessed during a given observation will depend upon what is observed in 
the classroom during the visit.  Observers may target specific competencies for observation based on 
previous observations and feedback.     
How are observers trained to 
accurately evaluate teaching 
using the rubric?  
School leaders in the TEP receive in-person and online professional development to strengthen 
observation skills and accuracy of rubric-based assessments of teacher practice.  They also receive 
ongoing support from a TEP talent coach who has received deep training in the Danielson Framework 
and will support the observation, feedback and professional development activities in your school.  
This support increases reliability of ratings; both relative to the rubric and across multiple observers 
(see “inter-rater reliability").   
Are observations announced?  Observation announcement protocols continue to be governed by the collective bargaining agreement, 
“Teaching for the 21st Century,” and other existing rules, regulations, and practices.  In the TEP, 
partial-period observations will typically be unannounced and fullperiod observations will typically be 
announced.  
How frequently should 
teachers receive feedback 
following observations?  
Teachers must receive written and/or verbal feedback following every observation, regardless of 
length.  Embedded in this requirement is that verbal feedback must be provided following at least 
every other observation.  
How will school leaders 
engage teachers in feedback 
conversations?  
School leaders are expected to communicate to teachers pilot competency5 ratings on the four-point 
scale, feedback, and supporting low-inference evidence.  The feedback conversation should be a 
dialogue that includes discussion of student work and learning outcomes, as well the teacher’s self-
refection and agreement on next steps for development.   
See “The Collaborative Observation Process” on page 11 for more guidance on this process.  
How can teachers prepare  
for feedback conversations?  
Teachers should reflect on the observed lesson, and be sure to bring artifacts of their practice that 
may not be directly observable during observations – e.g., samples of student work, lesson plans, and 
evidence of reflection on their practice that informed the lesson.  This is particularly critical to inform 
feedback for competency5 1e: “Designing Coherent  
Instruction,” and competency5 4e: “Growing and Developing Professionally.”   
What rules and regulations 
govern my official rating?  
Your official rating is governed only by the current DOE/UFT collective bargaining agreement, 
Teaching for the 21st Century, and all existing rules, regulations, and practices.   
 
 








Appendix B - Interview Protocol 
 
Script – I am interested in hearing about your experience as a teacher during the 2013 – 2014 
school year. In this regard, I am asking you to tell stories and narrate episodes of your life as a 
teacher during the 2013-2014 school year. 
 
Prompt #1 (Initial Experiential Account Question) – Please tell me about your experience as a 
teacher during the 2013-2014 school year, specifically in regard to the Teacher Effectiveness 
Program. (15 – 30 Minutes) 
Areas of interest: Topics to pursue as follow up questions to initial question. 
1. Highs and lows of year? 
2. Accounts of time use? 
3. Accounts of work effort? 
4. Accounts of implementation process? 
 
Prompt #2 (Embodied Questions) – Can you tell me about how your body felt during the 2013-
2014 school year? (5 – 10 Minutes) 
Areas of interest: Topics to pursue as follow up questions to initial question. 
1. Stress? Tension? Where? More or less than previous years? 
2. Illness? More or less than previous years? 
3. Fatigue? More or less than previous years? 
4. Medication? Self-Medication? More or less than previous years? 
 
Prompt #3 (Pseudonym Questions) - Why did you choose the pseudonym that you chose? (5-10 
Minutes) 
Areas of interest: Topics to pursue as follow up questions to initial question. 
1. Have you thought about yourself this way before? 
2. Has something recently triggered your thinking of yourself this way? 
3. Do you think your choice of this name is specific to this project? 
 
Prompt #4 (Addressive Question 1)- If your administrator asked you to explain your experience 







Prompt #5 (Addressive Question 2) - If a new teacher, who was considering applying to your 
school, asked you to explain your experience during the 2013-2014 school year with TEP in a 
short statement, what would you say? (5-10 min) 
 
Prompt #6 (Addressive Question 3) - If your younger-self was sitting in that chair, and that your 
younger-self was at the point when she was considering becoming a teacher, what would you say 
to her? (5-10 Minutes) 
 
Prompt #7 (Addressive Question 4) - If you were much older, at the end of your life, and that 
your older self-wanted to give advice to you now? What advice would your older-self give? (5-
10 Minutes) 
 
Prompt #8 (Targeted Questions) – I am interested in understanding if there is a link between 
shifts in working conditions like the ones that have gone on in your school this year and some 
specific psychological phenomena. My hope is that you can tell me your thoughts about some of 
these issues. (5 -20 Minutes) 
Targeted Question 1: Does your job seem personally meaningful this year? 
Targeted Question 2: Do you feel undermined as an educator? 
Targeted Question 3: Do you feel powerless in your occupation? 
Targeted Question 4: Do you feel conflicted about your role as an educator this year? 







Appendix C: Inter-Rater Agreement Values for Media Narratives Analysis28 
  
                                                          
28 Dashes in the chart reflect the fact there is not data to include in the cell (i.e., we identified no codes). 
Characters Characterization Valuation 
Code Prevalence Passivity Activity Reform Resistance Contesting Performing 
Animate        
Students 78.65 80.85 86.04 -- 91.18 88.46 -- 
Parents 87.02 100.00 77.6 100 91.18 100 100 
Teachers 83.93 81.82 88.89 -- 100 100 -- 
Kids 82.83 100.00 100 100 100 -- 100 
NY Government 79.57 87.50 100 100 100 100 87.5 
Meryl Tisch 79.25 100.00 85 86.96 100 -- 100 
Fed. Legislators 84.78 -- 84.21 -- -- 81.82 -- 
NYC Officials 83.33 100.00 92 100 100 75 100 
Anti-Testing  
      Movement 83.33 100.00 100 -- 80 100 -- 
Teachers’ Unions 97.14 -- 87.5 -- 93.1 90.91 -- 
John King 80.00 100.00 100 100 -- -- 86.96 
Inanimate        
Tests 79.41 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Results/Ratings 84.06 -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Common Core 85.86 -- -- -- -- -- -- 





Appendix D: Reader Response for Listening Guide Analysis 
Even though my sampling rationale dictated that both relational morality and consequential 
accountability would be enacted in these narratives, the homogeneity of their plot structure 
surprised me.  Most stories followed a similar plot: In doing consequential accountability, while 
begrudgingly disserving their students, and while trying to make sense of a dilemmatic situation, 
the teachers felt deeply violated, and were compelled to action.  That is, the sampled narratives 
seemed to be concise encapsulations of the larger data set that I analyzed in Chapter 4.  Of 
course, the words the teachers used to describe what they felt varied across the narratives 
(“pressured,” “antiquated,” “dehumanized,” etc.).  This is true for their sense of confusion as 
well (“much confusion,” “confusion as far as where I stand,” “I don’t quite understand,” etc.).  
Similarly, the teachers narrated a wide array of responses and imagined actions (“we write to 
Carmen Fariña,”29 “we developed these gaming strategies,” “I’m ready to leave,” etc.).  The 
sampled narratives, thus, reflect nuanced manifestations of a general story. 
 In reading these narratives and reflecting on their overarching plot, I thought of Horney’s 
(1950) notion that anxiety provokes typical types of movement: moving away, moving against, 
and/or moving towards.  On the one hand, I questioned whether the teachers’ distinct articulation 
of a more generalized story could be a reflection of their negotiation of the dilemmatic moment – 
a potential resolution to withdrawal from, resist, and/or conform to the new mode of schooling 
that was being introduced in their communities.  On the other hand, I questioned whether these 
narratives might indicate a lack of resolution (or perhaps a pre-resolution?) – as though they may 
reflect instances of stunned impact in which experience are being processed, but no discernable 
movement is enacted.  Similarly, I thought of Hirshman’s (1970) notion that unsatisfied social 
                                                          
29 Carmen Fariña is the New York City Schools Chancellor. She took over leadership of the New York City 





constituencies typically respond via exit, voice, and/or loyalty (leaving, speaking up, and/or 
buying in).  There were numerous instances where teachers discussed leaving their jobs (“my 
reasons for skedaddling”, “I feel like leaving,” etc.), which I interpreted as a real or imagined 
intention to exit their jobs.  There were also numerous instances where the teachers described 
moving against the new form of schooling in their narratives (“I’m a little resistant to it,” “I am 
always resistant to that,” etc.), but I am also aware that their interviews with me, were for some, 
a way to voice their dissatisfaction (e.g., “I want to talk about it with somebody that is 
researching and questioning in trying to delve into how effective is the Teacher Effectiveness 
Program”).  Although there were instances where the teachers acknowledged some benefit of the 
new system (“the Danielson categories… it is not that I don’t necessarily agree that those are 
effective elements”), or expressed disapproval of previous systems (“I think S and U is too 
broad”29), I could not find instances where they supported the new evaluation program as a 
whole, or its implementation in their communities.  In thinking of the sampled narratives in 
relation to Hirschman’s theory of exit, voice, and loyalty (noting that exit and voice are 
abundantly evident), I questioned where loyalty might be voiced in the teachers’ narratives? And 
if so, to whom or what? That is, might a voice-based method of analysis provide clues about 






                                                          





Appendix E: The Confusion of Being Ernest (Full Narrative) 
Heart Voice – In Italics 
Disheartened Voice – Underlined 
Heartburn Voice – Bold 
Heartless Voice – Bold and Underlined 
 
Ernest:  I'm teaching Frederick Douglass and his narrative, but we tried to do, come at it from a 
universal feel of, "what is freedom? How does education give you freedom? How does education 
and freedom form your own identity?"  In the beginning we talked a lot about slavery and how 
it's an institution that is demoralizing and dehumanizing to everybody, not just the slaves, but 
also the slaveholders, and what I'm doing with them and talking with my co-teacher, who, she is 
awesome, I love my co-teacher, like we both came to the idea that, that teaching is almost a form 
of slavery in a sense because it has that feel in common.  It's so demoralizing and anti-
humanizing to everyone involved; me as a teacher, I feel dehumanized when I need to teach the 
students to pass a test that I feel is not what they should be defined by.  So, you know, 
considering, going back to the teacher effectiveness plan. 
 
James: Are you the slave or the slave holder in that analogy? 
 
Ernest: I am the slaveholder, yeah, I am the slaveholder and the students are slaves. So, this 
whole unit what we’re trying to do is to get them to question everything that they see and 
everything that they know and make a real earnest, you know, discovery, question and inquiry, 





they believe in.  So, it's kind of hard, it's kind of hard to be part of that system and I feel like, I 
don't know, I don't know where that makes me stand, that's why I do want to be, I want to talk 
about it with somebody that is researching and questioning in trying to delve into how 
effective is the teacher effectiveness program or the whole system in general.  Going back to 
the teacher effectiveness program.  The teacher effectiveness program - so in the beginning 
my understanding is that “20% of my grade comes from the assessment on the state level, 
and then 20% of it comes from the assessment of the students on the local level, which is 
decided by the city, and um, and so that is a little rough to know because the grades of my 
students have been like up and down, though generally I've been really good to prepare them 
for the English Regents, however, when you get kids that are like below grade level or like 
extremely below grade level it's very difficult to get them to pass and feel good about 
themselves, you know.  And then, at the end of the day, you're like, ‘who cares if they didn't 
pass, but they really did something that meant growth.’  So, I, this year, especially, I’ve noticed 
I've had kids work really hard, and we've worked really hard with them to prepare for it, and they 
didn't pass, and it was heartbreaking to them, and I felt that, that's not what I'm in school for, you 
know, that's not what I'm a teacher for. I want to build them up and support them so that they 
can succeed, yet I don't think that I'm in that position anymore because of, I guess the students 
that I received, and to some extent, it's not their fault, like they’ve grown up in a system and have 
been just tested, tested, tested, tested so much to the point where I don't think they, they don't 
understand what learning is really about, they just think it's about getting a grade on a test and 
I'm tired of that, and I know I've also, that's been something, I was big on grades growing up, but 
now like being a teacher, grades are definitely important, but I see, I'm more about the 





test is not my main concern guys. My main concern is to make you real learners, to critically 
think, to know how to analyze a text, to want to know, how to, you know, want to know how to 
read and be real curious learners, and want to go to college, and want to learn for learning 
sake. And I mean for some of them, they understand that, others, they don’t they're more about 
the grade too, but um, I don't know where I was going with this, that the, it's been a little 
disheartening because this year, the test for my English Regents, for my juniors, which I have 
four classes of them, was a lot harder than in the past, I don't know, you probably know all that, 
they're making it harder because they want to bring it up to the levels of the common core, 
and so a lot of the kids, I had more kids than ever before to get between 60 and 64, the 








Appendix F: From Paris Without Love (Full Narrative) 
Heart Voice – In Italics 
Disheartened Voice – Underlined 
Heartburn Voice – Bold 
Heartless Voice – Bold and Underlined 
 
Paris: The first time he came in, because he is new, I could feel I wasn't myself, because the 
checkoff, not because he came in, not that he came in looking at me holistically, it's ‘I don't have 
the technology.’ I'm telling you, it changed, it's, like, weird.  And here is a teacher who is 
revered, you know what I mean, like I am just so, I'm ready to leave, but I won't leave, because 
this is where they say, ‘I am going to leave properly.’  They say that all this business, business, 
corporations are taking over, which they are in our schools.  But the thing is, don't treat us like 
a checkoff list.  You can't measure the variables.  You can't measure, when I see a kid in the 
street at 40 as a bus driver, and I feel good that he is not dead, because I taught him in a gang 
school.  How the fuck do you measure that, you fucking idiots?  Do you understand what 
I'm saying?  Like, how would you measure that, you idiots.  So, what I am saying is, I taught 
AP kids; I taught honors; I teach regular; I’ve done the gamut.  You don't know what success 
is, you idiots.  That's how I feel, and the corporations, they, so I am saying to my ex-husband, I 
said, ‘I'm ready to leave tomorrow,’ and he said, he's living in China, he goes ‘calm down.’  I 
said I won't leave tomorrow because I love my kids, I'm not going to leave them. That's the 
difference, in business, I could give a two weeks’ notice.  I feel already, I've got to stay with 
them until June because they're cute, and I owe it.  So, how could you compare me to a 





the right way, because there are people involved, kids. Like right now, I feel like leaving.  You 
have caught me at the perfect time, and this is good because I feel this way, but this, I wouldn't 
have told you the same, but it really did it, right now… 
 
James: It’s heightened? 
 
Paris:  Yeah. It’s very heightened.  So, it changes, it changes the beauty of an individual 
teacher’s style.  Like my son's, they had crazy teachers, and they had teachers who lectured, arty 
teachers - that's wonderful.  That's what you want in front of them, you know.  They had bitchy 
teachers, they had goofy teachers, they are okay, you know, I come from poverty, my sons are 
lucky, their father and I got out of it.  And then they want us to treat the kids individually… You 
treat kids individually, but then you treat teachers like we have to be this robotic thing.  
Now I am getting very fierce; my heart is broken. 
 
James: Your heart is broken? 
 
Paris:  I feel like my heart is broken because the career I love (long pause) is so robotized, and 
data (long pause), and (long Pause) the way I feel they bond with me, because this is the first 
month that I thought about leaving, and I thought that would never happen that they could never 
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